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Black Snow 

West Siberia is today the site of one of the world's most extensive petroleum 

developments. In the thirty years between the opening of the first well 
in the late 1960s and the end of 1999, KMAO-Iugra has produced more 

than 7 billion tons of oil and nearly 563 billion cubic meters of natural gas. West 
Siberia in the 1990s accounted for two-thirds of the oil produced in Russia, and the 
region was then thought to hold two-thirds to three-fourths of Russia's proven oil 
reserves (U.S. Energy Information Agency 1997:3). In the first five years of this cent 
ury, Russia accounted for nearly half of the world's increase in oil production. In 2008, 
Russia produced 12.4 percent of world's oil-95 percent of the total of the leader, 
Saudi Arabia-and 20 percent of the world's gas, including one-third of Europe's gas 
(Bobylev et al. 2010:14-15). This has meant huge sums of money for the federal cof

fers. In part this is due to rising fuel prices-which at the height of wild speculation 
peaked in 2008 above $140 per barrel and have now stabilized around $70 per bar
rel-but no less important has been increased demand for exports, mostly to Europe. 
In 2008, oil, oil products, and gas accounted for two-thirds of the country's exports. 
In the same year, fuel and energy was again the leading sector of the Russian economy 
in 2008, altogether providing 43 percent of the Russian Federation's budget revenues. 

In generating this wealth, Russia has openly sought Western investment and found 
ready partners in Shell, ConocoPhilips, and British Petroleum (Bobylev et al. 2010: 16). 

Because the Russian Federation consumes half of the oil it produces (mostly as 
a result of enormous internal energy inefficiencies inherited from the Soviet era), 

many experts prefer not to describe the Russian Federation as a petrostate, because 
the term, as commonly used, refers to an oil donor state that exists principally on 
revenues from exporting petroleum. We use the term nevertheless as a sign of Russia's 

near-total dependence on oil and gas production. Indeed, the same United Nations 
Development Program report that eschewed the use of the term petrostate argued in 
the same place that Russia is threatened by "poverty, social instability, limited access 

to medical and social services, and reduction of overall standard ofliving in case of a 
fall in export earnings" (Bobylev et al. 2010: 18). While some sectors of the Russian 
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economy have profited enormously from the oil boom, its benefits and risks have 
been very unevenly distributed across regions and populations (Bobylev et al. 2010). 
Its consequences have been especially devastating socially, culturally, economically, 
and ecologically for the Khanty and their land. 

The first production began in earnest in the late 1960s in the Samotlor fields of 
far eastern KMAO-Iugra near Nizhnevartovsk and grew dramatically in the 1970s, 
with serious impacts on the Vakh and Agan Khanty. In the same period and through 
the 1980s, geological work accompanied the first production on the lands of the Pim, 
Tromegan, Salym, and lugan Khanty between Surgut and Khanty-Mansiysk. By 1980, 
virtually no more Khanty were living in the Ob River floodplain. By the late 1980s 
all but a few areas (Kazym River, upper B. Iugan) had been seized for production by 
the Ministry of Energy and the government oil monopoly, and the region virtually 
supported a collapsing Soviet economy by providing a cheap domestic petroleum sup
ply and petrodollars generated from export. At its peak in 1988, the Soviet petroleum 
industry was producing 12.S million barrels a day, significantly outproducing even 
Saudi Arabia. The process of production during the Soviet period was characterized by 
a minimal regard for effective oil reservoir management or environmental protection, 
to say nothing of consultation with indigenous peoples and preservation of cultural 
properties. This period was marked by the sudden and forcible relocation ofKhanty 
families from their traditional family hunting territories, and by the destruction of 
the natural resources of occupied family territories, which eventually more slowly 

but no less more surely forced the families to voluntarily relocate. At the same time, 
certain provisions, such as adjustments to state subsidies, were made by the (then) 

State Committee for the North ( Goskomsever) and a number of related government 
institutions such as ZverPromKhoz (the state fur monopoly) that served to allevi

ate some of the economic and social stress of this assault on traditional Khanty life. 
Moreover, the Soviet policy toward minorities assured that some Khanty voices would 

be at least minimally represented at various levels of decision making, albeit not very 
effectively, and the local village soviets still relied heavily on acculturated Khanty to 
serve as ombudsmen for their less acculturated kin. 

Nevertheless, by gerrymandering the boundaries of newly created regions 

(Nizhnevartovsk, 1973) and village soviets (Nizhnesortim, 1990), the politics of 
the region were manipulated to facilitate the production of oil and to minimize the 

capacity ofKhanty to resist or alter the course of development. There is a long history 
of collusion between the oil and gas interests and the governments of Surgut Region 

and KMAO-Iugra, the next highest level of government. 

POST-SOVIET ADMINISTRATION 

By 1989 oil was booming; KMAO-Iugra was producing almost a million tons a day. 
Today, Khanty-Mansiysk, the okrug capital, has a population of about 40,000, but 
other production-oriented cities grew more dramatically. Nefteiugansk, the original 
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home ofYukos, grew quickly to nearly 100,000. Nizhnevartovsk, where the oil boom 
began only thirty years ago, now has more than 235,000 residents. The most dramatic 
change has come to Surgut. From its founding in 1594, Surgut needed nearly 375 years 
to develop the population of 10,000 that qualified it in 1968 to earn the status of a city 
in the Soviet administrative system. Today, only forty years since that time, Surgut has 
a population of275,000, all tied to oil. Outside the city of Surgut, the region itself has 
an additional population of 90,000. Insofar as money can provide resources for the 

development of human potential, Tiumen Oblast, which includes KMAO-Iugra and 
the city of Surgut, tops Moscow in average salary and ranks second only to Moscow in 
terms oflife expectancies (Bobylev et al. 2010:Table 2.1.1), but these statistics obscure 
the fate of the rural indigenous Khanty, who today account for less than 1 percent of 
the okrug's total population, which is mostly urban ethnic Russians. 

The early post-Soviet initiatives to privatize state assets (a move now being 
reversed) led to the dissolution of the state oil monopoly into separate production, 
refining, and distribution arms. Production was turned over to regional oil compa

nies, each driven by a sense of quick profits. In the mid-1990s these oil companies 
were directed by men who, while serving in a similar capacity in the former Soviet 

oil monopoly, also served in the regional soviet or administration. In addition to the 
state natural gas monopoly, Gazprom, all of the biggest petroleum companies are now 
operating in the region: Lukoil, Surgutneftegaz, Slavneft, and Rosneft (which gobbled 

up Yukos). Today these companies toe the federal government line playing the role of 
good corporate citizens while effectively controlling the regional, okrug, and oblast 

Dumas and administrations, a stranglehold only strengthened by the establishment 
of Kremlin's own United Russia party as the successor single "party of power" to the 

former (not present) Communist Party, and by the Kremlin's recouping of the right to 
appoint all governors. The entanglement of governance, economy, and oil in KMAO
Iugra is thorough, not only at the okrug but at the regional level: Nefteiugansk (until 
2004, Yukos's home territory, now Rosneft), Surgut (Surgutneftegaz and Rosneft), 
Nizhnevartovsk (various subdivisions ofTNK, Tiumen Oil Company). One doesn't 
have to look far to see why. KMAO-lugra is second only to Moscow oblast in the 

amount of taxes and dues it pays to the federal coffers. Of all KMAO-Iugra taxes, 
resource rents, etc., collected in 2007, 82 percent went to the federal government; 

together with neighboring Yamalo-Nenets AO, KMAO-Iugra supplied 29 percent 
of all federal budget revenues for the same year (Bobylev et al. 2010:31). 

The production scale of Russian "big" oil is impressive. More than five hundred 
gas and oil license territories have been defined, mostly in eastern KMAO-lugra. Oil 

production and refining accounts for 79 percent of the region's income, natural gas 
another 5 percent, and the burning of both to generate electricity yet another 12 per

cent. All in all, then, 96 percent of the economy of the entire okrug is petroleum-based. 
KMAO-Iugraleads Russia in petroleum production and electrical power generation 
and is second to northern neighbor Yamalo-Nenets AO in natural gas production. 
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From the opening of the first productive well in 1964 up to 2005, KMAO-Iugra 

produced nearly 8.33 billion metric tons of oil. In 2005 KMAO-Iugra accounted for 

57 percent of all the oil produced in the Russian Federation and about 7.5 percent of 

the world's total output. In that year alone, the value of265 million metric tons of oil 

and 27.5 billion cubic meters of gas produced and refined by fifty-nine corporations 

working in KMAO-Iugra was worth nearly a half billion dollars. Oil production in 

2005 grew by 5 percent over the previous year. In the race for riches, the leading posi

tion is taken by Surgutneftegaz, which produced 63.6 million tons of oil, followed 

closely by Lukoil, which produced 57.3 million tons. More than 40 percent of the 

entire okrug's production came from Surgut Region, the okrug leader, followed by 

Nizhnevartovsk Region (33 percent). Thus the two regions with by far the largest 

populations of Eastern Khanty bore the burden of producing nearly three-quarters 

of the okrug's and much of the nation's wealth (Kominfo KMAO-Iugra 2006). 

The transition to the post-Soviet petrostate was not easy. Bad management in the 

Soviet period had meant declining production that could only be offset by costly new 

technologies, investment in exploration, and opening new fields. By the mid-1990s, 

newly privatized western Siberian oil companies were in debt 21 trillion rubles to the 

central government (Surgut television news, July 20, 1995), and profit taking coupled 

with the internal debt crisis meant that deteriorating pipelines and aging equipment 

were not replaced (Figure 74). Loss of profits from poor productivity of individual well 

clusters (some of which leave more than 50 percent of the oil in the ground), spillage 

(more than three thousand pipeline breaks a year), and speculation drove the rapid 

acquisition of new license territories. In addition, the vertical integration of these 

companies (that is, combining formerly separate entities for exploration, production, 

refining, distribution, and sales into a single management structure) into large cor

porations such as Lukoil and Yukos did not improve their economic or technological 

efficiency. Investment in technologies and infrastructure fell off sharply in the last half 

of the 1990s, just at the time when badly managed and less costly oil deposits were 

being exhausted. As Rossiiskaia Gazeta reported in 1997, "In the 1970s, the abundant 

Samotlor oil deposit heated and fed the entire country. In 1980, it yielded 146.2 mil

lion tons of oil. In 1997, it will barely yield 14.7 million. The remaining deposits or 

reserves in Western Siberia are huge-in May 1997 a delegation from the Ministry 

of Fuel and Energy of the Russian Federation heard Lukoil president Vagit Alekperov 

report a 52.7 percent reserve, and Surgutneftegaz president Vladimir Bogdanov, a 60 

percent reserve-but these deposits are shallow, narrow, and as much as 5 km deep." 

These geophysical difficulties, combined with a tax structure that has made many 

existing wells unprofitable, put enormous pressure on the last few territories where 

cheap oil had been defined. As ofJanuary 1, 2000, more than five hundred oil and gas 

deposits had been discovered on territory ofKMAO: 178 deposits had been industrially 

developed, 160 deposits had yet to be allocated on tender, while 119 deposits were under 

exploration. The total area under license is 115,787 square kilometers or more than a 
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quarter of the okrug's total territory, most of this is in Surgut Region on the homelands 

of the Khanty discussed in this book (Khaknazarov 2001:63-64). As of the summer 

of 2003, only 17 of the 111 license territories platted in Surgut Region remained to be 

auctioned off (Osipova 2003:5). Most of these are in the Iugan, south ofUgut, where 

distance combined with climate delays development of infrastructure and raises the 

costs of production. However, economic pressures, including dramatic increases in 

crude oil prices and poor productivity from existing fields, have driven the auctioning 

oflicenses for territories once thought remote and unprofitable, such as Achimovy on 

the middleM. Iugan River and Tailakhovaon uppermostB. Iugan River (see Figure4). 

Caught between the collapse of the big economy and the emergence of small 

economies, in a shifting sociopolitical context of immature legal structures, the 

situation in West Siberia in the mid-to-late 1990s, if described according to Ansoff 

and McDonnell's criteria for management environment, fell somewhere between 

Discontinuous or Level 4 and Surprising or Level 5 (Figure 68). Practically speaking, 

this meant that, at the national level, the former prescriptive management strategies, 

whatever their past failures, could no longer even promise to control all the factors 

in production, nor could they effectively integrate the state, civil, and market func

tions. For bureaucrats and industrialists at all levels it meant relations fell back upon 

tacit knowledge, so that cronyism counted more than ever. For indigenous peoples, 

it meant falling back on small, local markets, mostly disconnected from national or 

international trade, also built on personal relationships. Since 2000, and most notably 

with the attack on Yukos, the Russian federal government, through its monopolistic 

arms, Gazprom and Rosneft, has moved strongly to reassert control over oil and gas 

production, refining, and distribution, claiming that the effort is motivated by an 

attempt to recover unpaid taxes. Whatever the claim, and however much legitimacy 

it probably has, nevertheless it appears to many that the campaign against "oligarchs" 

is motivated at least as much by the goals of undermining individual accumulations of 

wealth that might challenge the government's power and strengthening the networks 
of cronyism that enrich the powerful. 

DEFACING THE LAND 

In 1994 we were asked by the World Bank to review a draft of the bank's environ

mental assessment for a project to rehabilitate oil fields in the floodplain of the 

middle Ob, between Nizhnevartovsk and Khanty-Mansiysk (Wiget and Balalaeva 

1997b). The assessment provided a stark picture of the pollution created by poor 

technology and the lack of an effective regulatory regime and how that pollution 

was exacerbated by local geography and climate. Most of the area is wetland, either 

riverine floodplains or sphagnum raised bogs; the rest is middle taiga coniferous 

forest. Most of the 0 b basin is in an area of active thermokarst development (World 

Bank 1994:50). Throughout the region the two major sources of surface soil pollu

tion are oil settling pits (for spent drilling fluids and production wastes) and broken 
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pipelines (Figure 74). As a result of combining poorly constructed, antiquated 
technology with the destructive rigor of the climate, there are several thousand 
pipeline breaks a year in West Siberia. Olten these arc "cleaned up" by burning off 
the spilled oil, the fire frequently spreading to the forest (Figure 80). Accurate data 
on oil-polluted lands are not available from the companies or from the government 

(World Bank 1994:52), but very large areas, ofi:en more than 100 square kilometers 
in size, have been totally ruined . 

Because this petroleum development takes place in a wetlands environment, 
water is easily and widely polluted. The reported average petroleum hydrocarbon 
content of water in the Ob, lower Vasiugan, and Tom rivers in 1992 (see Figure 2) 
was more than seven times the maximum permissible level for the protection of 
fisheries. Near Nefi:eiugansk, the average concentration in 1992 was sixteen times the 
maximum permissible concentration. Water quality in Russia is ranked on a national 
index system in which pure water ranks as a 1 and very polluted water ranks as a 6. 

In 1992, the Ob River, the Vakh River, and the B. Iugan River ranked 5 for water 
quality, the latter two sampled in their lower regions, below where Khanty now live 
(World Bank 1994:57-58). Cross-contamination from wells and contamination from 

surface spills has polluted many underground aquifers, ruining them as sources of 
potable water (World Bank 1994:57). 

Atmospheric pollution in the region is serious. The problem of the nature and 
volume of discharges is compounded by the local atmospheric conditions; surface 

inversions occur about 50 percent of the time in winter months, concentrating 
precipitated discharges into snowfall, which then enters the hydrological system. 
Because of this, even a place apparently remote from sources of pollution will reveal 

pollutants in standing bog water. Deposition of sulphur and nitrogen compounds, 
benzene, and metals discharged into the atmosphere approaches or exceeds Russian 
standards. These phenomena occur throughout the region, resulting in acid rain and 
snow even in areas such as the upper Liamin River, which are remote from sources of 

pollution. In some areas, such as the lower Iugan, snow pH is consistently less than 5 
(World Bank 1994:52). While the acidity or pH level of snow and rain varies, typi
cally it hovers around 5.5-5.6; pH levels below 5, like that reported in the middle 
Ob, can affect fish reproduction. Finally, the effect of local temperature increases, 
known to be from two to three degrees Celsius in the heat shadow of facules or gas 
flares, has not been scientifically studied. 

Roadways, railways, pipelines, seismic lines, power transmission lines, and 
cleared rights-of-way have dramatically altered the environment (Figure 72). Access 

roads as much as 30 meters wide are bulldozed out of the taiga. In winter, logs are 
thrown down across waterways and crudely filled with dirt, soil, and sand, to make 

raised roadbeds through the marshy land. In summer, the thawing rivers only par
tially break up these roadbeds, creating dams that slow the current, impeding boat 
travel and silting up fishing and spawning areas. Most of the raised roadways in this 
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marshland are built without culverts and cause a good deal oflocalized flooding that 
is destroying the forest. Dead wood from trees cut to clear drill sites is often saturated 
in places with petroleum or diesel fuel and easily ignites in the dry, hot summers, 
causing numerous large fires to burn in western Siberia. One person reported to us 
seeing an entire drilling rig collapse and sink into the marshland only to be aban

doned there, ruining what was reportedly an excellent hunting place (Figure 73). 
The cumulative impact of this degradation of the physical environment has been 

devastating for the wildlife resources, which provide the Khanty with food, clothing, 
and cash. It begins at the lowest level of the food chain. In 1992, zooplankton species 
in the middle Ob, which act as the lowest rung on the food ladder, were judged to be 

mildly to severely polluted. When one recalls the productive fisheries of the middle 
Ob that flourished even until the 1970s, one can only be astonished at the scale of 
the loss. Now most of the fish consumed in the major cities ofKhanty-Mansi Okrug 
are imported. Migratory birds are bypassing the polluted waters. Khanty around 
Pokachi, which is a large area of devastation on Agan River, reported that migratory 
geese no longer stop there, depriving Khanty of a main seasonal food source (Figure 
72). A Kham on Pim River reported to us that he got only one swan in 1996. Similar 
reports came from many other places north of the middle Ob. 

Animal life has also been impacted in a variety of ways. On the middle Trome
gan River, Khanty report that large furbearers (fox, otter) and predators (bear, 

wolf, wolverine) have virtually fled the area since 1990 as a result of oil develop
ment. Domestic reindeer are also threatened. One woman in the heavily impacted 

Tromegan area reported that her son-in-law lost his entire small herd of one hundred 
reindeer. The deer drank oil-polluted water and could not excrete. Another man 

reported that a relative had a herd of three hundred animals reduced to only forty 
in two years. Pipelines are built that prevent reindeer, with or without their herds

men, from migrating freely to their different pastures. Poaching is also a problem. 
One hunter on the B. Iugan told us he can no longer trap an area on his traditional 

land from which he had taken between seventy and eighty sables a year, because 
geologists poaching in that area have trapped it out. He complained to the local 

administration, but he stispects that they are, in fact, selling hunting licenses to the 
oil workers. The steady demand for meat to feed oil workers in remote areas has led 

to overhunting of moose and wild reindeer. As mentioned earlier, one hunter of the 
B. Iugan regularly killed twenty-five or more moose a season, a situation that was 

well known to the hunting inspectors and the regional administration, but which 
was tolerated because he sold the meat to the oil workers. We have widespread 

reports of domestic reindeer shot from helicopters by oil workers, who stole the 

animals from the Khanty. 
Petroleum development also impacts Khanty religious belief and practice by 

altering or limiting access to several important components of the cultural landscape, 
including archaeological sites, burial sites, places of sacrifice, shrines or labazes, as 
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well as several kinds of divinely established features of the physical environment, 
such as high places, embankments and promontories, sandbars, sacred groves of 
trees, headvvaters, and confluences of river systems. TI1e reason for this destruction 
is clear, and threatens other Khanty sacred high places in the 0 b basin. The few hills 
that exist are the principal source of sand used to construct the raised roadbeds and 

the drilling and construction pads required for petroleum development. A striking 
example is a hill called Imi Iaoun, Mother of the Rivers, north of Russkinskaia. 
Despite the public objections of the Khanty, this hill was first leveled and then ex
cavated, so that all that remains today is an open pit almost a kilometer long, half a 

kilometer wide, and perhaps five to seven meters deep (Figure 79). On our first visit 
together to the Tromegan area in 1992, a geologist gleefully referred to these sand 
deposits as "our treasure." 

MARGINALIZATION AND THE PRESS OF OIL 

Reindeer Herders Under Seige 

Fyodor Taibin lives near the Pim River about ninety air kilometers southeast of Kirill 
Iakovlevich Kanterov (Figures 1, 78), just above the new petroleum refining center at 
Liantor (Wiget 1999b). Taibin's small territory consists of approximately 288 square 
kilometers, centered around a pair oflakes, Lenit-tlor and Liarkni-tlor, from which 
flows the Liarkninski River (Figure 69). On the neck ofland between the two lakes 
is the summer cabin built by his father. South of this is a fence between the numer
ous small lakes and the river to confine the deer from wandering too far south. On 
the opposite (western) side of the lake is Taibin's winter cabin. His spring pasturage, 

where he lives in a chum, is on the northwest side of Lake Liarkni-tlor. Between the 
winter and spring pastures are several creeks which enter Lake Lenit-tlor; the creeks 
and lakes provide his principal fish supply in winter, and supplement the fish caught 
in weirs throughout his summer range during the warmer months. Muskrats are both 

shot and trapped in a large marsh area on the south side of Lake Lenit-tlor. Although 
this pattern of land use makes for a compact, seasonal movement around the lakes, 

Taibin feels it to be increasingly confining. The higher, forested land along the upper 
Liarkninski River used to be good hunting land for the Taibins, and the marshland 

between the branches of the uppermost part of the river was a good nesting place for 
ducks and loons, and swans molted there. Today the land provides virtually noth

ing-not even a single swan is there now-because drill sites have taken over this area. 
In hopes of staying ahead of the advancing wells, Taibin planned to move in 1997 
eastward to the upper reaches of the Tutlim-iaoun River, where he has occasionally 
taken muskrats and there is a good mix of forest, river, and muskeg. 

The northward drift ofFyodor Taibin's family was substantially accelerated and 
exaggerated when his father moved to this location about twenty years ago. This 

was precisely the period when serious geological exploration, including marking 
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seismic lines, road building, and test well installation, was begun north of Liantor. 
His father's land today is overrun by infrastructure development and both work
ing and abandoned wells. At least two sacred sites were destroyed in this process. 
A rough winter road cut through the forest along the Liarkninski River destroyed 
the Liarkninski Kot Mykh, the shrine of that river spirit. Construction of the all

weather paved road running north from Liantor to Nizhnesortim destroyed Pim 
Nangki Moori Kot Mykh, which was the main sacred place for the Pim River patron 
spirit, and threatened the Taibin family sacred place on Iakh-Iagun river. In the 
winter of 1994-1995 an oil well was established only about three kilometers from 
his summer cabin, in the middle of his main berrying place. 

As in the case ofKirill Iakovlevich Kanterov, Fyodor Taibin's present territory 
extends northward from his father's old land, which now lies at the southern bound

ary of the territory. According to Taibin, this place has always been a poor land. 
Because sables have never lived in the muskeg swamps, his ancestors would travel 
south and cross the Ob River to hunt sables and foxes in the forested highlands on 
the south side of the Ob. Taibin's main resource is his small herd of reindeer. Since 

his father died, his herd has varied from five to fifteen animals, an extraordinarily 
small number. In 1995, he had ten adults and three young ones. Typically, he will 

kill two each winter for meat, and may lose one in the summer. His herd is at the 
absolute minimal limit for sustainable reproduction. 

Taibin repeated several complaints common among Khanty still living within 
and at the edge of the oil production zone. First, granted that summer fishing was 

TAIBI NY 
illllllllllBurnt 
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FIGURE 69. Petroleum on Fyodor Taibin's land, near Pim River, Surgut Region, 
KMAO-Iugra 
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never good in this area, when the geologists came they compounded the difficul
ties by also fishing his fish. Poaching of both fish and furs is a common complaint. 
Formerly, in winter they used to be able to take about a metric ton of fish from traps 

set across the mouths of small streams coming into the river. Second, foxes also 
left the region some years ago. In spring and summer 1995, he took only twenty

one muskrats, which he sold for seven to fifteen thousand rubles ($1.30 to $2.75) 
each, in Liantor or to oil workers on drill sites, but even at these prices he cannot 
compete with furs imported into the local markets. Finally, there have been two 
serious fires on his territory, one of which destroyed an important reindeer pasture. 
Khanty attribute the higher incidence of fires to oil-soaked debris from abandoned 
drilling sites or other construction or to cigarettes thrown out from helicopters. 
Whether true or not, such stories represent a general Khanty view that oil workers 
are careless in the forest. 

Unlike Kanterov, Taibin has become dependent on economic agreements. 
When we visited him in the summer of 1996, he was one of many Pim Khanty 

who were brought by representatives of Surgutneftegaz to a meeting in Liantor, 
which we witnessed, in order to sign a new economic agreement as compensation 

for extending a road through their territory. In a remarkable demonstration of 
resistance, all of them refused to sign (Figure 81). The major source of dissatisfac

tion was that economic agreements had never provided adequate compensation, in 
principle, and in practice even that was never entirely fulfilled. When we visited 

him in June 1996, for example, Taibin had not been given the money due to his 
family (630,000 rubles, or approximately $115/person/quarter) since the previous 
year. The company did give him a promised snowmobile, which it said it would 
replace every five years, but it broke down after two. He is given a new gas-powered 
chainsaw every seven years. 

Oil on the lugan: Threatened Hunters 

South of Ob River, the lack of adequate transportation and other infrastructure 
has slowed the development of oil license territories (Wiget 199%). While the 
floodplain of the Iugan Ob and the lower part of the B. Iugan had been intensively 
developed by 1990, the impact on the middle and upper parts of the B. Iugan 

River was limited to the area around Tailakhova. By the mid-1990s a frenzy was 
under way. Licenses were sold on the west side of the B. Iugan opposite Tailak
hova, and part of one license north and east of Tailakhova even included a por

tion of the Iugan Nature Preserve. In 1990 M. Iugan remained untouched above 
Kiniamino, but by 2000 licenses had been sold on M. Iugan south of Kiniamino, 

on the middle stretches near Achimov iurtas, and on the upper part of the basin 
on Kaimysov land. 

We first visited the Kaimysovs, a large Khanty extended family numbering about 
thirty people on the M. Iugan River, in 1995 (Figure 84). Although they were hemmed 
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in on the west by the Iugan Nature Preserve, on the south by the Pervomaiskaia oil 

development, far to the northeast by the developed areas of the Ob floodplain near 

Nizhnevartovsk, and on the north by their neighbors, they felt themselves secure 

on their very large territory of approximately 1,550 square kilometers near the top 

of the M. Iugan River (Figure 1). A resource exploitation map (Figure 70) drawn 

with their help in 1996 illustrates the principal types of flora and fauna harvested 

on the Kaimysov hunting territory. Most important of these are forbearing animals, 

especially sable, fox, and mink, income from the sale of which is used to buy basic 

food products, replace ammunition, and, when affordable, parts for snowmobiles and 

outboard motors. All the major waterways, for instance, are fished, especially where 

the smaller tributaries join the upper M. Iugan. Nets or traps are used. Squirrels, for 

instance, are hunted everywhere for their skins, and there are more than three hun

dred places where weirs are set seasonally for catching fish and muskrats. Similarly, 

ducks, geese, swans, and loons are hunted wherever they are found. Seasonal places 

for hunting migrating waterfowl cannot be indicated on the map. Among regular but 

rare resources, both lynx and bear were successfully hunted on this territory during 

the winter of 1995-1996. In terms of food supply, the major winter resources are 

moose (twelve killed on winter territory in winter 1995-1996) and fish, which are 

heavily fished in three connected lakes now just within the southern boundary of 
the license territory. 

When we showed them on a map of projected oil developments how an oil 

license territory ("Ledianoe"), defined but not yet tendered, cuts through their ter

ritory, the family was horrified to discover that it would ruin their main source of 

winter food, both fish and moose, and harvestable furs (see dotted rectangle, Figure 
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FIGURE 70. Petroleum development on Kaimysov hunting territory, B. Jugan River, 
Klv!AO-lugra 
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FIGURE 71. Estimated impact of petroleum development on Eastern Khanty lands 

70). The Kaimysovs knew nothing about this and had not signed their land over for 

development, though the electrical generator which supplies electricity for lighting 

and for their television was certainly part of an economic agreement signed with a 

geological surveying subsidiary of the local oil company. Later, however, they did sign 

away the use rights to the Ledianoe license land (Wiget and Balalaeva 1997d). 1he 

development of the uppermost part of the M. Iugan set in motion the subsequent 

sale of license territories astride the middle M. Iugan on the lands of Achimovy 1 

and Achimovy 2 (Figure 4). 

Assessing the Impact of Oil 

From an official perspective, there is little difference between Kaimysov, Taibin, 

and other Khanty whose lands are coextensive with oil development. But the fact 

is that as a result of these development processes, Eastern Khanty lands are being 

destroyed, their communities devastated, and the cultural formations that they 

have sustained during the Russian Empire and the first three decades of the Soviet 

era have been substantially altered. Today there are virtually no traditional Khanty 

extended-family settlements on the lower parts of the Agan, Salym, Vasiugan, and 

Vakh rivers, although all of these were well-populated areas, rich in terms of tradi

tional economy, thirty years ago. Other river systems such as Pim and Tromegan are 

heavily impacted and the Khanty marginalized. Only the Khanty families on Liamin 
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and B. Iugan river systems have been minimally affected, but these are threatened 

by impending development. 
Figure 71 illustrates, to the best of our knowledge, the cumulative environmental 

impact at the end of the 1990s using the following scale: 

Destroyed 

Severe 

Limited Use 

Marginalized 

Threatened 

Entirely industrialized physical environment makes other uses 

and permanent residence impossible. 

Industrialized or major infrastructure development make only 
use possible, but not healthy. Most Khanty living in these areas 

have been relocated from iurtas to villages. 

Scattered residual occupancy; limited subsistence 

Family hunting territories still occupied, but development 
present. Environment polluted but still regularly used. Khanty 
economically dependent on compensation agreements. 

Traditional economy still maintained relatively intact. Develop
ment only in exploration phase as yet; license areas defined and 

scheduled for tender. 

MAKING WAY FOR OIL 

Making way for oil clearly has not been accomplished without considerable damage to 
the Khanty. Nevertheless, KMAO-Iugra was also the site of some important experi

ments during the perestroika period. They involved strategies for creating an uneasy 
coexistence between oil and the Khanty-resettlement, removal, and various forms 
of compensation-that are familiar from other development scenarios around the 
world.Unfortunately, these same well-intentioned experiments have had unintended 

negative consequences. 

Coerced Resettlement 

Resettlement happened either voluntarily or by force. Coerced resettlement was a 
common occurrence in the Soviet era. More than forty Khanty families were relocated 

off their lands to Agan Village. This happened in 1976 afi:er the new Nizhnevartovsk 
Region district was created in the same year. No compensation was provided. The 
fishing sovkhoz gave some money to construct cheap log houses, but only a few 

houses were constructed, not enough for everyone. All these families had reindeer, 
which they were forced to kill to feed themselves in the village. 1heir houses were 

ofi:en destroyed in front of their eyes by the bulldozers that were cutting the roads. 
Now there are only three iurtas lefi: on Agan, and many of them are consolidated 
ones, where several different families have been compelled to live together. The rest 
of the Agan Khanty were forcibly resettled in Agan village. For others, life in the 
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taiga simply became impossible afi:er trees were cut, roads built, and rivers and creeks 
ruined by oil or dammed by road construction. No compensation was given to the 
families who could no longer survive on the land, so they lefi:. 

Voluntary Resettlement 

The late Valery Stepanovich Surovtsev, a Russian whose family had lived in Siberia 
for several generations, shared with a Kham, Konstantin Sopochin, a tract of land 

on Tromegan and Egut-Agan rivers. It was so developed with well clusters, dirt and 
paved roads, communications, etc. that he couldn't use it. 1heir families voluntarily 

resettled in Iubilenoe (Staryi Tromegan). Maxim Yefimovich Pokachev of Agan village 
lefi: the land as a young man and came to Agan to work in the fishing sovkhoz. He 
was followed there by his second brother, and eventually his youngest. When his two 

aged parents died, no one was lefi: on the land, and the oil company simply occupied 
land they still claimed as their own. Resettlements, forcible or voluntary, probably 
happened on the Vakh and Vasiugan rivers as well, because both were regions of very 
early oil development and the Khanty there are now substantially resettled in villages. 

Voluntary Removal 

Removal here refers to the decision to seek another hunting territory higher up the 
river or to share another family's territory rather than resettle in a village, when 

one's hunting territory is taken. Seven kilometers from Pokachi, four families-two 
Tylchin, one Aipin, and one Liakov-are forced to survive on one family's very small 

territory (rodovoe ugod'e) of only 57,000 hectares. The Aipins moved here afi:er the 
new city of Pokachi was built on their land. They had no document proving that it 
was their land, they were told to move so the new city could be built for the temporary, 

nonlocal oilworkers (Russ., vakhtoviki). Even today they still have no privatization 

act for the land. They refused to sign an economic agreement with Megionnefi:egaz 
(MNG), which offered as compensation a snowmobile, motor, small house ("We don't 
need it," the Aipins said), and ten minimum salaries per person per year. In winter 

1995 a representative from MNG approached them, saying he had been instructed 
by the head of Goskomsever in Nizhnevartovsk to tell them that if they did not sign 

they would be forced off the land. In the summer of 1995, a geological party from 
MNG told them that if they did not sign, development would happen anyway, and 

they would get no benefits. 
Neither cash nor supplies nor technologies are supplied in economic agreements in 

sufficient quantity to liberate Khanty from subsistence and the land, even if they would 

desire such. Anomie, depression, and alcoholism abound in the villages to which 
many Khanty have either voluntarily removed or been forcibly relocated. Destructive 

binge drinking patterns have emerged, leading to a good deal of crime, suicide, and 
domestic violence, which in the last years is occurring not only when Khanty are in 
the villages but when they return to their extended-family settlements from time to 
time, out of economic necessity, to fish polluted rivers and hunt on ravaged lands. 
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Consent and Compensation 

In the flurry of popular activity and democratic fervor that immediately followed the 
collapse of the Soviet Union, Khanty representatives were elected in significant num

bers to a variety oflocal, regional, and okrug positions (Wiget and Balalaeva 1997c). 
On February 5, 1992, despite resistance from delegates representing oil interests, this 
newly configured Council of People's Deputies of KMAO-Iugra issued "Polozhenie 0 

statuse rodovykh ugod'ii v Khanty-Mansiyskom avtonomnom okruge" (Regulation 
concerning the status of kinship communities in KMAO ), which was followed by "O 

mekhanisme vnedreniia polozheniia o staruse rodovykh ugod' ii v Khanty-Mansiyskom 
avtonomnom okruge" (Concerning the Mechanism for Applying the Regulation con
cerning the status of kinship communities in KMAO ), a decree issued by the head of the 
administration ofKMAO-Iugra on February27, 1994 (Kriazhkov 1994:310-321). TI1e 
passage of these laws set in motion a legal process for formally defining the boundaries 
of family hunting territories (rodovye ugod' ia) and issuing governmental acts certifying 
that the use rights on these territories belonged to the families living on them. 

This process began quickly enough because, according to Article 21 of the afore
mentioned "Regulations," oil companies seeking access to the subsurface resources 
on Khanty family hunting territories were required to obtain signed releases from the 
Khanty families before exploration or production work could begin. Article 22 of the 
same legislation required a clear economic agreement, approved by the appropriate 

administrative authority, between the owner of the land and the company developing 
the land, specifying (1) the terms and conditions of development, and providing (2) 

full compensation for all losses in connection with development, (3) an agreed-upon 
share of the profits from the development of this land, as well as ( 4) a lease payment for 

the use of the land (Kriazhkov 1994:319). Two months later, President Boris Yeltsin 
issued the decree (ukaz) "Concerning Urgent Measures for Protecting Places of Liv
ing and Economic Activity of the Native Minority Peoples of the North," referred 

to above, also requiring territorial definition and consent before any taking ofland. 
One of the earliest tests of this policy came with the development of the Tian and 

surrounding fields on the Tromegan River in northern Surgut Region. There had been 

unusual public protests, including blocking traffic with a chum set up on a bridge, but 
the project went ahead. In 1994 we spoke with Iosif Antonovich Sopochin's sister, 
Vera Sopochina Pokacheva (Figure 60), who was outraged that the necessary major

ity agreement with Surgutneftegaz had been accomplished by gerrymandering the 
boundaries of the area so that her Khanty neighbors, who would suffer little or noth

ing in comparison to her, could vote for the development and get some compensation: 

More than once the oil people came to us, and each time we refused. 
TI1is time, it seems, our own people have sold us out. Our own people, 
Khanty, did it. I know these people. Almost all are newcomers here. I 

know that even if wells were set up on their own territory, they'd be 
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happy with that. Ifit inconveniences them, they'd just move away, but 
Leonid Pavlovich and I have nowhere to go. Our old people have been 
here since the beginning of time. And even if there were somewhere 

else to go, why would we go there? The oil and gas people have been 
herding people here and there, back and forth, so that the people 

have lost everything along the way, their children, their households, 
everything. If they put this cluster of wells nearby, there won't 
be any fish, any cranberries, any berries at all, and therefore we'll have 

nothing to live on. When we lived with Leonid Pavlovich 's father, we 
had so many traps everywhere we caught muskrats by the thousands. 
Iosif Antonovich visited us then; he remembers. Now it's good if one 

can kill a measly hundred or so, and if they start work on there, there 
won't be even that. We lived off of that lake, even though we went 
away to the forest in the winter. 

For Vera, the compensation was an insult, and the dangers of development involved 
more than pollution. 

The oil people never helped us then, and they won't help us now. What 

should we do with a one-time compensation? We have six people in 

our family-140,000 [1994 rubles, approx. $32]? It costs that much 
just to go to Sortim once [for supplies]. And after that, what? The 
whole family might as well just die. And they'll put all these clusters 

around. And it's not just a matter of hunger. Someone might simply 
kill you! We are forced sometimes to leave our children alone. What 

if we come home and our children are dead? This is most terrifying 
thing of all. They say they've placed a barricade on the road, but it 

matters little. [Russian] Fishermen and others pass through freely. 

TI1ey come to hunt and fish [poach]. In spring, they did let in cars 
based on some list, but it won't be like that always. TI1ey came by 
helicopter to one place, too. 

Tamara Sidorovna lived here before, bur now she lives in 
Russkinskaia. It means nothing to her to sign for anybody. She just 

wants to get rid of the oil people. Maybe they fulfilled their promises 
to her, but they never have to us .... So we take nothing from the oil 
people and sign nothing from them, except the Act of Refusal [to 

Permit Drilling]. I completely refused from them. Yet they are going 
to place their clusters two to three kilometers from here! 

Even [Khanty] hunters are afraid to come here, to say nothing of 
being home alone-anything can happen. How many horrible stories 
happened in the past compared to now? We want to live as earlier 
our fathers and grandfathers did, not having to hold out our hand 
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for a piece of bread. If they leave us in peace, we won't beg for bread. 
We'll live honestly by our own work. 

[Khanty] People came all the way from the end ofTromegan to 

here to get money for this. What are they thinking of? Of course, now 
we are the ones directly suffering, but soon it will be their problem. If 
all the Khanty were on one side, there would be no quarrel. But now 
Khanty are quarreling among themselves. Well, I'm ready to quarrel 
with the whole world. 

Vera Sopochina Pokacheva's experience was not unique. We have on record instances 
of licenses for exploration, territories being defined for tender, and territories being 
offered for tender, without the informed consent or even prior knowledge of the 
resident Khanty. In addition, economic agreements are often made in an irregular 

manner with the intent to coerce the Khanty. Early exploration agreements made 
with individual families promised a snowmobile, rifles for hunting, ammunition, 
and a very small annuity payment for each adult in the family, in exchange for yield
ing the right to explore for gas and oil (Figure 81). 1hese items were often delivered 
in the first year but not in the second, their postponement providing inducement 
for extending the exploration agreement another year. Khanty had little recourse in 
such instances, because these economic agreements did not have the status of formal 
contracts and were not enforceable in court, even if a Khanty person could be found 
who would file a suit. So while the physical presence and economic pressure of the 
oil companies intimidated the Khanty into complying in full with their part of the 

agreement, in terms of territory surrendered, the Khanty the1~selves ha.d no lever~ge 
which they could use to enforce their legitimate demands agamst the 011 companies. 

We saw a copy of an economic agreement that was drafted between the oil com

pany Maisknelt, working in Ugut, and fifteen families in nearby Kinia~i~o vil~age 
in late 1993. It had been first signed by the head of the Ugut village adm1111strat10n, 

which was illegal, and forty-five copies were then distributed to families, who, seeing 

the signature, were convinced it was a fait accompli. Neverthele~s, no one ~ig.ned t.his 
first copy. A local activist returned the copies to the head of the village adm1111stranon 
and demanded a revised process according to normative procedures where people 

signed first, alter which there were official signatures. In exchange for exploration 
and drilling rights, they were promised as compensation: (1) new winter and summer 

houses, (2) a snowmobile, an outboard motor, and two tons of gas per year, (3) 100,000 
rubles ($23) per person per quarter, (4) new winter outerclothes, (5) paid university 

education, ( 6) radio-telephone and electricity, (7) access to a low-price company 

grocery store. The Khanty at Kiniamino got snowmobiles, cash, and clot~es. They 
drank all their money, and never went to their traplines in the forest that wmter year 

(1994-1995). One was killed by a car while driving his snowmobile drunk. . 
Despite the public knowledge that oil companies were expanding their territories 

and making huge sums of money, and that financial support for the Khanty was a 
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minuscule expense, the oil companies did not always fulfill all the terms made even 
in miserly economic agreements. In June 1996, we witnessed a meeting in Liantor 

near Pim River where Khanty families had been assembled by the exploration arm 
of Surgutneftegaz to sign a new economic agreement as compensation for planned 
exploration (Figure 81). Khanty heads of households unanimously refused to sign a 
new agreement for just this reason. Ten years later, when oil prices had spiked above 
$70 per barrel, we revisited Iubilenoe village on Tromegan River, reviewed contem
porary compensation agreements, and heard more or less the same complaints of 
inadequate compensation. At the same time, on the Iugan River, cash payments or 
"compensation," which earlier had been the cause of complaint, were being distributed 

so lavishly that some compensation goods, such as gasoline and outboard motors, 
would be resold for cash, and corrupted Khanty would go to community leaders and 
ask for handouts of 10,000, 20,000, or 50,000 rubles, or $365 to $1,800. The irony 
is that by 2006 there was no legal basis for requiring for "compensation" because 

the legal status of Khanty rodovoe ugod'e had been nullified. But both the notion 
of rodovoe ugod'e and the use of compensation agreements have been so thoroughly 

integrated into the administrative system and the general social consciousness, that 
community leaders believe the payment of compensation, even if only as a form of 
"hush money," will continue in any case. 

One of the reasons the okrug and regional administrations as well as the oil 
companies can claim to be aiding the Khanty is that the oil companies, following 
what they call "the Canadian model," promise to compensate the Khanty by paving 

the roads to the villages and building schools and housing there (Figures 75, 76). As 
attractive as this sounds, these improvements are often oflittle benefit to the Khanty 

who live on extended-family settlements in the taiga. They understand only too well 
that availing themselves of this kind of "compensation" would require them to leave 

their family lands. They see only too clearly that the real beneficiaries of this com
pensation plan are the oil workers, the Russians who do live in the villages, and the 

oil company itsel£ which uses the roads it develops to extend its reach even further 
into the interior. And this "compensation" is offered in a take-it-or-leave-it political 

environment in which neither the local village administrations nor the occupants 
of traditional use territories receive any fixed share of the profits derived from oil 

production in their lands. Even those Khanty who have long ago removed to villages 
such as Russkinskaia and Iubilenoe find their hands tied by this arrangement. In 
Iubilenoe, the Khanty secured the agreement ofKogalymneftegaz in 2005 to build six 
houses. Houses built as part of compensation agreements are notoriously shoddy and 

cold, and the Khanty community leaders had hoped that by receiving the money 
directly and managing the project themselves, they could get better houses. They were 
told that if the money came to them, they would have to count it as income and pay 

tax on it, amounting to approximately $23,500, which would have made building 
any houses impossible. 
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REIMAGINING LAND AND COMMUNITY 

The complex relationship between community and land, signified by the Khantyword 

iakh (see chapter 2), is being splintered under the pressures of development, poverty, 

and greed. Conventional Khanty thinking pits the subsistence economy in opposi

tion to petroleum development, as the Tromegan reindeer herder Boris Nikolaievich 

Multanov did, speaking to us in 1994: 

My family and my father all their life have lived on this very land. And 

on this very land, the earth renewed itself Here were fish, muskrat. 

And each family could support itself on its own land. All these natural 

resources were enough. Because we are illiterate, and don't know the 

words, we are considered to be savages. But we thought of this land as 

a garden, and we never damaged it. There was nothing like burning 

anything in the summer as a result of human actions [referring to 

numerous human-caused contemporary forest fires J. If there were fires, 

it was because oflightning .... Now they are building the road and there 

will be permanent traffic and various oil constructions, and even if 

there are no poachers, muskrats will leave this land, and the fish also. 

And this is everywhere: for example, near Kogalym, where there are 

big oilfields, all these animals like muskrat are escaping. If this road 

will be built, it will be difficult for us to live on this land. There will 

be no hunting at all, and there is not much time left. In two years, they 

will put this concrete road and there will be such permanent traffic. 

You could still live in the forest under these conditions, of course, but 

there would be nothing to hunt. All these problems with muskrats are 

not only from oil, but also from city people coming and hunting here. 

There is a painful pathos in Multanov's juxtaposition of the garden and the industrial 

environment, with the concrete road as the symbol of both penetration and violation. 

Industry represents a new kind of human agency that Khanty meet most often with 

fatalism. "I know oil is irn:portant, it feeds all of Russia," Valentina Kechimova said, 

looking into a huge pit of abandoned rusting metal, "but they could at least clean up. 

We drink oil, we breathe gas" (Van Eyck 1998). But, fatalism or no, oil has jeopardized 

these Khanty attitudes toward the land significantly. 

Commodification 

On the one hand, it is clear that for some Khanty, land is perceived less often as a 

"garden" and more often as a marketable commodity, which can be bartered for 

manufactured goods, which are otherwise unobtainable. The financial gain associated 

with oil development, however ephemeral, has invested Khanty with a stricter sense 

of proprietary rights. Legal steps have been taken to delineate the formerly fuzzy 

boundaries of hunting territories. Development has also put pressure on the resource 
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base, driving some Khanty who have surrendered their land to oil development to 

poach on the hunting territories of hunters who have not. TI1e tensions generated by 

this commodification have caused enormous strife among the Khanty. 

TI1e fact that land is now a tradable commodity has provoked open conflict, 

even violence, among the Khanty. In the village of Tailakhova on the B. Iugan 

River, PK's family claimed rights to a disputed territory, though they have received 

no official act on the land, because their family had always hunted the territory. PK 

claimed that the L family had "occupied" and hunted on "their" land. TI1e head of 

the L family denied this in two ways. First, he claimed that he had mostly hunted 

on the communal land to the north set aside for all the village residents. TI1ere appears 

to be some truth to L's claim because, as the story circulates in the village, it was L 

who persuaded anotherKhant to kill the Russian hunter known locally as Ryzhi 

or "Redhead." L's motive for staging the murder came from the fact that Ryzhi was 

the only one in the village who opposed L's hunting on communal territory. Ryzhi 

did so because he also hunted there to feed his family, as did the old man, Nikolai 

Gordeyevich Tsingannin. Second, L also claimed that he did in fact have hunting 

cabins on the disputed territory, and that he "sometimes" did go there to hunt, so 

he argued this was his own family's land, though Yelena Tailakhova's grandmother 

was adamant that L never had a cabin on "their" land. The land L claims is carved 

out of lands historically belonging to the Tailakhov family, for whom the village 

was named, and to the Kolsomov family, also longtime residents. Both families 

dispute L's claim. What is at stake in all of this is not only an argument over access 

to subsistence resources, but money and goods from a compensation agreement. 

When an oil company purchased the licenses for exploratory drilling on the south 

side of the B. lugan opposite Tailakhova, they needed to negotiate an agreement 

with the legitimate landholder. It appears that when the boundaries of this par

ticular hunting territory were "defined," several families were named as residents, 

but, between connivance and terror, L had positioned himself to profit from any 

subsequent agreement. It is not difficult to understand why the legal result did not 

reflect the realities of usufruct. Understanding these realities required that we go 

back and forth between several houses, among neighbors who held a strong animus 

toward each other, and the process took more than two hours of intensive question

ing, which generated often heated responses. 

On M. lugan River, the residents of Achimovy 1 iurta admit to beating Khanty 

who have come onto their territory to hunt and fish. Until recently these "poachers" 

hunted and fished on the cast side ofM. lugan above Kiniamino. When the recently 

opened South Kiniamino Oil Development Area began to consume a large part of 

their territory, they started to hunt "off" their territory where the land had not yet 

been impacted by development and was more productive. They were attacked and 

beaten, their tents pulled down, and their belongings scattered. TI1is violent defense 

of a threatened property right is especially significant when one recalls that as recently 
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as thirty years ago, people hunted communally and not even the outer limits, let 
alone the boundaries of family hunting territories, were defended. One should not 

presume that the property so vigorously defended is subsistence resources or that the 

ulterior motive is the preservation of a traditional way oflife. Recently, the residents 

of Achimovy 1 and Achimovy 2 iurtas voted on an agreement with Slavneft to open 

production on their own lands. As in Vera Sopochina Pokacheva's case, mentioned 

earlier, the one resident whose own piece of land was to be most heavily impacted 

by planned clusters of exploratory wells voted against it, but he was outnumbered. 

Revitalization 

On the other hand, like many peoples overwhelmed by rapid change, the Eastern 

Khanty have evolved an ideological response to the imminent destruction of their way 

oflife. As in the classic studies of nativist (Linton 1943) and revitalization (Wallace 

1956) movements, rapid change induces a slippage or disjunction between the objective 

conditions of one's world and one's culturally shaped predispositions. 1his disrup

tion is generating a broad-based anxiety among contemporary Khanty, affecting, in 

Geertz's terms, the cultural formation not only of feeling and of morality but also of 

intelligibility (1973). In what Bourdieu calls "symbolic struggles over the perception 

of the social world" (1987:134), indigenous prophets aim to clarify the ambiguities of 

a crisis by highlighting fundamental oppositions through the deployment of primary 

symbols that reinstantiate the historical and semantic priority of native interpretations 

of these symbols. 

Among the Khanty, ideological resistance to acculturative pressures has erupted oc

casionally in prophetically grounded revitalization movements of greater or lesser scope, 

intensity, and duration. Balzer (1999) provides a valuable description of one such revi

talization movement in 1896 centered on a Vakh River Khanty seer and demonstrates 

how elements of revitalization buttressed the Kazym rebellion against collectivization 

in the early 1930s. While one cannot speak of a nativistic movement today, at least in 

the classic sense referred to by Balzer and others, elements of nativistic ideology have 

entered into Khanty antidevelopment and cultural revitalization discourse. 

There is a little-noticed undercurrent of apocalypticism swirling through conver

sations that reminds one of the rhetoric of revitalization movements. It first came to 

us in a comment by Iosif Antonovich Sopochin (Figure 85), who remarked to us in 

1994, "All of us [Russians and Khanty] are being and will be punished for all these 

deeds that were done against nature. I mean all this bouquet of crimes we have at 

present, and the environment has become a source of poison for us. Of course, Khanty 

also are guilty, because now they have stopped making these things of birch-dishes, 

pots-and use manufactured goods." This was only our second meeting with Iosif, 

who was a nervous character and often hard to read, so it was difficult to contextu

alize this comment on the widespread environmental destruction that has been a 

common theme for twenty years in the region. At the time we were more interested 
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in the example he offered which immediately followed. "For example, at Imi Iaoun, 

they entirely dug out a sacred hill [see Figure 79]. They brought it away entirely 

for road construction. And if we take this particular case, I don't think the sand is 

very good for the road. I don't mean that there are more accidents on this very part of 

the road than elsewhere, but overall on this road, Kogalym-Surgut, automobile acci

dents are more frequent, even than anywhere else. I have noticed this long ago." Later, 
during that same visit, Iosif invited us to meet with Yeremei Antonovich Tevlin, who 

told us that there are "evil spiritual consequences" to oil development, that when wells 

are drilled, they provide a passage for evil spirits to come out from the Lower World. 

For some time after this 1994 meeting, we picked up no more of such apocalyptic talk. 

TI1en in the summer of 2000, we were visiting at Kuplandeyevy iurta on B. Iugan, 

where we recorded a story from the late Nikolai Petrovich Kuplandeyev. We had 

frequently recorded Khanty mont or folktales that integrated Ugrian and Russian 

motifs, but Kuplandeyev's story of Tsar Peter and the Little Man was remarkable for 

another reason. At the end of the story, Tsar Peter prophesies the coming of Soviet 

power, the repression of Khanty shamans and the Orthodox Church, the overthrow 

of Soviet power, and the reestablishment of true religion and Khanty culture. How 

this theme came to be interpolated into the story, Nikolai Petrovich didn't know; he 

said he simply told the story as he remembered it being told to him. When we dis

cussed this later with Pyotr Vasilievich Kurlomkin, he was intrigued, and it recalled 

to his memory something we had never before met in our discussions with him. This 

was the theme of prophecy, pamtyl) iasyl), which translates directly as "magic talk." 

TI1e old man was reminded by Tsar Peter of how people would 

live in the future. Vasily Liantin, great-uncle of the present Vasia 

Liantin, knew this prophecy very well. He died before he could teach 

anyone. Prophecy can happen, and anyone can tell it. In their sleep, 

for instance, they hear or see something. Vasily Liantin had such a 

prophecy and wanted to tell something, but he died. Sometimes when 

two or three people in different places see the same thing; it happens. 

TI1ey can see a man in their sleep, not a real man, and he tells what 

should be done, pamtyl) iasyl). At the time the prophecy was made, 

Khanty had no Russian crockery; everything was made of birch. For 

example, it was said in the prophecy that Khanty will live with iron 

dishes and also Khanty will have money. TI1ey said that by the year 

2000 Soviet power will be changed. All the old people knew all of 
this, and just for this purpose they distributed sticks. 

Pyotr Vasilievich described the stick, which, like the counting stick of the Bear Cer

emony (Figure 35), serves as a mnemonic device. To make the stick, called ai sumit 
iukh chupeli, simply "little short birch stick," they take the trunk of a birch sapling, 

square its sides, and make from it four flat sticks. One edge of the stick was notched, 
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and each stick, Kurlomkin said, "was like a page in a book. On every notch, there 
are a lot of words. They [the notches J tell me to put a finger on every notch and re
tell." Other Khanty on the B. Iugan confirmed that this matter of prophesying with 
mnemonic sticks was well known. TI1e source to whom this particular prophecy was 

attributed was a Khanty man who lived on the 0 b River before the Soviet Revolution, 
remembered as churn liv iukh kyv iki (stick-with-notches old man). 

He told a lot of things, and later began to distribute these sticks, 
though nobody knows how they came [to Iugan)-either somebody 
distributed them [for him] or he did it himself. Everything he 

prophesied came true. For instance, about dishes. Old Vasily Liantin, 
the great-uncle of present Vasia Liantin, had such sticks. TI1e state 
power will change, it was said. It didn't specifically say Red power, 

but simply power. At the end of the year 2000, there will be another 
turnover. He said about the churches that they will be opened again. 
And, as in the tale [Kuplandeyev told], they will live difficult lives. 
Afi:er the first revolution [1917) they would live well, but afi:er the 

second there would be hardships. 

The millennial theme in this text recovers an earlier comment this same elder made 

to us when contemplating the preparations for the year 2000, which were then be
ing propagandized around the world. He had heard that the present world was not 
the first world, but that this world had been peopled afi:er a fire and a flood, and 
that world-cleansing fires and floods recur every two thousand years during which 

God burns people in their sinfulness and then washes them with the flood. Person
ally, he seemed to take it with a grain of salt, remarking that "probably on the year 
2000 there will be no flood, perhaps something else." The last comment, however, 

like the tag ending of the Tsar Peter story, seems an explicit reference to the difficulties 
that befell Russia during and afi:er the collapse of the Soviet Union (in the Russian 

neologism, katastroika). This social and economic chaos fell on the Khanty as well, 
following from the collapse of state labor structures, the decline and eventual loss of 
state subsidies, the mapping and distribution ofland, the formation of new political 
structures and voluntary associations, and the robber baron capitalism of the West 

Siberian oil industry. 

Our understanding of this prophetic, apocalyptic discourse was further enriched 
by a brief discussion with Vladislav M. Kulemzin, who had published two variants 
of this story (Kulemzin and Lukina 1976:141, 179). Briefly summarized, the story 

Kulemzin recorded asserts that the end will come when Russians pump all the blood 
(oil) from beneath the earth. Then everything will stop. All iron things-helicopters, 
pipes, and barges-will come to a standstill. Russians, who will be known because 

they are buried with their heads to the east, will be frozen. Khanty, who are buried 
with their heads to the north, will be resurrected. Those people who retain the short, 
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traditional scalping knife, who make fish weirs, start fire without matches, and use 

arrows will reclaim the earth. An arrow, to which a length of iron chain has been 
tied, will kill the last Russian, tearing through his heart. 

Elements familiar from revitalization movements elsewhere recur throughout 
these texts. Within the larger apocalyptic framework that prophesies the end of the 
oppressive power and the restoration of peaceful tenure to the aboriginal people 
are the signification of the oppressive Russian power by iron and the aboriginal 
culture by birch. Iron and birch, respectively, symbolize the industrial and the 
natural order, orders of reality linked by the blood-oil transformation. TI1e selec
tions of iron and birch are not arbitrary but deeply rooted in Khanty worldview. 
Birch is the tree that grew up in the place where the woman who fell from the sky 
gave birth to Kon Iki, also known as Pastayert Iki, ~icldy Flying Man, or Mir 

Susne Xum, the World-Overseeing Man. Birch is the axis mundi tree linking the 
Earth-surface World, the Middle World, to the Skyworld or Upper World. It is 
the tree on which Khanty hang sacrifices of reindeer and fabric to the gods and so 
send their prayers skyward. TI1e working of iron as a "black metal" (Russ., chorny 
metal) is associated with Kul, the god of the Underworld, responsible for death 
and disease, one of whose avatars is Chorny (Russ.) Pykht (Kh.) Iki. He wears a 

black metal hat when he is figured in metal at communal reindeer sacrifices, and 
he receives offerings of meat and black cloth. He was so antagonistic to Kon Iki 
that when he was finally defeated he was sealed in a metal box or coffin. Yeremei 
Antonovich Tevlin proposed a brutal irony by suggesting that the metal drills, 
which have been sunk into the earth in search of oil, have penetrated this coffin, 
unleashing the evil spirits. 

Clearly this apocalyptic tradition is not a recent phenomenon. TI1e most ancient 
layer of this tradition is probably mythological, rooted in millennialist world suc

cession mythologies. The more recent historical layers, however, as represented in 
the story of Tsar Peter and the Little Man and the prophecies of Stick-with-Notches 
Old Man, are probably reflections upon the revolutionary upheavals at the end of 
the tsarist era. Upon the architecture of this earlier apocalyptic tradition, a few 
Khanty radically opposed to petroleum development seem to have begun spinning 
a nativistic tale about the fate of the Khanty and the industrial world. But because 

the efficacy of this apocalyptic tradition depends upon the deployment of a few pri
mary symbols in fundamental dualisms, it can also serve the Khanty as the substrate 

for the evangelical Christian apocalyptic discourse mentioned earlier, an end-time 
scenario in which computers, chips, and machines, substitute for iron and oil, and 
"traditional" costume and gender roles substitute for wooden dishes. 

EMERGENT TYPES 

Out of the rapid growth in population that has transformed those settlements that 
historically served as points of contact between the indigenous Khanty and non-native 
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newcomers, new communities and new identities are emerging. Prior to the develop
ment of western Siberia as a zone of intensive petroleum production, the region was 

served principally by Surgut, which had no more than 10,000 people, and a few small 
satellite villages, each with less than 1,000 people. The hinterland was truly hinterland. 
People remember traveling from the hinterland all the way into Surgut by reindeer
drawn sled. Today the major cities of the middle Ob are linked to Tobolsk, Tiumen, 
and Yekaterinburg to the south by rail and by an extensive network of all-weather 

roads, and to all the major cities in Russia and beyond by daily air service. In addition 
to hosting translator stations for the major all-Russian television and radio networks, 
the major cities in KMAO-Iugra also host their own local media outlets. If, on the one 
hand, this web of infrastructure penetrates deeper into the taiga daily, on the other 

hand the contact induced is often virtual rather than substantial. Khanty must still 
come to the major settlements to conduct business, but both their expectations and 

the realities they discover there have changed dramatically. 

Border Boomtowns 

Surgut today is home to 275,000 people, and it is still growing. It is also the corporate 

home of Surgutnefregaz (SNG), the third-largest oil company in Russia. SNG was 
one of the first regional oil companies devolved from the dissolution of the state oil 

monopoly, and today it is the only one that survives intact, in large measure due to the 
consistent leadership of its president, Vladimir Bogdanov. Continually criticized for its 

lack of transparency, SNG has become prosperous not through merger or integration, 
but through production. It owns the vast majority oflicenses in the northern half of 

Surgut Region, and its contributions to the regional tax budgets of Surgut Region and 
the city of Surgut are enormous. Russia's largest vertically integrated oil company of the 

late 1990s, Lukoil, originated in northern Surgut Region in the Langepas and Kogalym 
fields. Gazprom (the Russian state natural gas monopoly) has built its new regional 

headquarters in Surgut to coordinate its efforts in northern Surgut region and in the 
vast Urengoi holdings in the extreme southeastern part oflamalo-Nenets Autonomous 

Okrug, which is linked more closely by infrastructure to Surgut than to Salekhard. 
Throughout Siberia, the natural-resource extraction industries contribute signifi

cantly to regional and city budgets, and KMAO-Iugra contributes more in dues and 
fees to the federal budget than any other subdivision of the Russian Federation, except 
Moscow Oblast. Understandably, the interests of the petroleum industry and local 

government are inevitably viewed by both sides as coinciding. Although administered 

separately from Surgut Region, the city of Surgut relies heavily on money generated 
by oil and gas production in the region to supplement its own city budget. The city of 
Surgut has a metropolitan transit system, a city art museum, a new city history museum, 
a modern international airport, a regionally significant university, a thriving market, a 

new Moslem mosque and an even newer Baptist church, and a brand-new Orthodox 
cathedral, monastery, and school. It has built a historical re-creation of Old Surgut 
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and, just opposite, a new civic center and sports complex. Nevertheless, all is not rosy. 
Because much of the population associated with oil production is composed of mi

grant workers lured to Siberia by the higher pay and higher levels of state subsidies for 
housing, Surgut is also a multiethnic city, with a very high percentage of Ukrainians, 
Tatars, and peoples from the former Soviet republics of Central Asia. As of July 1995 
Surgut also had the highest crime rate in Tiumen Oblast, most of it related to the 
drug trade, and only a 48 percent arrest rate (Surgut television news, July 20, 1995). 

Still, in the heat of the Yukos scandal in April 2004, Vladimir Putin made a 
point of contrasting the prosperity of Surgut to nearby Nefreiugansk (1999 popula
tion: 98,000), the administrative center of the adjacent region. Both are "company 
towns," but in Putin's mind, N efteiugansk had been inadequately supported by Yukos. 

An offshoot of the Iugansknefregas company, Yukos had been headquartered in 
Nefreiugansk.11KN/oscow Times quoted Putin (April 30, 2004) as saying, "Surgut and 
N efteiugansk are as different as day and night. Even foreigners have told me that you 

get a different picture when you go to Nefreiugansk." Although the remark certainly 
helped Putin bolster his case against Yukos president Mikhail Khodorkovsy (though 
Russians in general didn't need any more evidence other than wealth to believe in his 

guilt), the facts were on Putin's side. As early as 1999 resentment against Big Oil ran 
high in the Nefreiugansk (Agence France Presse, April 2, 1999). The city of Surgut, 
meanwhile, and Surgut Region have continued to prosper. 

Khanty who have relocated permanently to Surgut are few. Most of them are 
attached either to the oil industry, perhaps as field liaisons to taiga Khanty or co

ordinators of cultural and social programs and the like, or they are associated with 
the department of the Surgut Region administration responsible for managing na

tive affairs. These families are producing a generation of mixed-ethnicity children, 
educated in urban public schools and immersed in Russian popular culture (Ventsel 

2000). Khanty living in the taiga have infrequent contact with Surgut, although those 
Khanty on the north side of the Ob, with direct bus transport over developed roads, 

visit much more frequently than Iugan Khanty who are separated from Surgut by the 
Ob and must travel by boat or helicopter. Most Khanty living in the taiga only go to 

Surgut for urgent financial or legal affairs, which require contact with the regional 
administration, or for very serious medical conditions that require their transfer from 
the local village clinic to the Surgut regional hospital. 

Beyond the regional capitals ofKMAO-Iugra such as Surgut, Nefreiugansk, and 

Nizhnevartovsk is a vast hinterland, dotted by old villages and new oil towns which 
function as the service centers for the outlying districts, the administrative subdivi

sions of the regions. These outlying districts have a population of only 90,000, a figure 
even more remarkable when one considers that most of them live in old villages, with 
populations from several hundred to 1,500, and a few new oil towns and cities such as 

Nizhnesortim (5,500) and Liantor (more than 30,000). This leaves a little over three 
thousand indigenous people to occupy the vast majority of the hinterland. Regional 
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native administrative services are represented in these districts through boarding 
schools, first-aid stations, and other social/cultural programs. According to Sergei 
Cherkashin (Surgut Vestnik, October 17, 2003, p. 12), at the time the deputy admin
istrator of Surgut Region for native affairs, "financing for the aboriginal way of life" 

in the Surgut Region budget amounted to 110 million rubles or approximately $3.928 
million.111is money came from three sources: KMAO-Iugra distributed to the region 

15 million rubles (approximately $535,700) and Surgut Region itself contributed 18 
million rubles (approximately $643,000). TI1e rest, around 77 million rubles or ap
proximately $2.75 million, that is, 70 percent of the budget for native affairs, came 
from oil companies. TI1ese statistics are vague enough in some respects. It's not clear 

whether the operating budget of Cherkashin's department, including salaries, comes 
out of these funds, perhaps counting as the okrug's or region's contribution, nor how 
much of the oil companies' contribution consists of in-kind services, such as donated 

helicopter travel for medical evacuations or transporting children to and from board
ing schools, or even if the economic agreements mentioned earlier counted as part of 
the oil companies' "contribution." One thing is clear: it is the oil companies, and not 

the okrug or regional governments directly, that support programs for native people. 
It is also clear to everyone that riding the back of this tiger promotes dependency, 
acquiescence, even collusion. 

Russkinskaia, a village on the middle Tromegan River, has a population of 1,500, 
of whom 880 are Khanty (Kominfo KMAO-Iugra 2006, 13). Like Nizhnesortim, it 

started as a Soviet-era village but grew up as an administrative and service center for 
the influx of population associated with the extension of oil production farther north 

in Surgut Region. Russkinskaia village district has an area of more than 26,500 square 
kilometers, most of it ponded marshlands with strips of pine forest (Kominfo KMAO

Iugra 2006, 13). When we first flew into Russkinskaia in March 1992, where we were 
hosted by Iosif Antonovich Sopochin and his wife, Agrafena Pesikova Sopochina 

(Figure 85), everyone was talking about the Tian oil development in the northern part 
of the region, and how the boundaries of that development had been gerrymandered 

so that the least impacted families would outnumber those most impacted to ensure 
that the referendum, which would provide the veil oflegitimacy for this license, would 

pass easily enough. At that time, the chairman of the village district administration 
was complaining that privatization had meant loss of income for the village since the 

companies did not pay taxes to district governments. Land was bought by oil companies 
through a regional licensing committee that did not accept input from local govern
ment or from the Khanty, who simply found their land gone. Burned-out land was 

condemned as unsuitable for Khanty living, so it was sold out from under them by the 
state and the people were relocated to villages such as Russkinskaia. A two-hour bus 
ride from Russkinskaia to the village of Iubilenoe, where Iosif's brothers live, passes 

many oil construction projects, storage facilities, two refineries, several polluted areas, 

and broken pipelines. In 1995 Iubilenoe had 100 percent Khanty unemployment, but a 
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new school was being built by Kogalymnefi:egas. In addition to infrastructure develop
ment spurred by petroleum exploration, Russkinskaia features new houses-in 1994 
they were brick, in 1997 wood-all in separate new neighborhoods. But locals say the 
use of inhalants among youth is growing, and alcoholism is more severe than ever. In 
1997, while looking for a local contact, we went into an apartment building and came 
across an empty apartment with an open door. TI1e desolate main room was void of 
furnishings and had its solitary window broken out. On the bare concrete floor were 
scraps of reindeer fur and bits of discarded paper, matches, and cigarette butts; in the 
closet we found the garbage, a stash of more than a hundred empty bottles formerly 
filled with vodka of the cheapest sort. Clearly, the apartment, which had been provided 

to a Khant in compensation for the taking of land for petroleum development, now 
served as the scene of regular binge drinking parties. It was not at all uncommon to 

see drunken Khanty men and women, in native clothing, staggering down the streets 
or collapsed in a hallway or against a fence. Reports of alcohol-related violence and 
drownings were commonplace. 

Like Russkinskaia, Ugut, in the southern part of Surgut Region, is also the seat 
of a district administration. A refinery and a pumping station are located outside the 
village, which is surrounded by oilfields, but the village retains much of the orderly 

pattern ofa typical village from European Russia. We have visited Ugut every year since 
1992 and have watched it grow with the petroleum industry. A new hospital, a new 
school, and whole new neighborhoods of wood and brick homes have all been financed 

by oil company money (Figures 75-77). Like Russkinskaia, Ugut also has a boarding 
school (Internat) for Khanty children from the taiga, as well as a new and expanded 

local museum. Problems of alcoholism and alcohol-related violence persist as well. Yet 
the difference between Russkinskaia and Ugut is inescapable. Russkinskaia strikes one 

as unplanned and disorderly, with garbage strewn about, oil industry detritus rusting 

nearly everywhere, and new construction planted haphazardly beside old dilapidated 
structures. Ugut, however, seems orderly and neat, even though it is much older than 
Russkinskaia. Given the centralized administration in the region, it is difficult to find 

a clear explanation for this difference, but one can reasonably speculate. Russkinskaia 
is planted in the middle of a vast territory of intensive petroleum development, and 

it is accessible year-round by bus, car, and helicopter. Ugut, by contrast, is accessible 

from May to October only by helicopter or boat, and in winter only by a long and 
difficult journey over a winter road through the frozen taiga and swamps. Moreover, 
Ugut sits on the southern boundary of intensive oil development, facing north to the 

ravaged Ob floodplain and beyond to Surgut, with its back to the virtually undeveloped 
Iugan basin in the south. Because the population, both native and non-native, in Ugut 
District is more stable, the change factors which so speedily corrupted Russkinskaia 
are working much more slowly in Ugut. 

In many respects Surgut and Nefi:eiugansk at one extreme of scale and Russkinskaia 
and Ugut at the other resemble the boomtowns of the western United States that 
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emerged between 1880 and 1910 in response to mineral exploitation, especially oil and 
coal. It is not difficult to see comparable dynamics at work in the oil boomtowns of 
Oklahoma at the beginning of the twentieth century, for example. At least part of the 
difference between failed towns and those that emerged with power and wealth was the 
commitment oflocal businessmen to maximize the climate for the local reinvestment 
of capital to create the infrastructure necessary to attract more growth (Raines 1997). 

From the local point of view, the most damaging charge against Yukos president Mikhail 
Khodorkovsky was neither tax evasion nor criminality nor the political deployment of 
his capital but precisely this failure to support the growth of his host city, Nefteiugansk. 

In smaller U.S. western boomtown communities, on the scale of Ugut or 
Russkinskaia, rapid-change scenarios often produce increased substance abuse, family 

disturbances, and crime that far exceed the rate of population growth, and often the 
problems were equally distributed among both newcomers and long-time residents. 
Part of this exponential increase in social disturbance can be accounted for not only 
by the isolation of suddenly impacted rural communities, but by the differences be

tween newcomers' values and those of the local residents, and by the informal nature 
of the communication networks that provide the social glue for these two groups 

(Kassover and McKeown 1981). TI1ese factors are especially important because ex
clusively intragroup communication and networking, while strengthening solidarity, 
often contributes to sustained ignorance of the other group. This can produce affec

tive responses, both alienating (fear, revulsion, contempt) and attracting (exoticism, 
novelty), which are damaging in the long run to developing a sense of community. 

While these problems are so well known in the West that social impact assessments 
now regularly recommend creating new programs or reinforcing existing programs to 

strengthen communication across group boundaries to build a sense of mutual respect 
and shared investment in the community's future, to our knowledge there are no such 
programs in KMAO-Iugra. This is all the more a problem because oil companies, 
which, at least initially, had a kind of quota system for hiring Khanty, found Khanty 
men did not have a developed wage-labor work ethic and therefore proved unreliable. 
The high rate of turnover coupled with scenes of public drunkenness have augmented 

cultural prejudices to the point that oil industry officials for all practical purposes have 
dismissed the idea of employing Khanty. The single exception here is the emergence of 
a new position of cultural representative within the company. TI1ese individuals, men 
such as Iosif Antonovich Sopochin or Pyotr Moldanov, had public education, but more 

importantly they had experience working in the village administrations or other orga
nizations during the Soviet period. This experience combined with their knowledge 

of native life and language positioned them to serve effectively as middlemen, trying 
to negotiate between the interests of both sides, especially when new projects were 

planned or economic agreements proposed. Of course, as company employees, their 
first goal was to persuade their fellow Khanty to cooperate with the interests of the oil 
companies. Sopochin worked briefly in this capacity in the early 1990s, Moldanov for 
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much longer. Though both felt such work enhanced their status, providing a kind of 
cultural capital, neither escaped the sense of burden that came with the work. 

The "New" Khanty 

It was commonplace in the late 1990s to hear people speak about the "new Russians" 
who had mysteriously amassed wealth under suspicious circumstances, wealth which 
they now squandered in extravagant displays of conspicuous consumption. The 
Western press never failed to point out the contrast between such "new" Russians 
and "old" Russians (the term was meant to contrast with those who were economi

cally struggling, though sometimes the press literally meant the elderly). TI1ere are no 
"new" Khanty in this extreme sense, but there is an emerging group of young Khanty, 
now in their thirties and forties, who see no contradiction between making very 
large moves toward a consumer lifestyle and still identifying themselves as Khanty. 

Two Iugan extended families (Figures 83-84), each consisting of the families of 
several brothers, come to mind. Both sets of brothers are also good hunters, who abstain 
from alcohol, and both have completed all ten grades of school as well as military ser
vice. They move comfortably in the level of village administration, though less so when 
faced with regional officials. Nevertheless they are not at all uncomfortable in an urban 

environment. Both have agreed to license part of their land for petroleum development. 
TI1e brothers have used the money and other elements of compensation agreements to 

invest in consumer electronics, manufactured furniture, imported canned delicacies, 
and other comforts. Although they still live in log houses, these houses are not of the 
traditional plan, having internal dividing walls-covered with wallpaper akin to Rus

sian interiors-instead of being a single large room such as Khanty would typically use. 
Advertisements, popular culture posters, and other consumer items are tacked on the 

walls, while televisions powered by gasoline-fueled electric generators broadcast soap 
operas and sports events through home theater systems (Figure 82). Both families were 

among the very first to trade their crude Soviet motors for hugely expensive imported 
outboard motors (Johnson, Yamaha), not only for better reliability but as a mark of 

status. Bringing home these rewards was no mean feat because each of these families 
is at least five hours by outboard motorboat from Ugut. Like settlers on the western 

frontier who sought to reproduce the quality oflife they knew from eastern cities by 
importing manufactured goods ordered from Sears catalogs, these families measure 

their higher standard of living and distinctive taste by the presence of luxury goods 
and their increased self-esteem by their ability to provide such. 

Access to commodities and the mediation of Khanty community affairs by 
third parties such as merchants, local oil people, village administrators, and the 

like is fostering an emerging sense of class distinction among some Khanty that 
can corrode social relationships. Once, while traveling by motorboat, we stopped to 
have tea at a family settlement and the man who was taking us upriver stayed in the 

boat. We went into the house, greeted our friends, and waited for the boat owner to 
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come in before taking our tea. As time passed, and it became evident he wasn't com

ing in, we finally expressed some anxiety to our hostess, who promptly replied that 
he wouldn't come in, that he was probably taking tea at the house of the other family 
in the settlement. "Oh, are they relatives, then?" we asked. "No," our hostess replied, 

"but he never comes to visit people like us." When we asked her to clarify what she 
meant, she said, "Rich people don't visit with poor people like us." She obviously 
had been snubbed-it is almost unheard of for the whole company in a boat not 
to come in for tea while traveling, unless kinship relations and friendship relations 
divided the party-but it was also true that she had some time ago accommodated 
herself to this sense of discrimination. That this discrimination cut both ways was 

confirmed by others who commented that the man taking us upriver was not well 
liked by many people because he lives well and has a lot of new expensive things; not 

only had he got a new outboard motor, but as a result of oil company agreements he 
also had an electrical generator, an apparently endless supply of gasoline, and a televi
sion set. It is likely that these visible distinctions in wealth and influence only aggra
vate existing jealousies and rivalries among families rather than create entirely new 

ones. Likewise, it is also true that distinctions based on affiuence have a long history 
among Ob-Ugrians. 111e privatization of the petroleum industry in the post-Soviet 
era, however, created a boom that led to a sense among some Khanty of the land as 

a commodity, the use rights to which they could profitably lease. Without knowing 
it, these "new" Khanty reiterated the strategy of pre-Soviet Khanty who leased their 

customarily claimed sandbars and fishing grounds to Russians and other non-natives. 
Nevertheless, the presence ofluxury, manufactured goods, the ease and speed with 

which some families today can acquire them, and the rapidity with which they lead 
to dependence, and in some cases, degradation, is new. 

Although it has been customary to view rapid change in Russia principally as 
a function of the collapse of the Soviet Union, for the Khanty the broad pattern 

of social disorganization associated with the environment of rapid change typical of 
boomtowns is certainly a more important element in the dynamics of acculturation 

and deculturation. Social disorganization results from "the absence of recognized 
expectations for behavior or from contradictions and incompatibilities within the 

recognized expectations for behavior" (Raines 1997:56). 111e erosion oflocally con
ventional expectations is often driven by the influx of new populations whose values 

and experiences elsewhere legitimate alternative sets of expectations. Shrouded by 
induced responses of fearfulness and exoticism, revulsion and attraction, openings 
are being created for the reevaluation of self-interest. ·111e boomtown environment 

has made it possible for some Khanty to confound older Soviet-era identities to create 

new possibilities for themselves and model new options for others. 

FIGURE 72. Seismic grids, rights-of 
way, and cross-country trails rutted by 
heavy machinery scar the swampland. 

FIGURE 73. Exploratory well site in 
the taiga near Tailakhova, B. Jugan 



FIGURE 74. Rusting pipeline that had been laid on thermokarst swampland near 
Tromegan River 

FIGURE 75. New housing in Ugut financed by oil 

FIGURE 76. New school far Ugut village residents financed by oil 

FIGURE 77. New hospital in Ugut,financed by oil, with old wooden clinic and dispen
sary in background 



FIGURE 7S. Fyodor Taibin at his iurta near the Pim River, 1996 

FIGURE 79. Site ofsacred hill, !mi Iaoun, now a sand quarry, on the road to Kogalym, 
1995 

FIGURE So. Cleaning up an oil spill by burning it also 
destroys the forest. On the road to Kogalym, 1995. 

FIGURE SI. Representative of Surgutnejtegaz (left) 
arguing with local residents about compensation for and 
placement of new inftastructure. Liantor, 1995. 



FIGURE 82. Small-scale consumerism and status. Display of emptied cartons of imported 
teas. Anatoly Jarsomov home, B. Jugan. 

FIGURE 83. Anatoly Jarsomov; his wijf:, Tatiana; son Aleksei (far left); and new baby 
daughter. B. Jugan, 1999. 

FIGURE 84. Vasily Kaimysov; wijf:, Daria; older son, Sergei; younger son, Anatoly; 
infant daughter, Julia 

FIGURE 85. The late Josif Antonovich Sopochin with Agrafena Pesikova Sopochina at 
their home in Russkinskaia, 1994 



FIGURE 86. Iosif Antonovich Sopochin (center) chairs 1995 meeting to vote on charter 
for obshchina '7<hanto" 

FIGURE 87. Hearing of Klv!A 0-Iugra Duma Native Assembly to discuss reserving na
tive lands, Khanty-Mansiysk,june 2005. Left to right: NadezhdaAlekseyeva, Yeremei 
Aipin, Tatiana Gogoleva. 

FIGURE 88. Vladimir and LiudmilaKogonchin, omsbudsmen and community 
organizers, with a local Khanty woman, 1995 

FIGURE 89. Vladimir Kogonchin meeting with heads of families of obshchina 
'1aoun Iakh" to discuss the development of a biosphere reserve in the Jugan 
basin, July 1997 



FIGURE 90. Igor Kogonchin collecting signatures for renewal of obsh
china charter, summer 2001 

FIGURE 91. Deputies from the Native Assembly of the Duma ofKMAO
lugra visit Mescalero Apache tribally owned sawmill, March 2005. Left 
to right: Vasily Sondykov, NadezhdaAlekseyeva, OlgaBalalaeva (back 
to camera), Yeremei Aipin. 

FIGURE 92. Vladimir Kogonchin (center) andlosif An
tonovich Sopochin (right) meet Alaska Native fishermen 
while visiting Indian reservations in 1995. 

FIGURE 93. Young Khanty leaders visit Indian tribal 
fish and game programs at the lvlescalero Apache Res
ervation, March 2003. Left to right: Mescalero guide, 
Nikolai Kaiukov, Anatoly larsomov, Igor Kogonchin, 
co-author Olga Balalaeva, Mescalero guide. 



Land, Leadership, 
and Community 

F rom the struggles of indigenous peoples worldwide to recover sovereignty, land, 
and heritage that had been eroded or even lost during the period of coloniza
tion, a variety of models of self-determination have emerged. A comparative 

overview of these struggles would suggest that two of the strongest factors shaping 
the outcome of this process are the nature of the sociopolitical context, which es
tablishes the ground rules within which this struggle takes place, and the presence 

of industrialization, which lays powerful counterclaims to the contested land. Our 
concern here is how these forces are impacting the definition of the problems, the 
development of expectations, and the emergence of indigenous organizations and 

leadership among the Eastern Khanty. 

Some evidence suggests that prior to the Soviet period the Russian state, as well 
as individual businesses, formally recognized Khanty family claims to exclusive 
use of their hunting territories by enacting special taxation regimes, entering into 

contracts with the Khanty for the use of the land, and identifying the head of the 
family as the legal representative of interests attached to the territory, and the only 
one authorized, with the consent of other members of the extended family, to lease 

it for profit (Baranov et al. 1994; Dunin-Gorkavich 1995 [1904]; Gondatti 1886; 

Sheglov 1993 [1883]; Wiget and Balalaeva 1997c). At the same time it appears that 
the identities ofKhanty local groups (Kh., iakh), based on the river systems on which 

they resided, cut across clan identities (Kh., sir) and were especially evoked when land 
and resource interests were involved, although any local resident group claim was never 
as strong as that of the extended family. Such decisions over boundary disputes and 

trespassing were resolved by the community as a whole at the semi-annual gathering 
of hunters and fishermen (Russ., skhod). 

Both Khanty oral tradition (Kulemzin and Lukina 1973, 1976) from the 
protohistoric period prior to and during the period of Russian conquest as well as 
archaeology (Bakhrushin 1935; Baranov et al. 1994; Cherepanova and Morozov 1994; 
Kosarev 1984) witness to the existence in every region oflocal leaders, who had the 
capacity to organize military and economic resources for entire river systems. Though 
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this system was undermined by the Russian colonial administration, nevertheless 
a tradition of local leadership remains, which was in some ways even reinforced by 
Soviet organizational practices. In addition, the fact that representatives of specific 
families are charged with caretaking responsibilities for the sacred shrines and im
ages of the individual river system patron deities suggests that, historically, certain 
families had significant leadership roles in each local residence group. It is difficult to 
assess how this works in the present moment, though some of these families are cer
tainly recognized, and to a limited degree deferred to, by other Khanty as perhaps a 
little more equal than most in a fundamentally egalitarian society. 

There is, nevertheless, a tension between the individual heads of extended fami
lies and community leaders rooted in the Khanty's strong individualism and their 
reluctance to accede to decisions made by others, even elected representatives. This 
tension was historically present in the development of positions such as the starosta, 
a senior Khanty man appointed by the Russian imperial state to represent Khanty 

interests in the local native branch of the colonial administration (rodovoe upravlenie). 
On balance, in practical terms, this is a productive tension. Although it means that it 
is much more difficult to arrive at consensual decision making in large communities 
of forty families than it is in smaller communities of ten families, at the same time 
it assures that Khanty local leaders are never too far ahead of the interests of their 
community, whose confidence they must win by persuasion rather than simply as
suming an authoritarian manner. 

OIL, ETHNICITY, AND PERESTROIKA 

Accommodating oil development in western Siberia in the post-Soviet era has had 
a profound sociopolitical impact on the Khanty. It has formalized traditional prac
tices, such as land tenure and land use, by incorporating them under the legislative 
and executive authority of various levels of government through "privatization" and 

leasing policies. It has also politicized indigenous people by fostering the emergence 
of different models of indigenous leadership and spokespersons, such as liaisons, 
patronage distributors, and advocates, all of whom have been added to an earlier 

layer of local government officials. All this has led to enormous confusion, so that 
even under the best conditions, some segments of the indigenous population can 

justly claim that their interests have not been adequately represented and that ar

rangements between oil companies and indigenous people are often too local and 
too temporary. 

Though the contemporary local leadership and community structures have 
a sound basis in Khanty tradition and historical experience, their emergence was 
motivated by two factors: first, by the widespread, visible disruption of Khanty 
life, and the land on which it depended, by petroleum development, and second, 
by the shifting currents of the broader political and economic environment, which 

in the first years after perestroika offered the Khanty an opportunity to alter 
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the trajectory of their future by participating in representative, decision-making 
structures, but that, since 1993, has subsequently foreclosed those opportuni
ties. Given the distances between families, the costs to cover those distances, and 
the necessity to attend to one's own affairs, the obstacles to organizing an effective 

community response in a timely manner, to say nothing of developing a proactive 
program, are daunting. 

The sense of the loss of control has led to an increasing politicization of Khanty 
people. The elections of 1990 were a watershed in the political development of the 
Eastern Khanty, whose lives had been significantly and permanently impacted by 
petroleum development. The Khanty ofNizhnevartovsk Region had been decimated 

through forced relocations and environmental destruction. In Surgut Region, the 
Tromegan and Pim Khanty north of the Ob were in the midst of a losing battle to 
contain development to the lower reaches of those rivers, while the Iugan Khanty 
were under pressure from oil companies to open up their territories. It was from 
these groups that the most vocal Khanty political leadership emerged. Their principal 
concern was to strengthen the weak coherence of Khanty local group identity as a 

response to the oil industry's strategy of negotiating leases with individual Khanty 
families. If the effects of development could not be localized to an individual family, 
then decisions about development should not fall on individual families. This was the 
local motivation for the legislation on family-kinship communities (semeino-rodovye 

obshchiny) created by the Khanty delegates elected in 1990 to the Khanty-Mansi 
Autonomous Okrug Council of People's Deputies. Unfortunately, deteriorating eco

nomic conditions, especially the collapse of the state system for buying furs and selling 
necessary supplies at subsidized prices, put enormous pressure on Khanty families 

to sign punitive, often fraudulent agreements with oil companies, thus undermining 
the emergent voluntary associations. Shortly thereafter, the locally elected political 

structures in which Khanty had been able to play an effective role were voided in a 
series of presidential decrees, to be replaced with a strong executive form of adminis

tration that obstructed Khanty socioeconomic and political development in favor of 
the oil companies' expansionist agenda. In some cases, the rights to develop Khanty 
lands have been tendered for auction to oil companies without the prior knowledge, 
let alone consent, of the Khanty. 

In the period following the collapse of the Soviet Union, political circumstances 
were such that the real sources of power were economic, and at the regional level, 

and Moscow was either unwilling or unable to manage them for the protection of 

the historical rights of the Khanty. This situation persisted throughout the 1990s. 
Almost from the beginning, however, the Putin administration moved vigorously to 
restore the vertical lines of power, bringing the regions under the direct control of the 

federation government, even to appointing regional governors or approving candidates 
for regional governorships. At the same time, through the use of ecological and tax 
gambits to attack Yukos, the Sakhalin gas project, and the Trans-Caspian Pipeline 
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project, Putin made clear his intent to restore the state's monopolistic control over 
the energy sector. Excluded from effective local participation in decision making at 

both the regional and okrug level, and frustrated by the failure of the federal govern
ment to intervene on their behalf (the historic source of appeal in such situations), 
local Khanty groups have pinned their hopes on the development of the semeino
rodovye obshchiny (kinship territorial community associations) to preserve control 
over their lands and traditional way of life. Now even this promising initiative to 

provide some form oflocal Khanty control has been eroded, and the Khanty face a 
troubling, uncertain future. 

The first years following the dismantling of the Soviet state saw a burst of politi
cal activity among Russia's native peoples. In March 1990 the Association of the 

Peoples of the North was founded for the purpose of providing a national forum 
and lobbying group for the concerns of Russia's indigenous peoples. According to 
V. M. Etylin (1996:6), former head of the Council of People's Deputies in Chukotka 

Autonomous Okrug and a federation Duma deputy from the region, in May 1991 
newly elected native deputies tried to form a caucus in the new Duma known as 
the Deputy Assembly of Native Peoples of the North, Siberia, and the Far East to 

develop a coherent legislative agenda on native issues. TI1e Deputy Assembly also 
tried to integrate all native deputies to legislative bodies at the central, regional, 
and local levels, but failed. Native deputies were active enough, however, that on 

April 22, 1992, President Yeltsin issued a decree (ukaz) entitled "Concerning Ur
gent Measures for Protecting Places of Living and Economic Activity of the Native 

Minority Peoples of the North." Of the decree's five main points: (1) the ministers 
of the republics were directed to (a) define the territories of traditional land use 

that are part of the heritage of native peoples and that which cannot be alien
ated without their consent for industrial or other development that is not connected 

to traditional economy; (b) to transfer without cost to kinship communities and 
families belonging to the native minorities of the North those lands associated with 

traditional economy for a lifelong, inheritable ownership or leasing; ( c) to give prior
ity rights to make agreements and receive licenses for the use of renewable natural 

resources to kinship communities and families belonging to the native minorities 
of the North; (d) to define traditional territories to effect sustainable resource 

development; and (2) the government of the Russian Federation was directed 
to develop a regulatory system for the use oflands and resources on the traditional 

territories of the peoples of the North only with the approval of environmental 
expertise (Kriazhkov 1994:199). 

What was clear to all native peoples, nationally and locally, was that the central 
question for cultural survival was securing control over the land use. TI1e issue of con
trol, however, was complicated by Article 12 of the 1993 Constitution of the Russian 

Federation, which determined that organs of self-government were not units within 
the structure of state power, that is, not substitutes for local administrations, such as 
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village administrations. In short, although people could organize themselves for the 
control of economic activity, such units of "local self-government" were specifically 
excluded from political decision-making power over fundamental admi1'1istrative 
spheres such as land use. 

In KMAO-Iugra, political activity was also evident. A younger, more locally 
active cadre of native intelligentsia had emerged in the late 1980s. Tatiana Gogoleva 
and others formed Spasenie Iugry (Salvation ofiugra), a voluntary organization aimed 

at promoting the interests and preserving the cultures of the region's U grian peoples, 
the Khanty and the Mansi. In 1990 a new intense phase of political activity began 
with the elections for village, region, and oluug soviets. TI1ese elections were then per
ceived to have been the only really free and open, democratic elections in post-Soviet 
Russia, a judgment we heard repeated even ten years later. For the Khanty, who were 

being overwhelmed by petroleum development, the election was especially critical. 

THE OBSHCHINA MOVEMENT 

To activist Khanty newly-elected in 1990 to the KMAO-Iugra Council of People's 
Deputies- including, from Surgut Region, Raisa I. Yermakova, Agrafena Pesikova 
Sopochina, Ivan D. Kechimov, Iuri Kelmin, and E. Molotkov-it appeared that 

establishing traditional land use zones was not a realistic strategy for securing local, 
native control ofland use. So much territory had already been developed, especially 

north of the Ob, that in some regions of the okrug only small islands of traditional 
living were left. The search for another mechanism for protecting native land and 
interests began to focus on the emergent idea of community associations ( obshchiny). 

The idea of a community association (obshchina) came about in part from the dif
ficulties associated with trying to conceptualize how to divide family territory into 

individual or even nuclear family units. It also reflected the similarity between the 
concept of obshchina and the customary form of Khanty land tenure in which ex
tended families shared a common territory. 

It was hoped that a new law based on the concept of obshchina would provide 
a legal mechanism for uniting Khanty individual and extended-family interests by 
permitting the establishment of land-holding socioeconomic structures, the family

kinship community associations (semeino-rodovye obshchiny), taking the form of 
chartered voluntary associations. The law would authorize the confirmation of use 

rights to specific territories based on their traditional use by kinship groups; confirma
tion was to be accomplished through the issuance of governmental acts to the families 

holding the territories. Larger regional groupings, known as natsionalnie obshchiny or 
nationality community associations, could also be formed to represent other levels of 
social organization, because the proposed legislation also permitted several extended 

families holding land to join themselves and their territories together for the purpose 
oflocal economic development. After two years of work, in February 1992 the Khanty 
delegates to the Okrug Council of Peoples' Deputies succeeded in pushing through two 
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laws enabling the creation of kinship community associations in the okrug (Kriazhkov 

1994:310-321). Two forms of nationality community associations were authorized: 
(1) a community association as a corporation that could organize and invest, and (2) a 
community association as a collective that organizes its own work. The law permitted 
a portion of all contracts negotiated to be preserved centrally for community-wide 
needs. Roughly concurrent with this debate in the okrug was the development of a 
federal law establishing local self-governments alongside the soviets. The passage of 

these laws set in motion a legal process of formally defining the boundaries of family 
hunting territories (rodovye ugod'ia) and issuing governmental acts certifying that 
the use rights on these territories belonged to the families living on them. 

Working commissions or coordinating councils on local implementation of 

community associations were established. Vladimir Kogonchin was named chair
man of the Iugan commission. During 1992-1993, the commission spent a year 
and a half in serious work, traveling to extended-family settlements in the Iugan 

region, identifying family members accurately and defining the boundaries of family 
hunting territories. The Russian administration created a small business firm, based 

on geological surveying expertise, to accomplish the technical work of mapping in 
cooperation with community members. How different families used the land was 
common knowledge in the Khanty community members, so the process of fixing 
the boundaries proceeded without conflicts. When the administration occasion

ally drew boundaries of geometric regularity rather than ethnographic accuracy, 
Khanty people continued to respect the boundaries that were in their heads rather 

than on paper. 
The obshchina movement alarmed non-natives who thought they would be 

deprived of their customary gathering, hunting, and fishing territories, but the com
mission's maps of traditional family hunting territories demonstrated that Ugut's 

Russian interests were not neglected, and passions calmed down, though elsewhere 
in Surgut Region there were real conflicts over such issues. The head of the Surgut 

Region administration then approved the work of territorial mapping. Individual 
family hunting territory survey maps were distributed to each Khanty family, and 

governmental acts confirming use rights were issued by KMAO-Iugra. According to 
Kogonchin, a good deal of confusion and misunderstanding continues to surround 
these acts. First, Khanty thought then and still think now that the acts confirmed 

not simply their limited (surface) use rights, but their ownership of the land. Second, 
even today most, if not all, Khanty do not realize that these acts were unilaterally 

voided by the governor ofKMAO-Iugra in 1994. 
Although the process was implemented successfully, it produced many small 

community associations, often consisting of only one or two extended families. These 
small community associations consisting of only a few families did begin arguing 
over land; some wanted to form their own village soviets; some wanted to seek direct 

government support for their individual community. The weakness of these small 
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communities and the need to create larger, stronger community associations became 
especially acute alter 1993. 

Reactionary Responses 

Following the October 1993 events in the Russian White House, Russian Presi
dent Boris Yeltsin, in a series of ukazy or presidential edicts, unilaterally dissolved 
all village, region, and okrug soviets (elected administrative councils). First the 
village soviets were canceled without referendum; then the regional soviets, and 
finally the okrug and oblast soviets. Old organs were replaced with a restructured 
executive. Under this new "strong executive" restructuring that followed, Yeltsin 

appointed the KMAO-Iugra okrug administrator, who appointed the Surgut Re
gion administrator, who, in turn, appointed the village administrators. So when 
the Surgut Region administrator was "retired" alter a budget review brought to 

light apparent mismanagement of funds, Aleksandr V. Sarychev, who had been his 
vice-deputy, was appointed to replace him. Legislatively, an Okrug Duma (but as 
yet no regional Duma) was established. Following new elections in 1994, only one 
Khanty, from north of the Ob, was elected to the Okrug Duma. In Ugut, a village 

municipal committee replaced the soviet, but political activists knew nothing about 
its formation, structure, or authority. Unannounced elections were held" in private." 

It quickly became a local puppet legislative organ. In the end, alter the "restructur
ing," it appeared that there was no effective representation of Khanty interests in 
either legislative or executive positions throughout the okrug. Disenchanted and 
disenfranchised, political activity among Khanty declined. 

In Ugut, when the coordinating council for implementing the nationality 
community process was eliminated, it became clear to local leaders that small 
community associations would not survive because no one was paying attention to 

them. So they moved to create a single large community association (natsionalnie 
obshchiny) that would unite as many of the extended families (semeino-rodovye 

obshchiny) and their territories as possible. The 1992 law on kinship community 
associations provided that only communities holding governmental acts on the land 
could join together into larger communities. On the Iugan, however, such acts were 
only issued to eleven small communities, much less than the number of territories 

mapped or family communities identified. That would soon become a moot point. 
Surgut Region administration quickly ceased to issue new acts on the land for the 

remaining families, and in 1994 an administrative decree from Governor Aleksandr 
V. Filipenko unilaterally voided those acts already issued. 

Throughout the 1990s, local Khanty leaders complained that the process of 
legally establishing these community associations in Surgut Region was continu
ously obstructed. Four such larger associations began forming in Surgut Region. In 
addition to our personal experience with the development of three of these-those 
of Vladimir Semyonovich Kogonchin (Iugan River), Iosif Antonovich Sopochin 
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(Tromegan River), and Pyotr Moldanov (upper Liamin River)-Kogonchin had 
heard of the efforts to form a fourth group in Surgut Region, which we were 

unable to identify. Each draft charter submitted by them as part of the process 
of legalization specified that the community association was, first of all, a self
governing structure that managed its own lands and profited from the use of its 
natural resources. 

1110ugh the authorizing legislation supporting the formation of national com
munity associations and local self-governments provided these powers, albeit in a 

limited way, such a blanket claim appeared intolerable to both the oil companies 
and the local administration. 111e sale of licenses to oil companies was the main 
source oflocal administration budgets, and they were not eager to share that money 
with community associations. Oil companies, for their part, instead of having to 

persuade only a single extended family to give up their land for oil development, 
now would have to get a consensus agreement from the representatives of the 
whole community association to develop any part of the community land, however 

small. Moreover, the compensation would have to be negotiated with and paid to 
the larger community associations, and on a larger scale, and not to the individual 

families. 111is situation also caused problems among the Khanty, because the oil 
companies, abetted by the regional administration, fell back upon their own suc
cessful divide-and-conquer strategy, described in the previous chapter, and tempted 

individual Khanty families to unsubscribe themselves from the pending community 
charters by offering them seductive individual economic agreements in exchange 

for development rights on their family territory. 
Nevertheless, community-organizing work continued under several strong lead

ers who understood quite well that these structures represented their only real hope 
to regain some local control over their lands and their future. The first elections to 

the newly constituted Surgut Region Duma saw four out of nine members directly 
controlled by the oil companies. The community association registration process 

had become such a hot issue that the oil companies tried to torpedo it in Surgut 
in March 1995 by staging a public protest and having their workers picket the ad

ministration office building. They argued that the registration of these community 
associations (which was the Khanty's legal right under the federal and okrug law of 
the time) would be the end of the oil business in western Siberia. Shortly thereaf

ter, the Filipenko administration "canceled" all acts on native lands, claiming that 
Moscow had said the okrug laws authorizing them were not in the correct form, and 

that reregistration was required of nationality communities. Although Filipenko 
promised to form a commission to review the law on nationality community associa

tions, the commission was never formed. Based on Filipenko's decision, Aleksandr 
V. Sarychev, the head of Surgut Region administration, issued a decree asserting, 

in contradiction to general state law on native land, that Khanty people who had 
been moved from iurtas in the bush to villages at an earlier time, either forcibly or 
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willingly, had no right to use lands on which they still hunted and fished to feed 
their families. The decree caused such a wave of protest that the administration never 
implemented it. After several years of obstructionism, the process of registering the 
nationality community associations resumed, following intensive discussions during 

1996 concerning the development of a new federal law on the status of minority 
peoples. Nevertheless, confusion and uncertainty were rampant. 

If the mid-1990s were extremely difficult economically for all of Russia, leading 
to the devaluation of the ruble in 1998, for Khanty communities they were years of 
desperation. Soviet-era state structures that organized the purchase of reindeer meat, 

furs, berries, nuts, and other forest products had collapsed along with the labor col
lectives on which they depended. But these same rickety structures of the Yeltsin era 
that caused so much distress, cobbled together out of the shotgun wedding of Soviet 

bureaucratic culture and the new robber baron capitalism, also provided openings 
for risk taking that created a sense of possibility. 111is was the environment in which 

the obshchina movement emerged. Excluded from effective local participation in 
decision making at both the regional and oluug level, and frustrated by the central 
government's failure to intervene, the usual source of appeal in such situations, local 

Khanty groups pinned their hopes on the development of the nationality community 
association as the legal form of organization through which they could preserve con
trol over their lands and traditional way oflife. 111e main thrust of these communities 

was economic development. Community leaders knew that economic pressures were 
compelling Khanty families to give up their family lands for oil development. By May 

1997, only two of the four large community associations in Surgut region had been 
legalized and had their charters approved-Vladimir Kogonchin's on the Iugan and 

Iosif Antonovich Sopochin's on the Tromegan. Ten years later, they are the only two 
to have survived a decade of hostility from local government. 

IosifSopochin and "Khanto" 

One of the first Khanty community associations in Surgut Region, "Khamo," was 

founded by Iosif Antonovich Sopochin, a Tromegan Kham whose family lived 
in the village of Iubilenoe (now Tromegan) on the lower Tromegan River in the 

Ult-Iagun sel-soviet just north of Surgut. Enormously energetic, talented, nervous, 
generous, keenly insightful, Sopochin-along with his initiative, experience, and 

imagination-rose to a position ofleadership among the Surgut Region Khanty in 
the post-Soviet period. When we first met him in Russkinskaia in March 1992, he 

was already working diligently to secure some benefits for Khanty who were suffering 
from the adverse impacts of petroleum development and to find alternative means 

of economic self-sufficiency for relocated Khanty. Together with Agrafena Pesikova 
Sopochina, then his wife, he was lobbying whoever he could about the effects of Big 
Oil, focusing at that time especially on the problems associated with opening up the 
Tian field on the upper reaches of the Tromegan River (Figure 85). 
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Iosif's sense of urgency grew out of witnessing the destruction that intensive 
petroleum development had brought Khanty in the two northern Surgut Region 
villages to which he was closest. Russkinskaia, where he lived for much of the time 
and served as member of the sel-soviet, has been described. Iubilenoe village in Ult
Iagun sel-soviet, where his brothers and their families lived, was also a devastated 
community. That village was first planned in 1967, at the location of a Khanty 
stoibishche, its founding and name meant to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the 
October Revolution. At one time there was a fishing sovkhoz there, and when oil 

began to boom in the lower Tromegan in the late 1970s, the village had a population 
of more than 800. Now it has less than 200, mostly descendants oflower Tromegan 
and Kogalym Khanty who had to abandon or were forcibly relocated off of their 
lands. By 1994, environmental degradation, together with the collapse of Soviet-era 

structures that had organized labor and production, led to a precipitous decline in 
hunting and fishing. The unemployment rate among Khanty was 100 percent, and 
alcoholism, violence, and despair were the norm. Moreover, the displaced Khanty had 

settled into a village-welfare economy, and become disconnected from the seasonal 
fishing, gathering, and forest reindeer herding on which they had formerly depended. 

When everyone else, including regional and sel-soviet administrations, had given up, 
consigning the Khanty to a future of dependency and degeneration, Iosif Antonovich 
Sopochin began to organize. 

When we visited him in Russkinskaia in the summer of 1994, as part of a project 
to identify Khanty sacred places for conservation purposes, Iosif was eager to help, but 

he also solicited our advice. The okrug law providing for the organization of native 
obshchinas as forms oflocal self-government had been published, and it required that 

such voluntary associations develop a charter, have it approved at a community meet
ing, and then have the charter registered with the regional and okrug administrations. 
In Russia, however, most laws are more or less elaborated statements of intention, 
permitting certain kinds of activities; they are seldom accompanied by implementing 
regulations. The result is that while people might know what they want to accomplish, 
they have no explicit guidance on how to do so. 1hus it falls to the administrative 

bureaucracy to define the nature of the process, usually by a series of determinations 
about what is not permitted that one discovers only through a succession of failures. 

With no guidance about where to begin, he pumped us about what should be in 
a charter. If an obshchina was a form oflocal self-government, which he desperately 

wanted to believe, how should it be organized? How were America's Indian tribes 
organized? He was especially interested in how the experiences of those Indian 

tribes who had managed to maintain the integrity of their reservation land, which 
was held communally, differed from the experiences of those tribes whose land had 
been allotted, in a manner similar to the Khanty. Many of the same processes that 
had shaped American Indian policy in the United States at the end of the nineteenth 

century seemed to be at work in Russia at the end of the twentieth. Later we were 
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fortunate to be able to take Iosif Antonovich Sopochin and Vladimir Kogonchin 
to Indian reservations and conferences so the Native American-native Siberian 
dialogue could be carried on directly (Figure 92). Days of conversation came to a 
head one night in 1995, when Iosif, full of questions, began to shape out a plan 
for a charter for community organization: How should the will of the community 

be determined? How would different interests be represented? How would land be 
managed within the existing constraints? What about compensation agreements 
with oil companies? Could people enter and leave the obshchina at will? All of these 
were enormously important issues, and Iosif tackled them with intense interest. By 
the time that conversation ended, somewhere near three or four in the morning but 

barely dark because of the northern white nights, Iosif had generated a draft charter. 
The charter committed the people to work as a group in negotiating compensation 
agreements with the oil companies. In this sense, though they maintained individual 

family hunting territories, they intended to join them together in kind of confeder
ated block. 1hey enrolled as families, bringing their family hunting territories with 
them, and for a fixed period of time. With these restrictions, families couldn't cut 
their own individual deals with oil companies, nor withdraw from the community 

association to respond to their inducements, enabling oil companies to pit neighbor 
against neighbor. The risks and the benefits would be shared across the whole group. 

1he following year, in June 1995, Iosif held the organizational meeting of his 
community (Figure 86). Altogether the community included only fourteen families, 
about half of whom were related in some way to Iosif, and their lands accounted for 
about 70 percent of the territory ofUlt-Iagun sel-soviet. The turnout for the meeting 

was very good. Iosif read the charter, discussing the principal points. Everyone agreed 
to set a common per capita standard of cash compensation in any future economic 

agreements. They agreed that it was not necessary for community members to live 
on hunting territories, a point that one might take for granted since most of them 
lived in Iubilenoe village. However, it was a current issue, because at approximately 
this same period, okrug practice was evolving a policy of tying benefits to physical 

residence on the territory, which would have been a real problem for the pensioners 
and wage workers who maintained their lands as a resource base but who lived most 
of the time in the villages. A representative of the community association was del

egated the right to represent the community at meetings with the government dealing 

with community affairs. All internal conflicts were to be resolved by an Agreement 
Committee in the community, and the general direction of the community to be laid 
out by the elder heads of families. Those present voted unanimously to endorse the 

charter, preferring to hang together rather than to hang separately. 
Sopochin understood clearly that if "Khanto" was to have any hope of surviv

ing as an effective organ of community will, if not real self-government, it had to 
be able to offer its members real economic benefits. And, to avoid the divisive pres

sures produced by oil company offers to individual families, the economic benefits 
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of community association had to be at least equal to oil company compensations. 
At first, Sopochin and others in the community explored the idea of small business 
ventures based on the traditional economic resources, such as packing their own 
locally harvested fish or berries. Such ideas, which were attractive in the abstract, 
died rather quickly when exposed to real conditions. 1hough oil companies would 
supply motors, snowmobiles, even cash payments to individuals, neither they nor 
the government would supply venture capital needed to start such local enterprises, 

and community members themselves were too destitute to pool their resources. It 
was also true that, despite his range of experience and his aptitude for generating 
ideas, Sopochin lacked the specific business acumen to work in the new and unstable 

transition toward capitalism. It also must be said that after more than a decade of 
anomie, the members of his Khanty community had lost their aptitude for work 
in the forest, a fact of which he sorely complained. But all of this only complicated 
the fundamental problem: oil development had so dramatically impacted the tra

ditional subsistence economy by this time that it could not form the principal basis 
for economic activity in this region. 

As a result, Iosif tried briefly to adopt the strategy of trying to get some propor
tional share of the profits of oil development on the territory of "Khanto" by seeking 
the issuance to native landholders of new shares of stock in the oil companies or an 

agreement to set aside a fixed percentage of the profit to be paid as a royalty to the 
community. By this time Iosif was also playing a forceful role in the Khanty-Mansi 

native association Spasenie Iugry in part to have a public forum for staking out the 
ideological claim of indigenous people to subsurface resources as well as surface 
usufruct. Such a strategy was fatally flawed, however, because it asked the local ad

ministration to reduce its own income from oil development in order to help native 

people. More deeply, the popular assumption that the community should share in the 
profits of oil development contradicted a fundamental claim of national policy, that 
oil is a "strategic" natural resource owned by the government for the national good, 

not owned by the local population for local benefit. The state's response to indigenous 

clamoring was to establish a "Northern Fund," supported by a fixed percentage of 
oil profits for government programs for northern indigenous peoples. Meanwhile, 
in the absence of any legislative basis for such a profit-sharing agreement as Iosif and 

others were proposing, native communities and individual families were still using 
the compensation mechanism to make small, local agreements with companies as

sociated with the oil industry. 
After a very brief period of idealistically struggling against the tide, Sopochin 

returned to the strategy of using the compensation process to finance "Khanto." 
In 1997 he succeeded in negotiating an enormous compensation settlement from 

Kogalymneftegaz aimed at securing the finances needed to construct or repair 
homes in the village. The size of the settlement was unprecedented, amounting 
to many thousands of dollars. Then Sopochin made a mistake he would come to 
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regret. He distributed the money on a per capita basis, and his impoverished com
munity quickly squandered it on consumer goods, anything from boomboxes to 
washing machines to cars, almost everything but construction. Perhaps to set an 
example to the community of solid investment, Sopochin built a large, two-storied 
brick house for himself. When families in the community ran out of money, they 
pointed to the house that Iosifhad built and began circulating rumors that he had 
kept for himself an unfair share of the money that should have been distributed. For 
a while the entire incident soured Iosif on the community association's prospects, 
while the administration used the incident to support their contentions that native 

leaders were unreliable and unprepared, and native people could not be counted on 
to handle large sums of money. 

1he scandal raised around the enormous Kogalymneftegaz settlement didn't slow 
Iosif for long, but it did bring home more forcefully the need for meaningful work. 

The community had preserved part of the settlement to buy one hundred reindeer 
from Nenets in the north near Salekhard. Iosif purchased them and had them trans

ported to his family territory, which was just beginning to recover. At that time only 
a few elderly Khanty remained in the forest, and these few families had b.ut three to 
five deer, which were quickly being consumed or had run away. Only one family of 
Yermakovs had reindeer that they still maintained and harnessed to their sled. Iosif 

had hoped to create a model iurta that would revitalize his devastated community 
both by providing work and by restoring cultural and economic connections to the 

land. He developed a plan to rotate community families from the village to the iurta 
in monthly shifts, and he planned to employ some elders who still maintained the 

necessary skill to train young people. The community rebelled, however, not wanting 
to leave the comfort and convenience of the village for the hardships of the forest. 
In a short time, the idea of restoring reindeer herding became a source of ridicule. 

Eventually he turned the management of the herd and the iurta over to a couple of 
families who resided there permanently, while he himself continued to search for other 

options.Just before his death in January 2002, Iosif Antonovich Sopochin had been 

attempting to persuade the Surgut Region administration to give him fishing places 
on the Ob in order to re-create another "traditional" model of work, the seasonal 
migration to the Ob in a fishing collective.1hen he planned to find a market in which 

to sell fish, probably by contract to an oil company. 1he idea had little chance of suc
cess, however, because the community members themselves were not invested in it 

and because the middle Ob is so polluted that safe commercial fishing is not feasible. 
After his death, Iosif was succeeded by a relative who engaged in a number of 

dubious ventures and did little to earn respect from members of the community. 1he 
community itself began to stagnate, reelecting in absentia the man who had succeeded 

Iosif, principally because no one else wanted to take responsibility for the commu
nity. If the community has been unable to live up to Iosif Antonovich Sopochin's 
dreams, his legacy remains as something more substantial than a reputation. When 
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we returned to Iubilenoe in 2006, we learned that there are now 390 reindeer held 

by Khanty in Ult-Iagun sel-soviet, all descendants of the herd Iosif bought and 
transported there. They are still kept on his rodovoe ugod'e and managed for the 
community year-round by a Yermakov descendant. To compensate him, the members 
of the community have agreed to reduce their shares of any economic agreement in 
order to increase his. TI1e result is that today every family in Khanto has seven to ten 

adult deer to feed themselves each year, and they have reserved money to improve the 
breeding stock by buying larger, local animals from the upper Tromegan. 

Vladimir Kogonchin and "Iaoun Iakh" 

On the south side of the Ob, in the basin of the B. Iugan River, reindeer herding 

had never formed a substantial part of the economy as it did in the northern part of 
Surgut Region. By the end of the 1980s, the few reindeer that had been maintained 

for transportation by Iugan families had been lost, poached, or killed for food. 
When Soviet state collective fishing enterprises collapsed, the technology necessary 
for processing and preserving fish on a commercial scale also disappeared. Although 
subsistence fishing continues to provide much of the domestic food supply, it has 
limited commercial value. TI1e cash economy at the beginning of the 1990s was based 
upon trading furs from sable, squirrel, and fox, and large quantities of swamp and 
forest berries, as well as cedar nuts, all harvested from relatively ecologically clean 
areas. But limited to increasingly ineffective state organizations like ZverPromKhoz, 

with pricing structures and marketing mechanisms that were neither adequate nor 
responsive to the changing national economic environment, the political and eco

nomic potential of these native community associations was frustrated. 
In 1996, several different Khanty national community associations were formed 

among the Iugan Khanty ofU gut District. Initially fifteen families formally associated 
themselves as a legally chartered national community named "Iaoun Iakh" (Iugan or 

River People) in order to organize work and resources into programs of community 
development in order to support their traditional way of life. The driving force be
hind this effort was Vladimir Semyonovich Kogonchin, who, like Iosif Antonovich 

Sopochin, formerly had served in the village sel-soviet. Kogonchin is the grandson 
of the Khanty man who was employed as an assistant by Titiutsky, the famous pre
Soviet merchant in Iugan village (see chapter 1). Kogonchin had received a higher 

technical education in fish and wildlife management, and he brought such a work 
ethic to his labors that even fifteen years earlier, in the Soviet era, he was identified 

by other members of the Iugan Khanty community as a natural leader. During the 
Gorbachev years he had been active in promoting the idea of a protected territory on 

the Iugan, a project described later in this chapter. When the Okrugpassed legislation 
in 1992 to establish family hunting territories, Kogonchin was named head of the 
commission in Ugut sel-soviet charged with defining these territories. Throughout 

his career, his wife, Liudmila Leonidovna, who was elected to the Surgut Region 
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Duma in 2005, has proved a very able partner in both business and politics (Figure 
88). Their son, Igor, who also had a higher technical education in fish and wildlife 
management and initially worked for a time on the Iugan as a hunting inspector, now 
represents the family's business interests in Surgut (Figures 17, 90). 

Kogonchin's business experience has been one reason for his success as a commu
nity leader. In the Soviet era, he worked in regional representations of state economic 
structures such as ZverPromKhoz, the state fur-production structure. When these 

were reconfigured in the post-Soviet period into a subsidized private corporation 
as OAO POKh (Promyslovo-Okhotnich'ego Khoziaistvo [Trapping and Hunting 
Enterprise]), he became manager and part owner. From the beginning, the economi
cal development of the "Iaoun Iakh" community met with difficulties because there 

was no start-up capital for hiring specialists and technical workers or for leasing 
office and storage space or providing transportation. Money obtained from oil 
companies as compensation for the industrial development of its members' hunt
ing territories, according to the terms of the economic agreements, was earmarked 

for the direct benefit of those families whose lands were being impacted, and any 
use of any part of such funds for the development of community-wide needs was 

explicitly prohibited. The lack of any real outside funds in the beginning meant that 
all the community-wide needs for the 115 families had to be met by preparing and 
selling the products of the traditional forest economy. Up until recently, the native 

community association Iaoun Iakh and OAO POKh worked together in this task. 
OAO POKh hired community members, women as well as men, as hunters and 

gatherers, an arrangement that provided people access to social welfare benefits as 
determined by current labor laws. In exchange for the products of the traditional 

forest economy-furs, berries, nuts) native Khanty people were regularly supplied 
with staple food products. The profits from the sale of furs, nuts, and berries, as well 

as the profit from the sale of staple food products and essential goods, were given to 
OAO POKh, which then recovered its costs, including salaries and transportation, 

before dividing the remainder and returning a portion to each Khanty from whom it 
purchased forest products. The profit margin, the actual cash earned by hard-working 
subsistence hunters, is thus very slim, even in the most productive years. 

More recently, Kogonchin became the owner of his own business consisting of 

several general stores, including one opened in 2005 in Russkinskaia, Iosif Antonovich 
Sopochin's former residence. These businesses he has had to keep afloat despite the 

decline and in some cases disappearance of state subsidies for everything from furs to 
gasoline on which he and the Khanty depend. He has made the Khanty community a 

20 percent owner in the new business. His store in Ugut also serves as the Iaoun Iakh 
community center, and there he continues to buy furs, nuts, berries, and mushrooms 
from community members for resale. Recently, with funding from UNESCO, he was 

able to establish a community media and cultural heritage center there, and open a 
community web site (www.yaounyakh.ru). 
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Kogonchin is unique among the community leaders we have known, in 
serving as a community ombudsman, holding passports, pension, military, and 
health documents, as well as hunting licenses, and frequently traveling to Surgut 
to renew or process these documents. This ombudsman function, while making 
him indispensable, has also become increasingly burdensome; new licensing laws, 

for example, require a separate license for every animal or bird shot or trapped, a 
number reaching into the thousands each year, each requiring multiple sheets of 
paper, a bank deposit and receipt, and so on. As head of the Iaoun Iakh commu
nity association, he has been able to negotiate compensation agreements with oil 
companies on behalf of the participating families. He keeps elaborate credit records 

of every family's cash income from agreements and the sale of furs and uses this to 
establish a credit system against which families can charge their purchases; each 
family can sec its own record at any time. Since agreements often run for several 

years, families can anticipate their income for the coming year and order goods in 
advance-construction materials, snowmobiles and outboard motors, electrical 

generators, even televisions-which he delivers by boat at the beginning of the sum

mer. As a result of continuous engagement augmented by business sense, Kogonchin 
has been able to keep his community together as a socially and economically viable 
structure despite a variety of obstacles. 

Kogonchin's leadership style and goals differ markedly from Sopochin's. Where 
Sopochin was authoritarian, Kogonchin is persuasive. Where Sopochin was radical 

and confrontational, Kogonchin is a gradualist, aiming at mutual accommodation. 
Some of this difference was a matter of character. Some had to do with the model of 

leadership each learned through experience: Iosif, from his time in the sel-soviet ad
ministration, and Kogonchin, from his business background and work in economic 

structures. Moreover, each understood the task ofleadership differently. Sopochin 
needed to radically transform, even resuscitate, a dispirited dislocated community 

living in an ecological wasteland. Kogonchin needed to ameliorate the damage caused 
by the loss of Soviet economic structures and locally manage the transition to market 
economy to develop the potential of a community living on territory which for the 

most part still preserved its ecological integrity and the potential of its traditional 

economy. Kogonchin's business experience directed his attention to the economic 
potential of the traditional economy and prepared him to appreciate the local legal, 
administrative, and economic complexities of the emerging post-Soviet petrostate. 

Preserving the economic viability of the Iugan Khanty land base became his over
riding concern. TI1is experience also chastened him so that he avoided the fate of 

many other leaders of native community associations, who took out development 
loans that their communities could not repay and drove their community associa

tions into bankruptcy. During the period of their organization, the Iugan Khanty 
could not live without state subsidies or without compensation from oil companies; 
this much was clear. The question was whether they could exercise some control 
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over the nature, direction, and pace of industrial development while they still had 
a land base that was more or less intact. TI1e presence of oil would always make that 
a difficult proposition to sell, he knew, but the political and economic climate of 
the post-Soviet era would pose additional problems. 

THE FIGHT TO SAVE THE IUGAN 

TI1e struggle to preserve the basin of the B. Iugan River from industrial development, 
which lasted more than twenty years, provides a lens through which to view relations 
between indigenous communities, local government, and the petroleum industry 

(Wiget and Balalaeva 1997a, 1997b, 1998a, 1998b, 2004b, 2006). Recognizing the 
destruction that intensive petroleum development was causing, and pressured by 
Russian environmentalists and scientists, the Soviet government in 1982 authorized 
the establishment of the Iugan Zapovednik (Strict Nature Preserve) in the territory 

embraced by the two arms of the B. and M. Iugan rivers, in order to preserve some 
of the magnificent, unique middle West Siberian taiga ecosystem (Figure 4). The 
establishment of the zapovednik deprived many Iugan Khanty families of their tra

ditional winter hunting territories, which they were then forced to relocate to the 
opposite sides of these rivers. A significant number of families who had historically 
settled on the Niogus-Iakh tributary of the B. Iugan, which flowed out of the middle 

of the proposed zapovednik, were entirely removed. By the mid-1990s the areas 
around the zapovcdnik were becoming threatened by the petroleum development 

that had engulfed West Siberia. If the Iugan Khanty were to have a hand in shaping 
their future, they needed to preserve for a period of time the land base on which their 

present cultural formation depended while their own political organization and the 
national social, economic, and legal environment developed to a point that permitted 

their effective participation in decision-making processes. Otherwise, overtaken by 
rapid destruction of the environment and economic collapse, overwhelming external 

factors would reduce the Iugan Khanty to abject dependency, as they had Iosif Anto
novich Sopochin's lower Tromcgan community. Although the efforts of Kogonchin 

and the Iaoun Iakh obshchina have only succeeded in slowing not stopping develop
ment, the experience of the Iugan Khanty community illustrates what a large native 
Siberian community might do under the best of conditions: maintain able leadership, 

an intact land base, and scientific and legal resources and allies. 

From "Green Zone" to Family Hunting Territories (1987-:-1995) 

On the Iugan, the acknowledged beginning of political activity was the 1987 annual 

meeting of hunters and fishermen in Ugut when Vladimir Semyonovich Kogonchin 
proposed that the community apply to the Supreme Soviet to designate the Iugan a 
zone of priority land use, a "green zone" (Wiget and Balalaeva 1997c). People from 
the other rivers all supported it. Even the local representatives of the Department of 

Hunting Economy supported it and the idea oflocal self-government, because they 
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had noticed a decrease of furs and black muskrat. Yeremei Aipin, a writer and the 

most prominent Khanty figure, put the "green zone" proposal in one of his books 

and carried the idea to Yeltsin, but nothing came of these efforts. On the Iugan the 

Council of Elders was established, which had its first organized meeting in 1989. A 

charter was drafted but never approved by the administration. Kogonchin was elected 

chairman of the council, whose five members were all elected according to the charter. 

On May 6, 1990, newly elected Khanty representatives to the okrug Council of 

People's Deputies, building on the "green zone" concept, worked to pass through the 

council a decision to give a special status to the territories of Khanty traditional land 

use that would give traditional uses of the land priority over other forms of develop

ment, including industrial uses such as petroleum production and timber harvesting 

("Ob obrazovanii territorii prioritenogo prirodopol'zovaniia," Kriazhkov 1994:308). 

On the Iugan, the Council of Elders decided to determine a "zone of Khanty living," 

to map it, and to send to the government a proposal to set aside a zone of special land 

use along with request for needs. The KMAO-Iugra proposal went up the adminis

trative ladder to the Tiumen Oblast Administration (KMAO-Iugra is a subordinate 

unit ofTiumen Oblast), which did not approve the special regime ofland use. Na

tive deputies to the okrug Council of People's Deputies also developed a proposal 

for granting legal status to the so-called Council of Elders (Soviet Stareishin), which 

was meant to be the principal organ of governance among native communities, but 

this too never became law. 

A new strategy to replace the "green zones" began to take shape, motivated by 

Yeltsin's "Urgent Measures" decree of 1992 and the two KMAO-Iugra okrug laws 

of the same year on family hunting territories (rodovye ugod' ia). Local administra

tions began forming commissions to map boundaries to family hunting territories. 

Kogonchin was named the head of the commission for Ugut sel-soviet, which em

braced the Iugan Khanty. This was the first time specific boundaries had been drawn 

for family hunting territories (all Khanty with whom we have discussed land issues 

concur that formerly a "family land" was at best very vaguely understood as an area 

regularly hunted by a certain group of extended families). The urgency to create a 

specially protected zone ori the Iugan seemed to be dissipated by the energy that went 

into mapping family hunting territories, registering them, and issuing "acts" on the 

land which identified holders of usufruct, as well as by the distraction and instability 

provoked by the larger changes to the political landscape of Russia in 1993. When in 

1994 a decree by the governor ofKMAO-Iugra nullified the recently issued "acts" on 

the land, the question of how to preserve the Iugan again became urgent. 

Toward a Jugan Biosphere Reserve, 1995-1999 

The existence of the Iugan Zapovednik created the possibility of preserving Iugan 

Khanty lands as a UNESCO biosphere reserve, an area protected by national leg

islation aimed at monitoring the interaction between natural and human forces 
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by creating a buffer zone around a nature preserve specifically for human activity, 

especially for indigenous cultures (Wiget and Balalaeva 1997a, 1997b, 1998b). A 

formal co-management agreement between the leaders of the Khanty community and 

the scientific staff of the Iugan Zapovednik would establish management priorities, 

policies and administrative mechanisms on land and resource use as they bear upon 

mutual spheres of interest on Iugan Khanty land, given federally protected status, as 

well as on the territory of the zapovednik. We first broached the idea in conversations 

with Kogonchin in 1994, and it seemed then to him, as to us, a way to meet some of 

the same needs he had tried to address in his "green zone" proposal. This strategy was 

made more feasible when the concept of biosphere reserve was established in Russian 

federal legislation on specially protected zones adopted in March 1995, and during 

the remainder of 1995 outlines of a plan were developed. 

By May 1996, a proposal to create a biosphere reserve on the Iugan had been 

talked up with members of Russia's Man and the Biosphere Committee, which 

would have to approve it and recommend it to UNESCO. The project was brought 

to Anatoly I. Volgin, deputy minister of GOSKOMSEVER, the State Committee of 

the North of the Russian Federation, which had overall responsibility for developing 

and coordinating programs for the Russian North and Russia's indigenous peoples. In 
July 1996 Volgin visited Surgut and the Iugan, where he found local support for the 

concept. Subsequently, the authors spent many days with Igor Kogonchin traveling 

by boat on the B. and M. Iugan rivers, stopping at each family settlement to explain 

the nature of the biosphere reserve concept and collect signatures on a petition to 

establish one in the Iugan region. Every adult in every family we approached signed 

eagerly. The prospects seemed to improve further when a 1996 revision to the charter 

of the okrug established a Native Assembly within the 0 krug Duma, with five native 

members elected by native people. Though the Native Assembly had no veto power 

and would always be outnumbered, it did have certain powers of its own, including 

the right to introduce legislation. 

For the Iugan Khanty, the biosphere reserve concept offered a kind of limited 

self-government and control of land use on their traditional territory in a cm'!ntry 

which had no tradition of recognizing indigenous people's sovereignty, nor as yet 

had any laws recognizing the unique status of indigenous people, nor any provision 

for private, individual, or communal land ownership. For the scientific staff of the 

Iugan Zapovednik, it represented an opportunity to effectively monitor with the 

close cooperation of the local population the human impact on a complex ecosystem 

shared both by the zapovednik and the territory of traditional land use and together 

to manage its sustainable development. But these interests ultimately weighed little 

against the price of oil in the political struggles then going on between the local 

governments in the regions and the federal government in the center. 

Since the Soviet era, oil has financed local budgets. This practice was adapted 

in Yeltsin's time, so that subjects of the Russian Federation such as Khanty-Mansi 
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Autonomous Okrug had been permitted to retain a portion of the revenues from 
oil. These monies financed KMAO-Iugra programs providing for the specific needs 
of regional and local governments. Although the middle and upper Iugan had been 

subject to geological surveys and exploratory drilling, substantial development had 
not yet taken place. TI1e biosphere reserve plan depended upon Iugan Khanty land 
being effectively closed to further petroleum development. Moreover, the plan re
quired that Iugan Khanty lands have federally protected status. For the Okrug and 

for Surgut Region, this would mean losing rights to administer and profit from this 
territory, which would be transferred directly back to federal control. Oil money 
had increased also Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Okrug's sense of self-importance, 
which derived from its high standard ofliving and the entanglement oflocal politi
cians with the oil business, and so heightened the sense of local autonomy that at 

one point it even threatened to withdraw from Tiumen Oblast. Given this sense 
of self-importance and the weakening hold of the Yeltsin government over the 
regions, the participation of Vol gin and Goskomsever was resented, even resisted, 

in ways unimaginable both in former Soviet times and more recently in the Putin 
era. In the summer of 1997 we met not for the first time to discuss the project with 
A. V. Sarychev, then head of the Surgut Region administration, who grumbled, 
"So, has this been decided in Moscow already? What if we don't want it?" It was 

just at this time that S. A. Cherkashin, Sarychev's deputy for local native affairs, 

told us that "the head ofYukos [Khordokovsky] has just said he will send no more 
money to the regional budgets." Caught between the pressure to produce oil and 

an implied directive from Moscow, Sarychev refused to send the biosphere reserve 
project forward to the okrug level without yet more paper and another phone call 
from Goskomsever. 

The local governments also objected to the idea of the Khanty obshchinas 

exercising anything like self-government. Sometimes the question was raised as a 
structural problem; despite privatization, government administrators simply had 
no experience in understanding how government might enter into an arrangement 

with a corporate entity to devolve some of its power upon a native community 
association (obshchina) in a co-management agreement. Sergei A. Cherkashin, 

Sarychev's ambivalent deputy for native affairs, remarked that the obshchina had 
no real power: "TI1e Land Codex governs the land, the Forest Codex the use of 

forests, and the Water Codex the rivers. TI1ere is nothing lefi: for the obshchina." 
This wasn't quite accurate, of course, because individual land users could agree to 

manage collectively the same surface rights they held as individuals, and which were 
still being recognized de facto if not de jure. At other times, the objections were 

more visceral. The head of the ecology department of Surgut Region at the time, A. 
G. Sivkov, a former oilman who preferred tailored Italian suits, gold rings, and silk 
ties, allowed that the project probably wouldn't go forward because there was oil in 

the area. He then exploded when we discussed with him the role of the obshchina 
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FIGURE 94. Plan of the proposed Jugan biosphere reserve 

Iaoun Iakh and family hunting territories. The latter didn't have any legal status 
now that the law was nullified, he insisted (rightly, though that didn't keep every 

level of the okrug administration from operating as if obshchinas did exist when it 
suited them). "Obshchina, obshchina," he ranted, barely able to control himself, "I 
don't know obshchina. Sel-soviets, I know. Obshchinas I don't know." Clearly, local 

government aimed to stall the proposal until its proponents gave up. 
Throughout 1996 and 1997, Kogonchin's anxiety mounted, as oil territories on 

the Iugan continued to be scheduled for auction in the area of the proposed biosphere 
reserve (Wiget and Balalaeva 1997a-d, 1998a, 1998b). This represented a deliberate 
strategy to subvert the expressed will of the Iugan Khanty by so breaking up the Iugan 
land as to make it unsuitable for biosphere reserve status. Scheduling these territories 

for auction also was not undertaken according to the procedure defined in a recent 
environmental law approved by the Duma in December 1995, which required inde

pendent prior ecological and ethnological expertise. In April 1997, Kogonchin wrote 
to Governor Filipenko, asking him "not to let the above-named oil deposits to be 
put on tender and speed up the resolution of the question of establishing a protected 

territory of regional significance with the structure of Biosphere Reserve." When a 
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copy of the same letter was posted on the Internet, letters and faxes with messages of 
support from around the world poured into the offices of both Sarychev and Filipenko. 

Shortly thereafter, Cherkashin told us the Governor had called Sarychev, say
ing he was "personally interested in this issue and would take charge of the process." 
A Surgut Region, commission was formally convened, with Sarychev at its head, to 
look into the question of establishing a Iugan biosphere reserve. In July we were told 
the commission would include not only administration officials but two scientists 
from the Iugan Zapovednik as well as Kogonchin and two other Iugan Khanty. The 
commission was to begin work early in the autumn and would report its results to 
Filipenko and his deputy for native affairs in the okrug and the head of his ecology 
office. In the end, the commission consisted of thirteen people, of whom Kogon
chin was the only Khanty. With the additional exception of the head of the Iugan 
Zapovednik, all the rem.aining commission seats were filled by administrative figures 
from Surgut Region and KMAO-Iugra. 

In 1999 we received a copy of the packet of documents that showed that the 
Surgut Region commission had approved the plan, albeit grudgingly, and sent it on 

to the okrug administration. We accompanied Kogonchin to Khanty-Mansiysk in 
August 1999, where the project was already under review. We met with Governor 
Filipenko, who began by scolding us for the letters and faxes of foreign support that 

had come to his office. He concluded by expressing his interest in the project, but 
said he would let the process take its course. On the same visit to Khanty-Mansiysk, 
we three met with N. A. Sergeyeva, the head of the okrug committee charged with 

coordinating the okrug's economic development of natural resources. As the three 

of us began outlining the project and underlining that the traditional economy 
continued to provide Iugan Khanty with a viable way of life, Sergeyeva exploded in 
a tirade: "Do you think those people really want to live in those dirty log cabins? Do 

you think they want only to hunt and fish? Do you think they really like the way 

they live? They want progress just like everyone else-stores, electricity, televisions, 
a normal apartment! That means oil! Oil has to pay for that!" There is no question 
that in part she was correct: some Khanty, like people everywhere, have been and 
continue to be seduced by consumerism, though most want not so much to leave the 
forest for a city apartment as to bring the conveniences of urban life to the taiga. But 
more deeply, Sergeyeva's tirade, which everyone but herself felt as an embarrassment, 
was a devastating demonstration of just how the ideology of progress was continuing 

to be used to justify the expropriation of land and forcible relocation, all carried on 
under the banner of" knowing better" than the people themselves. It hardly mattered 

that her comments also indicated that she knew nothing of the actual material condi
tions of the Iugan Khanty, that they had expressed their will through a petition, or 
even, despite our introductions, that the Khanty head of the Khanty community was 

standing right in front of her. What did matter was that her approval was needed for 
the project, and that clearly would not be forthcoming. 
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We three left Khanty-Mansisyk feeling not at all optimistic about the outcome 
of a process that had been skewed from the beginning, at the level ofSurgut Region, 
in favor of the administration's interest in petroleum development. We did manage 
to strengthen the community's position a bit by engaging Eco Juris, an environmental 
law NGO in Moscow, to represent Iugan Khanty interests in the process. 

Changing the Rules of the Game, 2000-2005 

While we were working in KMAO-Iugra, the federal government was beginning 
to dramatically change the rules of the game. First, several new key pieces of federal 

legislation were passed that affected the possibilities of native communities, and 
that called for corresponding regional legislation from the Dumas of subjects of the 
federation, such as KMAO-Iugra. Second, Putin began to restructure the federal 
executive in order to reassert the center's control over regional administrations, 

thus repeating a failed governance strategy of both tsars and Soviets that reflected 
a historical aversion to developing effective and representative organs oflocal deci

sion making. Both initiatives would significantly alter the trajectory of the Iugan 

biosphere reserve project. 
A flurry oflegislative activity began in 1999 with the federal law on the "Guar

antees of Rights oflndigenous Small [i.e., Minority] Peoples of the Russian Federa
tion" (No. 82-FZ, April 30, 1999), the so-called law on "status." This law, which is 

considered a foundational law for further legislation on native peoples, had a number 

of important features including acknowledgment of the rights of native peoples to 
form community associations (obshchinas), to hold land, to participate in land use 
planning, including environmental and ethnological impact assessments, and to 

receive compensation for damages to land caused by industrial activity. However, by 

distinguishing native peoples as those "peoples who live on territories of the tradi
tional residence of their ancestors," the law dismissed history under the appearance 
of affirming it. And by acknowledging that native peoples had the right "to possess 
and use free of charge in places of traditional residence and economic activity of 
the small-numbered peoples, land of various categories required to practice their 

traditional economies and traditional crafts," the law linked any claim to land to 
a dangerously ahistorical and problematic notion of "tradition" and to economies 

that industrial development was rapidly destroying. Moreover, the realization of 
any of these rights, the law made clear, necessarily required additional legislation 

from the federal and regional governments in all areas, without which the law was 

simply a statement of principles. 
Since 1999, only two such laws have been issued on the federal level. The federal 

law of June 2000 "On General Principles Governing Organization of Communi
ties of Small-Numbered Indigenous Peoples," formalized the obshchina movement 

nationally, which was perhaps a good thing in itself, but its main impact was to 
compel all existing obshchinas to rewrite their charters in compliance with the new 
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law and reregister, which required signatures from all the heads of families in the 
association (Figure 90). Most could not do so in a timely manner. Some leaders, such 
as Iosif Antonovich Sopochin, simply refused, angered and frustrated by the process. 
The law also had a profound effect on Kogonchin, who was trying to resist pressure 
from the Surgut Region administration and oil companies to put up for auction oil 
license territories on the middle part of M. Iugan. Kogonchin had been arguing that 
no auctions should go forward until the boundaries of a protected territory on the 
Iugan could be defined-the process still underway in Khanty-Mansiysk-otherwise 
the territory would be consumed piecemeal before it could even be considered. By 
February 2000 the local administration was counseling M. Iugan Khanty families 
to make their own individual deals with oil companies because Kogonchin had been 
unable to get his new charter written and reregistered by that time. 

By the middle of 2000, with the price of oil now double its 1990 mark and still 
rising, the Russian federal government, through its own political party "United Rus
sia," which dominated the federal Duma, began to take steps to consolidate its control 
over the regions, over the new vertically integrated oil companies such as Lukoil and 
Yukos, and over their bosses. In a business and political climate distinguished by its 
lack of transparency, this eventually led to the 2004 arrest of Mikhail Khodorkovsky, 
Yukos's boss, perhaps only the most visible instance of selective prosecution. Most 
believe the charges of tax fraud had some merit, even if it were his political ambi

tions, like those of Boris Berezovsky, which most publicly irritated the Kremlin. 
The Khodorkovsky case also brought public attention to KMAO-Iugra, because as 

described previously, Nefteiugansk-based Yukos certainly did not follow the Rus
sian model of good corporate citizenship by returning to the coffers of the regional 

administration large sums in support of the public budget, to say nothing of having 
the murder of its mayor publicly linked to Yukos. Others in the okrug administration 

were under investigation for a variety of charges related to corruption, which became 
the new rationale for selective prosecution. When the federal government auctioned 

off Iuganskneftegaz, which controlled many of the license territories on the south 
side of the Ob between Khanty-Mansiysk and Surgut, few were surprised that it was 

bought by Rosneft on the cheap and with borrowed government funds. It had taken 
four years, but Khodorkovsky was in prison, Yukos was destroyed as an effective oil 

producer, the region was cowed, and the federal government won a controlling share 

of the most productive oilfields not yet in its reach. 
In 2000 the federal Duma revised the Land Code in such a way as to remove 

any legal justification for the existence of family hunting territories. It was hoped 
this would be remedied in May 2001 when Putin signed the law "On Territories 

of Traditional Nature Use [TTPs] by Small-Numbered Indigenous Peoples" (No. 
49-<P3), the second and last major law on native peoples since the 1999 status law. Al

though the so-called TTP law continued to require the behavioral constraints of "tra
dition" as the basis for priority land use, the law had several strong points, including 
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the provision for all levels of governmental administration to set up TTPs within 
their sphere of competence; to define the size of such territories in ethnoecological 
terms; and to require the provision of alternative pieces ofland i fland were withdrawn 
from TTP for any purpose, including industrial use. Like many other federal laws, 
however, implementing regulations were never developed, and corresponding regional 
legislation was required to adapt procedures locally. Because of the political unwill
ingness of the okrug and region administrations to move forward with the proposal 

to establish a federal biosphere reserve on the Iugan, the original biosphere reserve 
plan was amended, with the help of Eco Juris, to take advantage of the principle set 
forth in the new federal TTP law. It abandoned the entanglement with federal juris
diction by avoiding both a cession ofland to the federal government and the formal 
connection with the Iugan Federal Nature Preserve. The revised plan called for the 

creation of a protected area composed of Khanty family hunting territories (rodovye 
ugod'ia) along the B. and M. Iugan rivers with "protected area" status awarded by 

Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Okrug. 
In December 2001 KMAO-Iugra, as a subject of the federation, brought its 

laws into conformity with the revised Federal Land Code, by annulling the original 
okrug decree on rodovye ugod' ia, although both the okrug administration, when it 

suits them, and the Khanty, because they have never been well informed, still behave 
as ifKhanty have land. A projected okrug law on TTP was under development, but 

with the price of oil rising, there seemed to be no rush to grant any legal status for 
Khanty lands. In February 2002, an early iteration of the law imagined the instant 
conversion of the now-nullified rodovye ugod'ia into TTPs, although such TTPs 
would have to include all the existing and future oil licenses. When Eco Juris pointed 
out to Anatoly I. Raishev, then Governor Filipenko's deputy for native affairs, that 

permitting development within the TTPs contradicted the federal law, he assured 
them the okrug would find a way around this contradiction. At the same time, the 

governor commented during a television interview about his appointment by Putin 
to head a special commission to create a unified national mineral resource policy, 
"The whole of this process needs to be put in order and the interests of all those who 
are involved in this complicated and extremely difficult matter need to be balanced, 
those of the investors, that is those who are engaged in using the mineral resources 
and of the state, all types and levels of power-federal, on the level of subjects of the 

Russian Federation and municipal. Everything needs to be done to bring all this, 
the extremely rich resources and mineral resources of all types, together into a single 
whole and for a single purpose." Clearly, Khanty did not figure as an "interest" in 

this calculation. By April 2002 the administration ofKMAO-Iugra was even toying 

with the idea of giving every Kham ten hectares ofland as a replacement for family 
hunting territories, reenacting the thinking of the framers of the U.S. General Allot
ment Act of 1885. As for the Iugan, the last possibility proposed by the okrugwas to 
create a "regional nationality park" on the Iugan, but this was rejected by Kogonchin 
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and Iaoun Iakh because when such a territory had been created on the site of the 
sacred Lake Numto, it encompassed existing petroleum development, permitted new 
development, and was managed entirely by the okrug administration without any 
Khanty or Nenets participation. 

Kogonchin, meanwhile, was facing economic pressure on his newly reorganized 
community. The government was cutting subsidies on gasoline, furs, and forest 
products that made his community association's function as a buyer financially 
precarious. The government itself was also working to undermine the development 
of successful independent leadership in native communities which would have a 
significant impact on his community, which was the only economically active one 
in the Surgut Region. The Surgut Region administration then financially backed 
the creation of another, quickly created community association on the Iugan meant 
to compete directly with Kogonchin. A lot of money was flashed around and a great 
deal of instability and bad feeling was created as Khanty were forced to choose sides. 
In the end, Kogonchin's competitor also collapsed, because his entire venture was 
more of a provocation than a business. Nevertheless, when we returned in 2009, we 

found yet another administration-backed competitor had emerged to threaten the 
economic viability of the obshchina. 

By 2003, the idea of establishing a protected territory on the Iugan was dead. All 
the advocates were exhausted, and funding for EcoJuris's participation had run out. 
In the larger picture of Russia's post-Soviet evolution it had been a small, very local 

story, but not the only one, nor the last. At the end of 2004 Vsevolod Stepanitsky, 
who had recently stepped down as head of Russia's system of nature preserves, called 

to public attention the fact that not a single federal nature reserve had been set up in 
Russia since 2000 (RIA Novosti, December 29, 2004). The tendency has been quite 

otherwise, added a colleague, who observed that attempts had been made in the past 
few years to illegally transfer parts of thirteen different nature reserves to economic 

activity (recall the "mistaken" licensing of a portion oflugan Zapovednik). Two days 
later, the year ended on a similarly unhappy note when the Minister for Natural Re

sources, undoubtedly following up on the work of the federal commission headed by 
KMAO-Iugra Governor Filipenko, announced a new law that would "spectacularly 

change the entire Russian system of using mineral resources" (RIA Novosti, December 
31, 2004). In Khanty-Mansi Okrug, the members of the Native Assembly watched 

as their Duma passed a bill reducing the number of native representatives from four 
to three (Figures 88, 92). In January 2006 the federal Duma began considering 

amendments to the Forest Code based on "numerous applications of large subsoil 
using companies on legislative settlement of the temporary use of non-forest lands for 

purposes not related to the forestry" (SKRIN Market & Corporate News,January 26, 
2006). In this way began the second United Nations Decade oflndigenous Peoples, 
which had been so publicly and effusively praised by Russian President Putin and his 
Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov. 
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'The stalled okrug law on territories of traditional land use (TTPs), which had 
been through at least three major iterations, was finally signed into law in December 
2006 by the Duma. In its draft form, it explicitly proposed a system of zonation foi' 
TTPs which would permit the okrug government to unilaterally withdraw plots of 
land within TTPs to be used for industrial purposes, and with no requirement for 
consent from or compensation to Khanty holders of use rights. Both provisions were 
in clear violation of the federal laws on native rights and TTPs. Neither were the 
Khanty or Mansi to be represented in any of the organs of decision making or conflict 

resolution, though it is important in this regard to recall that the federal status law 
provided (although it did not require) that governmental organs could permit native 
participation. Although the new TTP law as finally passed retained the zonation 

scheme that implicitly provided for the government's unilateral withdrawal oflands, 
the members of the Native Assembly, driven to desperation themselves, supported its 
passage because it provided the sole legal acknowledgment that indigenous peoples 
had a specific use right, however weak and limited, to a specific piece ofland. 

In Retrospect 

In its final report, Eco Juris outlined its perspective on the fundamental reasons why 

a protected territory for the Iugan Khanty in any form never emerged: 

• Instability of federal and regional legislation, i.e., it does 

not evolve evolutionarily and successively, but abrupt and 
unpredictable changes of concepts happen frequently .... 

• Contradictions in legislation, both between separate acts 
(for example, between the land code and the federal law "On 
Territories of Traditional Land Use") and inside of one act (for 
example, the federallaw "On Specially Protected Natural Areas"). 

• Absence ofregulations (subordinate acts) establishing mechanisms 
and procedure of creation ofTTPs (such as "Standard Statutes," 

which exist for national parks and nature reserves). 

• Absence of an integrated government policy concerning 
indigenous peoples and their rights. 

• Absence of a government body fully responsible for creating, 

managing and protecting TTPs, as well as endless reorganization 
of the government structure in general. 

• Rigid and powerful oil and gas companies lobbying against the 
legislation protecting indigenous peoples' rights to traditional 
land use and for the legislation strengthening positions of these 

companies. (EcoJuris Institute 2003) 
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If it was true that the plan to protect the Iugan fell victim to Big Oil, it was at least 
equally true that in the end the Iugan was a victim of the chaotic legal and economic 
environment that Putin had more or less successfully consolidated as the new Russian 
petrostate. But that tells only part of the story. 

The chaotic economic, legal, and political environment could not obscure the fact 
that Siberian government officials brought to their responsibilities a Soviet culture of 
paternalism and authoritarianism. Our experience has demonstrated that Siberian 
administrators and policy makers, however strongly they may speak in favor of pre

serving traditional culture, share a set of four deeply held assumptions concerning 
contemporary Khanty communities: 
• Inadequacy. They assume that traditional Khanty life in the taiga is failing the 

Khanty, because it is no longer economically viable and so cannot provide them 
with an adequate material life. 

• Incompetence. They very patronizingly assume that Khanty themselves lack ef
fective local leaders, and that those they do have lack the management skills and 
scientific understanding necessary to productively direct any schemes, such as 

the formation of community associations (obshchinas) or protected territories. 
Therefore all solutions must come from the administrations. 

• Inevitability. They are convinced that in the end Khanty traditional culture must 
inevitably bow to the juggernaut of"progress" -relocation off the land to villages 
and cities, wage labor, formal education, technological dependence-not only 

because the needs of the larger state come first, but also because the products of 
"civilization" (everything from telephones and indoor plumbing to television 

and pop culture) must be irresistibly seductive to the Khanty. 
• Componentialism. Finally they believe that culture is an accretion of forms, each 

of which exists as a discrete formal tradition, unintegrated with the others, and 

thus some forms may be successfully preserved despite the loss of their tradi
tional function while others are left behind. The preservation of native costume 

and some performative genres through folklore ensembles among communities 
alienated from the land and traditional economy, for example, is often held up 

as a measure of successful cultural preservation. 
Although facts on the ground belied these assumptions, they did little to dissuade 

administrators, who continued to depend upon these assumptions to validate the 

patronizing, assimilationist, and exploitative policies they promoted through their 
complete control of the decision-making apparatus. 

If administrators and oil company representatives wanted to find evidence in 
support of their assumption, they didn't have to look far, of course. The economic 
depression of the traditional forest-based economy in the Yeltsin years did create 

a real economic dependency. Government subsidies could sustain a subsistence 
economy that relied on fur trapping to generate cash, and in the beginning such a 

lifestyle could effectively compete with compensation packages that were at first only 
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dribbles of cash and partly kept promises. But as compensation packages increased 
with the price of oil to the point where they became substantial, even corrupting, a 
subsistence lifestyle with a modest share of manufactured goods came to look less 
desirable in the face of a growing materialism that increased jealousies and fostered 

class consciousness. Divisions grew within the Iaoun Iakh community at the end of 
the 1990s, and a few families withdrew when compensation packages were dangled 
in front of them, some later regretting their decision and returning to the fold. In 
short, if, in 1995, we were able to secure the signatures of all the heads of families 
on both B. and M. Iugan rivers in support of a protected territory on the Iugan, 

that solidarity was a temporary one. 1he commitment to a protected area and to 

the possibility of keeping open, at least for some families for some time, the option 
of maintaining a subsistence economy upon which Khanty religion and custom 
were based, like the commitment to the obshchina Iaoun Iakh, was always subject 

to local stresses that eroded it over time. 
This, of course, added to Kogonchin' s own difficulties. He wanted to advance the 

idea of a protected territory because he believed in the sustainability of a traditional 
way of life-which he understood as meaning a local economy based on the harvest 

of forest products from furs to berries that was financially rewarding for the Khanty 
hunters and their families as well as for himself-but he became convinced that that 
way oflife had been fatally undermined by the withdrawal of subsidies and other state 

supports on the one hand and by the aggressive behavior of the petroleum industry 
on the other. Like most local leaders, he was also pressed by the continually shifting 

political and economic situation to attend to his own business and the needs of his 
own family. 1his meant that, especially as the lack of progress became more visible, 

he was less inclined to undertake or sometimes even follow up on necessary steps in 
the process. The most important element overlooked by Kogonchin was the need to 

effectively politicize his community. He could have done a number of things to cre
ate more of a sense of a united community, but he had neither the resources nor the 

inclination to do so. Like many leaders he overlooked signs ofleadership within his 
community, perhaps mistaking such challenging demonstrations for disloyalty. The 

result is that, at least to this point, he has failed to develop a generation of young lead
ers to succeed him as community organizers. The same was true for Iosif Antonovich 

Sopochin and others. The effectiveness of Kogonchin and other native community 
leaders could also have been increased dramatically with positive administrative 

and financial support from the local government; native communities might then 
have been real partners in local development. Instead government chose to see local 

Khanty leaders as rivals and preferred to keep the native population in a condition 
which would rationalize their dependence on the government. Frankly, despite their 
best intentions, native intelligentsia in the cultural, educational, and political spheres 

often behaved the same way. In this hostile, sometimes even embattled environment, 
it is little wonder that over time Kogonchin came to invest less of his energy in the 
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vision of a protected territory and more in the daily functions of community leader, 
omsbudsman, and businessman. 

We could not help being as much a part of the problem as a part of the solution. 
As scientists, we chose not get directly involved in taking initiatives and in politiciz
ing and activating the population, however much leaving that to Kogonchin did 
not play to his strengths. Scientific work is always embedded in a political context 

and thus always has political consequences. Although as scientists we were neither 
objective nor indifferent to the Khanty and situations that engaged them, neverthe
less we tried to act as a "least-invested" party in situations of conflicting interests. 
As scientists we could also develop and publicize data that made official deniability 
impossible and offer "models" and "options" from a world of experience larger than 

that available locally. In recent years we have promoted a series of exhanges between 
Indian tribes and Khanty leaders, young and old, to widen visions and strengthen 

community development (Figures 91-93). The legitimacy of these roles did not 
prevent local government from painting us as "outside agitators" whenever it suited 
their purposes. Neither did it help that one of us was American, nor was it much to 
the other's credit, in times of heightened local self-consciousness, that she was from 

Moscow. Once, in 1997, when the biosphere reserve issue was boiling over, the Surgut 
Region administration even illegally denied us permission to fly to the Iugan, and we 
had to call for assistance from the American consulate in Yekaterinburg and from 

allies in the okrug government in Khanty-Mansiysk. 
Though the dream of establishing some kind of"green zone" or protected territory 

for the Iugan Khanty was never realized, the persistent engagement in the process 

did buy time-no less than eight or nine years-during a period when Khanty lands 
were being auctioned off at an alarming rate. And as this book goes to press, the native 
community association Iaoun Iakh will celebrate its fifteenth anniversary. 

Accommodation, 
Resistance, 
and Resilience 

I n Guns, Germs and Steel, his popular account of the role of the environment in shaping 
human societies, Jared Diamond concluded that the organization of society around 
the production, rather than the procurement, of food would soon mean the end of 

hunter-gatherers such as the Khanty. ''At current rates of change," he wrote, "within 
the next decade the few remaining bands of hunter-gatherers will abandon their ways, 
disintegrate or die out, thereby ending millions of years of commitment to the hunter
gatherer lifestyle" (Diamond 1997:86). This apocalyptic forecast of the imminent 

extinction of hunter-gatherers is premature, even for groups such as the Khanty who 
have already been subjected to tremendous pressures. Moreover, the picture painted 

by Diamond of premodern and early modern societies organized principally around 
the production of food, however true it may have been in the past, does not describe 

very well the contemporary world. Instead, most contemporary societies are mobilized 
around the production of a broader range of consumables, many of which are distrib
uted beyond their borders. In the most complex societies and technologically advanced 

economies food production is a very small and very specialized fraction of the economy. 
The new fundamental commodity is energy, and for most of us, even for the bil

lions in the developing world, that means petroleum. Petroleum is so deeply integrated 
into modern life that it is noticed only in its most egregiously offensive forms. Our 
thorough dependence on products synthesized from petroleum-from fuels and build
ing materials to fabrics and prescription drugs-has led more than one archaeologist 

to quip that after the Stone Age, Bronze Age, Iron Age, and the Age of Steel, we have 
come to live in the Age of Plastic. In the words of a popular 1960s advertising slogan, 

we have achieved "better living through chemistry." Tims, despite all the talk about 
pollution, environmental controls, and alternative sources of energy, it is unlikely we 
will ever entirely free ourselves from oil. 

In an earlier age, food production was "the prerequisite for the development of [the] 
guns, germs and steel" that provided advantage to conquerors and colonizers. Food 

production concentrated wealth and population into the first cities, where demand 
grew in relation to dependency, in due course prompting both the intensification of 
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agriculture and the acquisition of new lands, both of which have served as motives 

for conquest and colonization. The relationship between concentrations of population 
and intensive resource exploitation of the hinterlands continues apace, but today's 

"prerequisite" is petroleum. Today it is the societies who are still by and large focused 

on the production of food that are singularly disadvantaged, and hunter-gatherers 

such as the Khanty doubly so. Megalopolises have suddenly appeared in those societies 

where technology and complexity have developed so rapidly as to dramatically alter 
the difference between centers and hinterlands, fueling migration to the cities. The 

population of these newly spawned megalopolises, often more than 20 million people, 

sometimes constitutes the largest single fraction of the entire population of the coun

try (Mexico City's 28 million is 25 percent of the country's population; Moscow's 11 

million is nearly 8 percent of Russia's). This concentration of population is supported 

by a concentration of infrastructure, from which the majority of the world's rural 

populations, still living in agricultural or subsistence economies, remains isolated. In 

a social, economic, and political order based on digital technology, the "global village" 

is really a global megalopolis. This global megalopolis is fed by the land and resources 

of the globe's villages, whose residents, if they are not callously ignored for their lack 

of perceptible agency, have become objects of pity or nostalgia. 

Viewed in this larger frame, the post-Soviet petrostate seems remarkably famil

iar. The western Siberian boomtowns of the 1970s are now full-blown cities, many 

sleek, fat, and rich, with a standard of living higher than most cities in Russia. As 

Russia's economy came to be more firmly established on petrodollars generated by 

oil and gas exports, it became more and more dependent on the West for markets 

and development expertise and capital. Like other oil producing and exporting coun

tries, it has tried to mitigate this dependence and maintain the upper hand in the oil 

game by taking steps to assure state control of the oil and gas industries, despite the 

handwriting on the wall that such a strategy is not sustainable (Bobylev et al. 2010). 

From the macroeconomist's perspective, the Khanty are a local instance of a much 

larger process, a side story, a backchannel, for a set of bigger issues played on a global 

scale. But for the Khanty, as for indigenous people everywhere, often protected by 

centuries of relative isolation, the rapid-change scenario initiated by intensive pe

troleum development and the emergence of the post-Soviet petrostate have also set 

in motion new change processes. The net result is to poise on the verge of collapse a 

cultural formation that has endured by absorbing and accommodating pressures as 

severe and dramatic as the rise of the Mongol khanates, invasion and colonization 

by imperial Russia, and Soviet collectivization. 

VECTORS OF CHANGE 

Pressure from petroleum development is principally responsible for changed attitudes 

among both Khanty and non-Khanty toward land and subsistence resources. As we 

have seen, Khanty heads of families formerly maintained only limited proprietary 
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claims to land and resources, principally to their reindeer pastures and to their trap

lines. The remainder of the land was exploited communally through shared local 

understandings. This pattern of exploitation held up even during the Soviet period 

when after World War II families were united into collective production units (sovk

hozes) and rough boundaries drawn on the landscape. Real mapping of territories 

began in earnest, however, in the very early 1990s, when it became necessary to de

termine which Khanty living in the taiga would have the right to negotiate with oil 

companies and benefit economically from development. TI1en land quickly became 

a commodity. TI1e commodification of land was exacerbated during the terrible 

years of the mid- to late 1990s by economic pressures that undermined the market 

for traditional forest products. Khanty heads of families and oil companies met in 

tortured negotiations, especially after oil companies were often found to have broken 

their agreements with impunity. Apparent fraud was committed on all sides: by oil 

companies who conspired with local administrations to favorably gerrymander the 

boundaries of potential developments in order to secure Khanty consent; by admin

istration officials who forged Khanty signatures on economic agreements; and by 

Khanty who cheated their Khanty neighbors out of economic benefits by claiming 

or "buying" rights to land that was not theirs. Such contestation only strengthened 

the sense ofland as commodity. 

This shift to legal and economic understandings ofland has begun to undermine 

the religious practices that buttressed the hunting/fishing/herding economies of the 

Eastern Khanty. TI1is decline in religion has not been immediately or equally regis

tered in all cultural domains. Sites of communal worship that appeal to Khanty on a 

regional, even okrug-wide scale, seem able to weather this storm. It is likely too that 

the communal ritual practices associated with these sites will continue, though per

haps less frequently and on a smaller scale than before. On the other hand, how long 

the cult oflocal deities can be sustained once the land which they patronize has been 

destroyed is an open question. It also seems likely that specific deities, such as those 

associated with fur hunting, will decline when the activities they patronize decline. 

Undermining Khanty land-based religious belief and practice has also opened the 

door for effective and divisive proselytizing by Protestant evangelical denominations. 

The Khanty Bear Festival is in a uniquely precarious position because it requires such 

a mobilization of community resources and such a reservoir of individual talent, in 

terms of song repertoire-talent which is quickly passing away with the eldest genera

tion-that it is rarely performed. 

Along with the shifts in Khanty religious practice, there is also a noticeable de

cline in identity defined through kinship-based relationships. Relationships, fictive 

or otherwise, function less and less as rubrics for proscribing or authorizing certain 

kinds of behaviors, such as arranged, exogamous marriages, reciprocal gift giving, 

ritual obligations, even residency on a particular piece of land. If such behaviors 

as formal arrangements of marriage have not been entirely abandoned, they have 
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nevertheless become severely eroded. While few Khanty might put the question so 
rudely as one Iugan Khanty Baptist proselyte who shouted, "I don't need my father's 
religion. I make my own choices," there seems little doubt that tradition as prescribed 

under the sign of the father has lost much of its authority and its power to represent 
the social world to and reproduce it in the consciousness of young Khanty. Certainly 
some of this was prepared for by the Soviet system, which in its first decades tended 
to view many Khanty customs as vestigial remnants of a primitive culture waiting for 

enlightened progress. In its last decades the Soviet system afforded certain privileges 
to northern native minorities. In some measure, then, the Soviet system is certainly 

partly responsible for the present state of affairs in which being Khanty seems less 
defined by what one says or does than by what is in one's civil documents and deploy
ing that identity more a function of economy than culture. 

For the real root of this issue is neither ideology nor policy but practical econom
ics: for most Khanty, especially younger ones, the entitlements conferred by legal 
documents are as much if not more valued than the entitlements conferred by kinship. 

Here we move far beyond the reserved places in the university and in the bureaucracy 
that galled ethnic Russians in the Soviet system. In many ways, post-Soviet Russia is 
adopting a citizenship model that precludes such "affirmative action" policies, and 

many are being phased out. One casualty of this reconfiguration appears to be the 
so-called native intelligentsia, produced by the Soviet quota system. Yet if today's 

public rhetoric aims to replace russki (ethnic Russian) with rossianin (Russian citizen) 
as the politically correct term in political discourse, this pretense of a common civil 

identity that transcends a privileged ethnic identity is sustained only by ignoring the 
sheer numerical majority of ethnic Russians and their discriminatory biases that any 
supposed affirmative action was supposed to overcome. If"affirmative action" based 

on minority ethnic identity is in decline, however, a new sphere oflegal entitlements 

has opened up for Khanty, including tax privileges for minority-owned enterprises, 
and, more important, the right to enter into profitable economic agreements for the 
development of"their" land. Access to such cash, oftentimes far in excess of what can 

be generated through fur trapping, reindeer herding, or fishing, has led to the acquisi
tion of material goods and a kind of conspicuous consumption that is promoting a 

commodity-based class consciousness among Khanty. In all of these ways, oil devel

opment in the post-Soviet petrostate has contributed significantly to the shift away 
from a pre-twentieth-century cultural-relational ethnicity to a legal-documentary 

ethnicity that began under the Soviet system. 
In this environment of rapid change, Khanty cultural forms and the means of 

their production do not escape unscathed (see also Jordan and Filtchenko 2005). It 
is rare today to find a Khanty person of any age who can name the twelve months of 
the year in Khanty, a datum which one might take as a common index of one kind 

of traditional knowledge. As others come to abandon hunting and fishing much of 
their practical knowledge and the specific lexicons associated with these spheres of 
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activity is being lost. Only the oldest have retained a fluency in the literary register 
of the Khanty language. From lack of occasion and audience, elders are falling out of 
practice in many genres ofKhanty oral tradition, such as mythic and epic songs and the 
construction and playing of musical instruments. Young people, raised on television 
and pop music from their boarding school days, are often more interested in getting 
money for consumer goods than in learning these traditions. And however interested 

they may be in preserving these traditions, they lack the language facility to do so. 
Another way to understand the nature of change that has overtaken the Khanty 

social system is to define change in terms of the redistribution of resources. Anthony 
Giddens posits two types of resources that constitute the "media of power" by which· 
a social system is reproduced across space and time: allocative resources, which are 
distributable material features of the environment, and authoritative resources, which 

define frameworks for the organization of activity. He arrays them thus: 

Allocative Resources 

l. Material features of the envi
ronment (raw materials, material 

power sources) 

2. Means of material produc
tion/ reproduction (instruments 
of production, technology) 

3. Produced goods (artifacts 
created by the interaction of 1 
and2) 

Authoritative Resources 

1. Organization of social time
space (temporal-spatial constitu
tion of paths and regions) 

2. Production/reproduction of 
the body (organization and rela
tion of human beings in mutual 
association) 

3. Organization of the life 
chances (constitution of chances 
of self-development and self 
expression 

(Giddens 1984:268) 

Thinking of the resources available in the Eastern Khanty social system along 

these lines, it quickly becomes clear that while each resource field has been subjected 
to dramatic change in the twentieth century, they vary dramatically among themselves 

in terms of perceptible change. The differential impacts of these changes over the 
time-space continuum of the Eastern Khanty social system can be described in terms 

of the extent of the change, that is, the number of resources affected, the subjects of 
change (thinking particularly here about what resources are targeted), and the rate 

of change, that is, the speed at which the resource field was transformed. In many 
cases the timing of the change, that is, the period in which the change occurred, 
turns out to be the defining factor because the differences between implementing 
instrumentalities available in different periods substantially affect the extent, rate, 
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and subjects of change, thus clustering significant changes around the deployment 
of these instrumentalities. 

It is very clear, for example, that for most of the twentieth century Giddens's 
second category of allocative resources, the familiar "means of production," and his 
third, "produced goods,'' did not change very much at all among the Khanty from 

their late-nineteenth-century inventory. TI1is inventory, represented in Martin's il
lustrations (1897) and Janos J ank6 's 1906 photographs, persisted well into the 1970s 
when the first poorly made Soviet outboard motor appeared. Collectivization in its 
various guises did little to substantively change the material means of production 

or the spectrum of products generated by the Khanty. Yet by the 1980s Big Oil and 
the commodification of land use rights had provided every Khanty family with 
outboard motors, nearly all with a snowmobile, and most with somewhat better, if 

still outdated, rifles. By the late 1990s many had gas-powered electrical generators, 
radios and cassette players, shortwave radios, some factory furniture, such as sofas, 
and imported Chinese toys and dress shoes. At the turn of the millennium, less than 
thirty years after the first outboard motor was introduced, some "oil rich" Khanty had 

even begun to purchase luxury goods such as televisions, media entertainment centers, 
and outboard motors imported from Japan and America. Recently, a second wave 

of rampant Khanty consumerism fueled by the negotiation of corrupting economic 
agreements has rewarded some Khanty generously for parting with their land but left 
many with little economic or social motivation for traditional work. 

A consideration of the transformation of the first category of allocative 
resources-the material features of the environment-paints a picture at once both 

more complicated and more devastating. Most of the weight of this change has 

fallen on Khanty living in the floodplain of the middle Ob and along its northern 
tributaries, especially in Nizhnevartovsk and Surgut regions. If the reduction and 

redistribution of reindeer stock in the 1930s was a serious blow to the Surgut Region 
Khanty, the most rapid and dramatic change has come from the industrial develop
ment of the West Siberian landscape in just the last three decades of the twentieth 

century and the destruction of subsistence resources on which the Khanty culture 

depends. Lands where formerly Russians hardly traveled, even in the Soviet period, 
are now a tangled web of roads and seismic lines and linked by radio communication 
and regular helicopter and ground transport. 

The Khanty have also experienced dramatic changes in authoritative resources. 

The power to define the organization of social time and space passed firmly into 
Russia~ hands with the advent of Soviet power and the exercise of its administra

tive organs. If the Internat system compelled Khanty into the world of abstractly 
quantified time, the Soviet state also contributed, however unwittingly, to the com
modification of Khanty hunting and herding lands by defining them and joining 

them into collectives, laying the basis for the post-Soviet mapping and individual 
assignments of land, even to the issuing of legal instruments recognizing exclusive 
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claims to use. Collectivization also contributed to the reorganization of Khanty so
cial associations. These formally had been based on kinship relations, but were now 
informed, if not transformed, by principles of proximity which grouped neighbor
ing families into fishing, hunting, or herding collectives, a realignment reinforced 
by the redistribution of material goods and reindeer. It was precisely in the area of 
restructuring authoritative resources that the Soviet system had the most impact, 
even if the continuous reorganization of collectives and the failure of the fur farms 
of the 1970s and 1980s were evidence that the system was not sustaining itself very 
effectively. The collapse of the Soviet Union left the Khanty floundering in search of 

alternative social structures, such as the obshchina, that would organize traditional 

labor and value its production. 
Even the most cursory review of the data indicates that the periods of the great

est instability-those which provoked the most substantive changes in the Khanty 
world-occurred in the 1930s and the 1990s. TI1ese two periods, Soviet collectiviza
tion and the emergence of the post-Soviet petrostate, constitute real "episodes" of 

social change in Giddens's sense of the term (Giddens 1984:244). Yet the changes 
in the 1930s, however dramatic, were also marked by some coherence, in the sense 
that the imposition of Soviet structures created a "system" that linked allocative and 
authoritative resources, while, except for collectivization of reindeer herders (and it is 

a big exception), only lightly touching the former. By contrast, in the 1990s, alloca

tive resources were transformed by the steady and rapid degradation of the physical 
environment which corresponded to an increase in consumer goods and technologies 

fueled by oil money from economic agreements. Yet this did not necessarily mean a 
better quality oflife, for neither post-Soviet government nor the Khanty themselves 
could effectively restructure the administrative, economic, and social contexts-that 

is, authoritative resources-to generate the security or sense of financial and social 
satisfaction from traditional labor that are the basis for what Giddens, following We

ber, calls the "organization of life chances" (Giddens 1984:258). Creating strategies 
to organize "life chances," in the broad sense in which both Bourdieu and Giddens 

speak of strategies, requires a sense that actions contemplated in pursuit of a goal, 

however generally formulated, must have some capacity to advance one toward that 
goal. That efficacy, in turn, depends upon a social context in which the contemplated 

action can leverage the participation of others. Yet any such clarity of expectations 
has been undermined by the disruptions created by the failure of existing institutions, 

both informal Khanty customary structures and formal Russian state apparatus, to 
create effective authoritative resources to manage that rapid transformation of the 

material environment. 
The result has been a rapid and radical disruption of Khanty habitus, though 

the disruption has not been uniformly distributed across residence areas, age groups, 

genders, or fields of action. The increased social and physical isolation of ordinary 
Khanty, who, because of higher fuel costs, are less able to travel, combines with their 
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increasing political marginalization to exacerbate feelings of general helplessness and 
dependency initially fostered by the Soviet system. Feeling more and more that their 
fate is in their own hands, individual Khanty are becoming much more self.conscious 
about the necessity to choose among alternatives increasingly defined by others. 

Yet every structure that inhibits also enables, and these transformative pressures 

have also contributed in sometimes unexpected ways to strengthening Khanty com
munities. Intermarriage with non-Khanty, while generally a factor in promoting 
assimilation, has also produced de facto ombudsmen on both sides-non-Khanty 
advocates more knowledgeable about Khanty values and practices and Khanty with 

more nuanced views of non-Khanty perspectives. Intermarriage has also tended to 
support the idea, among some Khanty at least, that one can adopt aspects of Russian 
life and still claim to be Khanty. 

Similarly, although relocation from the forest to villages has increased anomie 

and dependence, it has also been the condition for a heightened sense among both 
natives and non-natives of the government's responsibility for the social welfare of the 
Khanty. Moreover, the resettlement of some, however onerous, can make possible, at 

least for a time, the persistence of others. We know, for example, that in times of stress, 
for example, alter the great fires of the nineteenth century, Iugan Khanty extended 
their range outside the Iugan basin, reducing local population density, and some 

families relocated permanently to other river systems. Also, prior to the resettlement 
concentration program of the 1950s that led to the building of native villages such 
as Tailakhova, Khanty extended-family settlements along the B. Iugan were much 
larger. Today bigger settlements, such as Kaiukova on the B. Iugan, with more than ten 
households, or Achimovy 1 on M. Iugan, are under much greater economic pressure 
than smaller settlements with one to three households. Relocation of the majority of 

residents may leave behind a few enclaved settlements in a threatened environment, 
but, however stressed these enclaves are, they may become resources for the relocated 

population. Certainly this is the case with the Tylchin-Aipin-Liakov settlement near 
Pokachi, which, while pressed on all sides, nevertheless hosted a well-publicized Bear 
Festival (Honko 1994: photos alter p. 128) and serves as a cultural resource for the 
lower Agan and Tromegan river villages. 

Even the commodification of land, which can be deplored as undermining an 
older communal sense of land as territory shared by the entire local area residence 

group, has nevertheless strengthened the individual lineage's attachment to its par
ticular territory. Much of this attachment is identified with what have come to be 

called "traditional economies" though all of these forms of land use have been his
torically incorporated into the national, state-directed economy, some for centuries. 

For this reason, even those Khanty who, for economic or social reasons, have been 
permanently relocated to cities, or those who have given up part of their hunting 

territory for development, maintain access to some part of their or their relatives' 
land for hunting and fishing. Such hunting and fishing serves at best only a very 
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supplementary economic purpose. Its principal function seems to be broadly affec
tive and integrating, enabling urban or village Khanty to enact wholly the patterns 
of iurta life in the taiga, even if only for brief periods of time. 

REVITALIZATION, RESISTANCE, AND REVIVAL 

Cultural Revitalization 

Because so many of the developments within the contemporary Eastern Khanty 
sociopolitical sphere have an oppositional character, it has been inviting to interpret 
the transformative processes currently under way among the Eastern Khanty as a 
form of revitalization (Wallace 1956). Because there have been revitalization move

ments in the Khanty past (Balzer 1999:76-98), and because revitalization movements 
are so often authorized by appeals to fundamental indigenous religious beliefs, this 
temptation to view transformative processes as revitalization is especially seductive 

when the focus of discussion is native religion (Glavatskaia 2001, 2004, 2005). It 
is true that the very visible activity of a renewed Orthodox Church, the intrusive 

presence of Baptist and Pentecostal missionaries, and the public conversion of a 
few Khanty to evangelical Christianity all have strengthened the attachment that 
many Khanty feel toward their own religion. And if it is true that this reaction in 

some ways reproduces earlier oppositional responses to external provocations, such 
as the Soviet atheism campaign of the 1930s or Peter the Great's efforts to establish 

Orthodoxy by force, there are significant differences between the present post-Soviet 
moment and earlier periods, which account in part for how Khanty religion comes to 
function differently today. Both of these earlier historical moments featured direct 

attacks on Khanty sacred places and labazes and occurred in the context of a Khanty 

society that in Peter's time was relatively isolated and in the early Soviet period still 
very much self-sustaining. By contrast today's Khanty have been exposed to decades 
of Western-style education, following upon Soviet persecution of the shamans and 
indoctrination in atheism, which taken together have left contemporary Khanty 

religion very much fractured. 
Moreover, even these earlier, direct attacks also did not seem to give rise to or

ganized revitalization movements, and those few nascent revitalization movements, 

such as the Vakh movement Balzer describes, never really caught fire across the region, 

thought not for lack of effort in disseminating the vision of an alternative future 
and how to get there. We have found residual revitalization elements in folklore and 

personal narratives that testified to messengers coming along the rivers sharing the 
visionary narrative of revitalization. The message was communicated, but it never 

was taken up by a large segment of the Khanty population. In a valuable discussion 
with Thornton, Champagne argues that a central element in understanding the 
coherence of revitalization ideology and its effectiveness in organizing community 

participation is the degree of structural differentiation preexisting in the indigenous 
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community (Champagne 1983, 1985; 'lbornton 1985). Champagne contrasted the 
historical responses to American state expansion and changing market relations of 
four Indian tribes, the more structurally differentiated Cherokee and Choctaw and 

the less differentiated Delaware and Iroquois. He argued persuasively that "given the 
conditions of economic and/or political deprivation that led to widespread percep
tions of social deprivation, less structurally differentiated societies responded with 
revitalization movements while more structurally differentiated societies responded 
with increased differentiation in sub-macro political and economic institutions" 

(Champagne 1983:754). As a very poorly differentiated society, Khanty would seem 
to be fertile ground for revitalization movements. 

Complicating the matter, however, is the question of scale. Unlike most of the 
peoples readily brought forward as cradles of revitalization movements, the Eastern 

Khanty represent a few thousand individuals thinly scattered over a vast territory 
larger than Germany that even today is very difficult to access. Local identity is thus 
much more actual for an individual Khant than some putative transregional ethnic 

identity. In practice, this means that impacts are measured locally and responses 
generated locally. If all politics are local, so are all revitalization movements, and at
tempts to disseminate them beyond the area of local impact which generated them 

in response will be frustrated. Eruptions of Khanty nativism failed precisely in the 
final phases ofWallace's model of revitalization: adaptation, cultural transformation, 

and routinization (Wallace 1956:274-275). They failed because the oppositional 
identity mobilized by a nativistic response, and the impacts which stimulated it, 
was perceived as a local phenomenon, which, however remarkable, was not felt with 

urgency or embraced with enthusiasm outside the river system where it originated. 
Consider by contrast the success of the nativist movement known as Burkhanism 

which flourished in tsarist Russia in 1904-1905 among the more than 25,000 Altaian 
Turks, who were so concentrated in the smaller Chuya Valley that 4,000 could be 

summoned and gathered together at one meeting (Krader 1956). 

Cultural Resistance 

It may be more accurate to speak of what is happening among some segments of the 
Khanty population not as revitalization but resistance. Clemmer describes resistance 
as the ideological validated deployment of boundary-maintenance mechanisms by 

the subordinate society as a response to the sanctions employed by the superordi
nate society to compel changes in the culture of the subordinate society (Clemmer 

1969:217). For Clemmer, ideology was the key element: 

Ideology, when articulated-usually as a set of goals-is a statement 
of the moral superiority of fundamental belief and applies to specific 

situations rather than to all situations, as do fundamental beliefs. 
Ideology transforms fundamental beliefs from a passive, cognitive 
level to the active behavioral level in particular situations and thus 
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sanctifies behaviors with the same moral superiority attributed to 
fundamental beliefs ... [binding those participating] together on a 
behavioral as well as a cognitive level. (1969:222) 

His example of resistance to acculturative sanction at the Hopi Indian village of 
Hotevilla illuminates the ways in which six village chiefs met to define the nature 

of the problems posed by acculturative sanctions, developed the broad outlines for a 
plan of resistance, and began to lay the ideological basis for that resistance by reveal

ing prophecies of a distinctly nativistic character that had been kept secret since the 
beginning of twentieth century. Nothing on this scale of organization has happened 
among the Eastern Khanty since the resistance to collectivization in the early 1930s 
known popularly as the Kazym Rebellion, and even that was relatively small and 

localized. Political developments in the post-Soviet state created possibilities for 
resistance on a broad front, through the formation of voluntary associations, such 

as Save the Ingra or native community associations (obshchiny), but resistance on a 
broad front never really materialized. 

Contemporary resistance among the Eastern Khanty is a poorly understood 
phenomenon. It has manifested itself explicitly on several occasions with varying 

degrees of scale and publicity. In 1990 Khanty and Nenets local leaders and native 
intelligentsia combined to organize a protest against petroleum development by 
erecting a chum as roadblock over a bridge in Nizhnevartovsk; this attracted a good 

deal of media attention. Similar roadblock protests were organized elsewhere. These 
media events need to be distinguished from more spontaneous and more local acts 

of resistance, such as the confrontations between armed Khanty and bulldozers that 
arrived to cut a road through the taiga, or the angry, verbal confrontations between 

oil company representatives and Khanty heads of families during negotiations to 
open new oil license territories. In the religious sphere, Khanty have also resisted the 

advances of evangelical Christianity. Narratives incorporating nativistic elements do 
circulate that could provide the underpinnings of an ideology of resistance, such as 
Tevlin's story of how oil wells drilled into the earth penetrated Kul-Oter's metal coffin 

and released evil spirits. Yet despite these nativistic narratives and resistance actions, 

both organized and spontaneous, resistance has yet to cohere into a clear ideological 

structure that is widely promulgated and identified with a particular group or faction. 
Like incipient revitalization, and for much the same reasons, Khanty resistance is 
always local, emergent, and ephemeral. For a variety of reasons it seems unlikely to 

coalesce into a resistance movement of any kind. 
Nevertheless, such moments of resistance suggest that a wide range of objects, 

practices, and concepts, not just explicitly religious behaviors, have acquired a 
particular salience for the Eastern Khanty in the larger discussion concerning the 

persistence ofKhanty culture. Following Barth (1969), Spicer (1971, 1980:333-362) 
called attention to the fact that in the formation of collective identity "what becomes 
meaningful is probably a function of the oppositional process" (Spicer 1971:174). 
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Yet because the oppositional process is always mobilized locally through selected 
agencies on specific occasions, we need to distinguish how resistance is taking place 
and the objects through which it is focalizcd. Some of these have the potential to 
be fully invested by the community as identity symbols. The sustained intense pres
sure on the reindeer herders of the north bank of the middle Ob, from tsarist times 
through collectivization, would account for the identification of reindeer and the 

chum, as the mark of herders' seasonal relocation, as emerging identity symbols. On 
the Iugan, where reindeer were never prominent and the pressure from petroleum 
development is more diffuse, clear identity symbols associated with a threatened land 

and economy have not yet emerged, but evangelical missionaries aggressively working 
the Iugan basin since the mid-1990s are provoking a response in the religious sphere 
that is in the process of elevating the making of yir and pori at sacred labazes to 
the level of an identity symbol. At issue here is not just belief, or even sacrificing per 

se, but sacrificing specifically at labazes, or "going to labaz" as the phrase is employed. 
Because the labazes are in the care of particular families and link the local gods to 
the local landscape, worship at labaz is at least as much about demonstrating a sense 

of belonging to the community in a way that affirms one's right to use the land as it 
is about the truth of belief. 

Cultural Revival 

Because of its local and ephemeral nature, resistance is often difficult to observe and its 

scale difficult to calculate. Revival, on the other hand, understood as the self-conscious 
effort to restore to general circulation a specific cultural trait or set of traits, is much 

more visible throughout the okrug because it is both initiated by and supported by 
juridical institutional structures. Cultural revival is on the program of almost every 

okrug institution, from more or less private corporations and associations, such as 
Save the Iugra, to government agencies of all kinds at all levels. Especially in rural 
villages or cities, one meets folklore ensembles, culture clubs, model reindeer herds, 
cultural appreciation classes or programs in the schools. The most ambitious and most 

promising of these are attempts to recover some holistic sense oflife in the taiga. Iosif 
Antonovich Sopochin intuitively understood this when he established a small deer 

herd on one of the last usable territories on the lower Tromegan and tried to arrange 
for the demoralized, relocated families ofiubilenoe to take turns in the forest manag

ing them, though they failed to respond to his invitation. His wife, Agrafcna Pesikova 
Sopochina, also understood this when she established the first of what have come to 

be called "ethnographic camps," and arranged for school youth to spend time there 

learning Khanty language and traditional skills. Another ethnographic camp, mod
eled after Sopochina's, was successfully established by Liubov Stakanova for Mansi 
children outside ofSaran'paul in the northwesternmost corner ofKMAO-Iugra. These 

institutions, and we would include ethnographic museums here, have their greatest 
impact on marginalized or dislocated Khanty living in villages or big cities. Still, 
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through the manipulation of the public understanding of"tradition" they create and 
disburse cultural capital in ways that do indirectly influence the trajectories of taiga 
Khanty communities. At the very least, by consciously selecting out specific cultural 
traits to be supported, these revival efforts are also responsible for the emergence of 
specific elements as identity symbols for those marginalized from Khanty habitus. 

Some of these symbols have become generally popular. It's difficult to find any 
reference to Khanty that is not a winter scene with a chum and reindeer, though these 
characteristics hardly fit all Khanty. Nevertheless the fact that reindeer herding is 
a cultural trait that Eastern Khanty living north of the middle Ob share with the 
Northern Khanty of Kazym and Salekhard and the Nenets seems to "authorize" its 

selection by both government officials and Khanty intelligentsia (few of whom, by the 
way, come from non-reindeer-keeping Khanty communities south of the Ob). This in 

spite of the fact that reindeer keeping does not fit the profile of all Ob-Ugrians and 
in some cases, as among the Mansi near Saran'paul, an emphasis on reindeer herd
ing plays into the hands of the local reindeer-herding Komi majority. Government 
officials have created the Day of the Oblas as a summer holiday to stand in the place 

of the former Day of the Hunter and Fisherman, which itself devolved from the an
nual community gathering (skhod) in the nineteenth-century village to pay taxes, 

resolve grievances, and administer justice. On this day there are festive competitions 
such as dugout canoe races, which radically resignify the nature and function of the 
small, shallow, round-bottomed craft designed for the slow, solitary exploitation of a 
marshy waterland. Local taiga Khanty do participate and enjoy this festive occasion, 

though they do not draw up its program nor arc they asked to evaluate it. Rather it 
represents the administration's sense of what constitutes a "core element" ofKhanty 

culture and thus their sense of what local people can be expected to enjoy. The Kazym 
(northern) dialect ofKhanty language is the officially sanctioned language for native

language radio, television, and journalism, and there is a general presumption that 
Kazym cultural forms represent the "real" Khanty traditions. In part this is a result 
of confusing regional variation with cultural persistence, contrasting the more severe 
effects of development on the Eastern Khanty with the perception of greater cultural 

integrity on Kazym. But in no small measure it also results from the influence of the 

many Khanty intelligentsia who have come from Kazym. 
The richness and visibility of these cultural revival efforts disguise a fundamen

tal flaw. They originate from different constituencies with different interests. The 

administration promotes crafts and skills and endorses reindeer to emphasize mate
rial culture and economy. The reindeer is even deployed by the administration as a 

symbol ofits good environmental stewardship and its effective balancing of industrial 
and indigenous interests. Khanty intelligentsia focus on performative traditions 
and dimensions of native religion, denominating this sphere by the older but still 
rhetorically if not scientifically useful term, spiritual culture. Each party through its 
institutional agents promotes these elements across the region as identity symbols. 
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Neither the native intelligentsia nor administration officials, however, are sufficiently 

embedded in the practice of everyday life of taiga Khanty to effectively represent 
taiga communities whom they presume to know so well that they can identify the 
core elements of Khanty culture. Other processes are under way in the bush. 

STRATEGIES OF CULTURAL PERSISTENCE 

Cultural persistence is a phenomenon in need of explanation, as Rushforth and 

Chisholm point out (1991:15-17). Far from being the presumptive ground of 
stability against which change is measured, persistence and change are comple
mentary although not necessarily reciprocal terms. That cultural persistence is a 
phenomenon that demands explanation is indicated by the number of explanations 
it has prompted. Rushforth and Chisholm provide a "not exhaustive" list of at least 

thirteen factors which have been claimed as contributing to cultural persistence, 
such as small population size, geographical isolation, peculiarities of social struc
ture, language, communication networks, normative systems, and the like. Balzer 

reviews many theories of ethnicity and provides her assessment of what they can 
contribute to understanding what she calls "the tenacity of ethnicity" among the 

Khanty (1999:203-223). 
Much of what has been written about the struggle of the Eastern Khanty under 

the stress of industrial development of their lands has blurred important distinctions 

concerning community, collective identity, and culture in framing discussions about 
persistence. Spicer's classic and widely cited article, "Persistent Cultural Systems," 

focused on ethnicity as the "relationship between human individuals and selected 
cultural elements-the symbols-[ that] is the essential feature of the collective 

identity systems" (1971:796). He explicitly stated that "the continuity of a people 
is a phenomenon distinct from the persistence of a particular set of cultural traits" 

(1971:798), enabling Castile and Kushner to employ this formula to rationalize 
the title of their 1981 book, Persistent Peoples. Cultural persistence in the Spicerian 

vein came to mean persistent identity systems, arising, in Spicer's view (following 
Barth 1969), from the identification of specific cultural elements as symbols of op

position to dominant external forces. Spicer was quite clear, however, that cultural 
persistence did not consist in the persistence of the same set of symbols but in the 

continuous development of strategies for identifying specific cultural elements as 
identity symbols. Closer to our sense, Rushforth and Chisholm define cultural 

persistence explicitly as "the maintenance through time of systems of knowledge, 
beliefs, values, and operational norms" (1991:15). Their principal interest is in de

fining the mechanisms which reproduce systems so as to maintain what they call 
"historically stable strategies," which they define as "culturally informed decision 

heuristics that, if adopted by the majority of individuals in a particular society, do 
not allow individuals following a different course of intentional, considered action 
to obtain greater material or nonmaterial utility" (1991:15, 136). Even the cursory 
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review of Khanty history supplied at the beginning of this book indicates that for 
more than two millennia today's Khanty and their forebears have been continuously 
exposed to innovations from, subjected to domination by, and intermarried with 
populations from beyond the region. Any notion of cultural persistence must take 
into consideration such "porosity." As Morton Fried writes in exploring the notion 
of tribe, "the absence of tight boundaries in breeding, economic relations, politi
cal relations, and warfare is part and parcel of the more general absence of sharp 
boundaries with respect to the distribution of cultural traits over an area said to be 
inhabited by a number of tribes" (1975:85). 

What links Spicer's approach to cultural persistence to that of Rushforth and 
Chisholm is the emphasis of both on praxis (Ortner 1984). Persistence is a con
sequence of the reaffirmation of beliefs and values through the reiteration of the 

behaviors in which such beliefs and values are customarily recognized. Scenes of 
cultural "production" are inevitably moments of cultural "reproduction." One may 
think of such scenes in terms of scale, referring to the degree to which any cultural 

scene organizes the interaction of social and material components, and in terms 
of depth, in the Geertzian sense of" deep" play, referring to the complexity of its 
symbolic structure. Clearly the two cannot be separated, but they are distinct: very 

deep scenes may not require much in the way of persons, space, or resources; very large 
scenes may be shallow in that they involve large numbers of spectators or quantities 
of the same resource. Spicer's formulation of "participation in tradition" has been 
influential in folkloristics (Cothran 1973), and contributed to the emergence of the 

contemporary perspective on knowledge systems that link interests, knowledge, and 

action in a number of areas from the critical epistemology of Gadamer's "philosophi
cal hermeneutics" (1989 [1960]), to social science practice theorists, such as Bourdieu 

(1977, 1987) and Giddens (1984). 
Taken together, the concepts of habitus and participation lead us to think of 

cultural persistence as a function of communally sanctioned strategies, aimed at 
reaffirming a sense of collective identity and validating the claims and actions that 
flow from it. TI1e "community" implied in this description is deliberately left vague, 

because its constitution must be specified in the description of any strategy and cannot 
be presumed on the basis oflanguage, location, kinship, or other such criteria. In this 
view, "communal sanction" refers to the kind of validation that is conferred informally 

by the social approval of peers and the allocation of social capital. By "strategies" we 

have in mind the complex organization of actions and resources in pursuit of interests 

marked out by Bourdieu. Moreover, if we take into account the concept of"participa
tion," we may be able to specify the ways in which and the extent to which various 
fractions of a community do or do not "sanction" certain strategies. Viewed in these 

terms, we can speak of cultural persistence among the Eastern Khanty as a function 
of three sets of strategies: strategies of accommodation, strategies of differentiation, 

and strategies of integration. 
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Strategies of Accommodation 

Khanty acknowledge the hegemony of the dominant culture in a number of spheres, 
but their limited compliance signals its impingement upon a community value that 
the dominant society cannot effectively compel them to extinguish. Strategies of 
accommodation represent attempts to manage innovations to effectively maintain 
the precedence of Khanty values and practices. As a result, Khanty self-consciously 

limit their participation in these spheres by complying with the requirements for li
censure, registration, or enrollment to the degree they perceive benefit in compliance, 
but violating the practices licensed or limiting their exposure to or engagement with 
alien institutions or objects when they perceive no benefit. Perhaps the best-known 

example of this is the requirement to identify one's ethnicity in the civil passport, 
and the practice of parents to register children of mixed ethnicity based on their 

perception of categorical benefits. 
The state's compulsory education law requires enrollment of Khanty children 

through eleven grades, but few Khanty children, more often boys than girls, complete 
the full course. Similarly, the work of most Khanty adults is defined according to 

a state system of job classification and recorded in their employment record book 
as "hunter," "reindeer herder," and the like. These job classifications have certain 

reporting requirements with which Khanty comply, but the Khanty do not feel 
compelled to alter their customary behaviors according to the prescriptions of these 

occupations. The state also licenses guns and both hunting and trapping, but many 
Khanty continue to hunt in excess oflimits, out of season and using methods deemed 
illegal, such as snares. One can argue that this is in part due to economic pressures 
and alternative markets or that they are encouraged by lack of enforcement, but it 

is also true that Khanty feel themselves entitled in this regard, authorized by their 
historic priority on the land and cultural sanction for practices, such as snaring, that 

the state prohibits (cf. Wilson 2002). 
In other areas the dominant culture is recognized, even appreciated. The Khanty 

have long emulated Russians by keeping Orthodox icons in their homes and syncreti

cally incorporating other Orthodox beliefs and practices into their own religion. The 
presence of these elements has sometimes been misread as a sign of significant ac
culturation, but it's difficult to reach that conclusion among the Eastern Khanty. In 

its least self-conscious manifestation, these few elements have been rather seamlessly 

incorporated into what remains by far a predominantly indigenous religion. At its 
most self-conscious, the incorporation of Orthodoxy is felt as an external acquisition 

to be managed, valued according to the benefits expected to accrue from it. When 
benefits do not accrue, icons are ignored, desecrated, or destroyed. Along the entire 
spectrum of behaviors, however, few Khanty see the persistence of their collective 

identity or the perpetuation of their customary behaviors undermined by the pres
ence of these Orthodox elements. 
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The case is different with Khanty attempts to manage the consequences of inno
vative technologies. It seems clear that outboard motors, snowmobiles, and carbines 
extended the range, changed the pattern of exploitation, and altered the composition 
ofKhanty hunting and fishing groups, but Khanty viewed this as a logical extension of 

their existing, more limited capabilities and not something that seriously jeopardized 
their collective self-identity or the claims which flowed from it. To some extent they 
similarly view the acquisition of gasoline-fueled electrical generators that has made 
possible a rationed portion of electricity at some remote extended-family settlements 
in the bush. This comparison would be apt if it were only a matter of electric light 
supplanting kerosene lamps, but a few Khanty are beginning to use these generators 
to power televisions and audio systems. There seems little doubt that these innovative 
technologies hasten the rate at which alien cultural representations are supplanting 

Khanty cultural representations communicated through oral traditional forms. For 
these reasons, Khanty may be less successful in accommodating these status-marked 

purveyors of alien cultural representations than they were with more instrumental 
technologies that advanced rather than supplanted their own interests. 

Strategies of Differentiation 

In various venues Khanty deploy certain kinds of behaviors to differentiate themselves 
from non-Khanty. These kinds of behaviors come closest to Spicer's sense of identity 

symbols, but they are neither always nor entirely motivated solely as responses to the 
dominant culture. To a greater or lesser degree, depending on the specific behavior 

and the context, Khanty also use these as markers to distinguish between them
selves and other indigenous people and between themselves and other Khanty. The 
dominant culture, which has penetrated deep into the taiga through administrative, 

economic, media, and infrastructural instrumentalities, has certainly transformed 

the local village service center and in some cases even the individual extended-family 
settlement into a site for the display of multiple identities. As a consequence, these 
behaviors may seem less symbolic, less self-consciously asserted, more "real," because 

they are more contextualized by other marked behaviors. Nevertheless as Castile 

writes, "Without these displays there would be nothing behavioral, linguistic, or 
racial to allow any immediate identification of such persons as being deviant from 
the characteristics of the general society. Their display is a conscious renunciation of 

such acceptance" (1981:184). 
Language, of course, remains a significant element of differentiation. Most 

Khanty are bilingual and, as elsewhere, the availability of a second language makes 

possible selective communication in mixed company. Moreover, degrees of fluency in 
Khanty and Russian vary enormously, the degree of fluency in each language providing 

access to different cultural resources. Most Khanty speak their native language as the 
first language at home, and reserve Russian for encounters with non-Khanty. Some 
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families make a conscious effort to maintain the more elaborate registers ofKhanty 

language and the oral traditions which they sustain, others none at all. 

Clothing is also a clear sign of differentiation, especially for Khanty women. 
Summer clothing for Khanty, Nenets, Russian, and Ukrainian men is more or less 

comparable, composed of a variety of factory-produced clothing; the exception here 

are nyriki, the short, light traditional Khanty moosehide shoes that have not yet been 

entirely replaced by Western shoes or cut-down rubber boots. However, the kisi and 

the white winter hunting shirt of the Iugan hunter and the heavy, winter hooded 

malitsa of the Tromeganreindeer herder set them apart dramatically from Russian 

locals. Despite the increasing use of factory clothing. Khanty men still cling to this 

winter clothing not only for its functionality but as culturally appropriate costume. 

Khanty women continue to wear the traditional sak, in both its winter or summer 

forms, and cover their heads with a long scarf, whether at home in the bush or among 

non-Khanty when visiting the village. This is true even if they adopt other elements of 

Western dress such as shoes or tights. TI1e only exception to this, and it is not a 

regular one, is that some Khanty women may change to Western dress when visit

ing big cities such as Surgut. By and large only acculturated Khanty women living 

and usually employed in the village regularly adopt Western dress. TI1ere seems little 

doubt that by wearing traditional clothing Khanty women mean to signal their na

tive identity and to discourage approaches from non-native males. These more visible 

markers often point to less visible ones. If it is true that Khanty don't necessarily 

subscribe to local residence group exogamy patterns once offered as the norm, they 

still expect to marry other Khanty. Apart from those who have relocated to the big 

cities such as Surgut, Nefteiugansk, and Nizhnevartovsk, "marrying out" is a strategy 

rarely employed, and then principally by women. Even then, it is arguable whether 

the Khanty women have "married out" or the non-Khanty man has "married in." In 

either case, this is very much a minority choice tolerated for individual advantage 
and not a communally sanctioned strategy. 

Identification with territory also still remains very strong. Eastern Khanty know 

that families have moved from one river system to another within the region, yet they 

still refer to these families by the river system of their origin, though few would go 

so far as the one Khanty man, who, when asked for his ethnicity while applying for 

his civil passport, identified himself as iuganetz, a Iugan-er. The self-identification 

of Khanty with the land is directly connected to their subsistence economy. Cer

tainly the equation of cultural identity with economy was also strengthened in 

the Soviet period by the association of the right to use land with maintaining a 

"traditional" economy, a practice that continues in the post-Soviet period. But one 

hears frequently comments such as "as cows are to Russians, reindeer are to us," or 

"the forest always calls the hunter back." These references to the identification of 

land and economy emphasize that cultural identity is experienced as a continuity 
of specific work practices. 
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The degree of participation in native religious practices can be a marker of 

differentiation. Khanty participation in native religious practices, such as animal 
sacrifices or making offerings, is very unevenly distributed across the population, and 

is not automatically taken as an index of "traditionality." There are several reasons 

for this. Simply logistically, it is often not possible to stage such events, nor, because 

of timing and transportation, is it possible to ensure general participation. Partici

pation may indicate conformity to public norms but not necessarily affirmation of 

the beliefs, values, or practices the ritual legitimates. Lack of participation in such 

public events may also be compensated for with activities within the local sphere of a 

Khanty's ordinary competence, such as maintaining the images of the family patron 

spirits or even the images of one's own spirit helpers. Thus, coming back to concepts 

of scale and depth, participation in tradition may be "small" in scale and "shallow" 

in depth but still significant. Because much of Khanty religious belief and practice is 

perpetuated precisely in this less visible domestic sphere, it can seem more integrated 

into, sometimes even obscured by, the more frequent and more visible activities of the 

hunter or reindeer herder, whose sense of being Khanty the community might assess 

better on those terms than on his more limited and less visible religious practices. 

What is required is that one must not publicly abjure the indigenous religion of the 

community, as the Baptist converts do. TI1is immediately marginalizes them despite 

their persistence in traditional subsistence lifeways. 

Strategies oflntegration 

TI1e nature of Khanty life is such that many of these cultural elements and behav

ioral patterns are customarily organized into "scenarios," which link time, place, 

participants, and actions in complex ways. Unlike the more specific strategies of ac

commodation and differentiation, the value of these scenarios is that they reproduce 

and reinforce the broad links of community identity across many domains. In this 

sense, if they seem less susceptible to symbolization because they are more diffuse, 

they nevertheless serve more effectively as strategies of cultural persistence because 

they integrate so many culnual domains while providing a contrastive dimension to 

comparable non-Khanty complexes. 

Despite the emphasis on settings, we prefer to denominate these strategies as 

"scenarios" instead of"scenes" to indicate that these specific locales are also regularly 

associated with specific activities, quite in the idiomatic sense that events are said to 

"take place." TI1ese scenarios may be enacted with a frequency that is either calendri

cally or seasonally regular or simply occasional and irregular. What is important is that 

these familiar scenarios are recurrent structures of activity that regularly reproduce 

more or less the same configurations of social group, behavior, knowledge, and value. 

We can identify here a few of the many such regularly recurring scenarios: 

• On iurta. While this may seem as a kind of default category, in fact, the princi

pal, usually summer, residence is the scene of very specific activities, allocated 
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in specific spaces, and carried on by specific individuals or task groups: baking 
bread, preparing skins, repairing equipment, cutting and storing firewood, tend

ing reindeer smudge fires, drying berries and processing nuts, fishing, checking 
traplines, worshipping family patron deities. These regular, seasonal activities 
move within longer cycles of activities such as construction, marriages, childbirth, 
death, and burial. 

Contrasting with the iurta are two other residential sites for recurring scenarios: 
• Going to urman. South of the Ob River, the deep forest or urman contrasts with 

the iurta or extended-family settlement as the site for the regular reproduction of 

certain important activities associated with subsistence hunting. Formerly much 
longer periods of time were spent at a winter hunting place, so that entire Iugan 
Khanty families might have been said to have moved seasonally between the 

winter and summer place, sometimes through transit camps. Today, snowmobiles 
have reduced that travel time often to three or four hours and the forest hunting 
cabin is occupied two or three weeks at a time. While wives may accompany 

husbands to the forest, young children are often left behind at the iurta with 
grandparents or another family, and the deep forest hunting place is becoming 

a more socially circumscribed habitus. 
• In chum with the reindeer. North of the Ob River, following the reindeer season

ally means spending less time at the summer house and several weeks at each 

of several other seasonal locations, including the temporary shelter of chums or 
cabins. This scenario on the north side of the Ob corresponds roughly to going 

to urman on the south side. 
Other site-specific complexes of cultural behaviors usually occur within these three 

larger contexts, but may be staged separately and participated in separately, for example 
by visitors or village Khanty, either as guests or as actors. Some are: 

• Fish camp. A seasonal, temporary relocation characterized by living in tents and 
a continuous occupation with a single activity, the catching and smoking of fish. 

Often particularly an activity of the younger generation, it creates age-set bonds 
and reinforces a sense of the extended family as a cooperative economic and social 

unit that carried over from sharing the labor and harvest of hunting and herding. 
• Animal sacrificing. Sacrifice may occur at home within a domestic context or at 

a sacred place that brings together several families, sometimes even reaching out 
across river systems. We count here too those sacrifices made by individuals when 

visiting sacred places on another territory. These sacrifices mobilize community 
representatives in site-specific and site-appropriate activities with discrete cultural 

roles. The allocation of these roles may or may not be negotiated on-site but the 

requirements of the roles are clear enough. 
• Making pori at labaz. This ritual communal meal locates the consumption of 

food within a divinely sanctioned order that provides food for and forms a com
munity from those who acknowledge the spirits of animals and fish, forests and 
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waters. The prayer-framed meal may be done indoors or in eating areas set out 
in front of the labaz. 

" Drinking parties. One might think of drinking as simply a behavior that is part 
of larger visiting customs, but binge-drinking parties, while visiting at either 
other iurtas during travel or at homes or hotels in the village, in the forest, or on 
the beach, occur regularly enough and among all fractions of the population that 
they may be viewed as cultural scenes. Certainly they offer a context for defining 

social groups and motivate other activities including storytelling and singing. 
One test of "traditionality" of drinking parties is that several Khanty who are 

attracted to evangelical Christianity have not presented themselves for baptism 
because, despite having sworn off alcohol, they could not avoid occasions for 
drinking in the Khanty world. 

It might be objected that these scenarios cannot properly be called "strategies" 
because, unlike strategies of resistance, accommodation, and differentiation, they 
do not have as a central component a significant amount of choice and calculation, 
but such "rational calculation of benefit" was never the distinguishing element of 

strategies in Bourdieu's sense. De Certeau linked the concept of strategy to specific 
spaces in which different forces generate a sense of relationships "proper" to that 
space. This linkage enables him to locate the individual and define his power within 

a specific field: 

1. The "proper" is a triumph of place over time. It allows one to 
capitalize acquired advantages, to prepare future expansion, and thus 

to give oneself a certain independence with respect to the variability 
of circumstances. It is a mastery of time through the foundation of 

an autonomous place. 

2. It is also a mastery of places through sight. The division of space 

makes possible a panoptic practice proceeding from a place whence 
the eye can transform foreign forces into objects that can be observed 
and measured, and thus control and "include" them within its scope 

of vision. To be able to see (far into the distance) is also to be able to 

predict, to run ahead of time by reading a space. 

3. It would be legitimate to define the power of knowledge by this 
ability to transform the uncertainties of history into readable spaces. 
But it would be more correct to recognize in these "strategies" a 

specific type of knowledge, one sustained and determined by the 
power to provide oneself with one's place. (de Certeau 1984:36) 

De Certeau's insight that power relations within Western mass culture divide space 

into scenes can also be applied to the uneven distributions of power and accompanying 
allocations and definitions of space in multicultural societies. This language thus has 

extraordinary resonance for understanding the sense of competence Khanty feel in 
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reproducing proper action in the scenarios we outline above, and the alienation and 
impotence they feel in other scenes. Castile, using an earlier paradigm, hypothesized, 
"If biological evolutionary success is ultimately describable in terms of differential 
reproduction, then the social evolutionary equivalent lies in the system's ability 
to attract, hold and motivate its members" (1981:187-188). The Marxist cultural 
theorist Raymond Williams suggests something similar when he observes that in 
discussing "meanings and values as they are actively lived and felt," we must talk 
about structures of feeling: 

characteristic elements of impulse, restraint and tone; specifically 
affective elements of consciousness and relationships; not feeling 

against thought, but thought as feeling and feeling as thought: 
practical consciousness of a present kind, in a living and interrelating 
continuity. We are then defining these elements as "structure": as a set, 

with specific internal relations, at once interlocking and in tension. 
(Williams 1977:132) 

De Certeau' s critique of mass culture helps to define its fault lines in ways that develop 
Bourdieu's sense, from his study ofKabyle marriage, that different classes employed 
different strategies (Bourdieu 1977). 

De Certeau's discussion linking strategies to power relationships and opposi
tions taps into the long history of treating ethnicity as a function of oppositional 

identity. By looking at the ways in which power relationships separate and marginal
ize fractions of the population to varying degrees, both the dominant/mainstream/ 

superordinate society and the oppressed/marginalized/subordinate society, which 
are often treated monolithically, can each be rendered as complex mosaics. This 

in turn means that acculturative pressures and identity behaviors take place along 

selected lines between population fragments and generate correspondingly complex 
permutations of interaction. Thus fractions of the Khanty population arrayed along 
a spectrum from subsistence hunters and herders at one end to those urbanized 

monolingual-Russian-speaking Khanty already effectively incorporated into the 
Russian socioeconomic system at the other would differ dramatically over the nature 

and number of identity symbols, the degree of their integration with other cultural 

traits, and the extent to which they are the product of conscious selection and sym
bolization (c£ Erasmus 1981). A Iugan Khanty woman who comes to Ugut from 
her iurta to buy supplies and a Khanty woman who is a bureaucrat or politician in 

Khanty-Mansiysk and who comes to a public celebration both may wear what is called 
"national costume," but however recognizably similar as manifestations of identity, 

they are significantly different. Both involve a degree of self-consciousness, but self
consciousness is much more heightened for the urban bureaucrat than for the hunter's 
wife. Even the costumes are different: both may be the only one of its kind, but one 

is worn almost every day and integrated into a web of customary activities while the 
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other is kept in the closet almost every day and employed only on festive occasions; 
even the quality of materials is different and the ornamentation stylized. Thus the 
iurta woman's sak is more a regular mark of her ordinary identity that occasionally 
becomes a symbol of difference, while for the bureaucrat it is more a regular symbol 

of difference that says little about her ordinary identity. It is thus appropriate to speak 
of"spheres of participation in tradition," since "tradition" is not only conceptualized 

but reproduced differently. 
Each of the scenarios outlined above-and the list is not meant to be exhaus

tive-thus represents the mobilization of a specific social group in the site-specific 
integrated reproduction of cultural behaviors and what Raymond Williams calls 
"structures of feeling." In this way they constitute complex strategies of integration 
for "being Khanty." And these strategies, as de Certeau's emphasis on scene reminds 

us, underscore the importance ofland and territory as providing the objective con
ditions for the integrated reproduction of "proper" behaviors, which constitute the 

fundamental condition of cultural persistence. The strategies are effective because 
they integrate recurring patterns of customary behavior with specific scenes and link 
them to powerful affective reinforcements offamiliarity and competence. By contrast 
to other environments, this structure of feeling also resonates as a sense of "fit" that 

can only be called belonging. For this reason, even the most self-conscious members 
of the native intelligentsia understood that Agrafena Pesikova Sopochina and Liubov 
Stakanova's so-called "ethnographic camps" or Iosif Antonovich Sopochin's "model 
iurta with reindeer herd" could be more effective instrumentalities for cultural revival 

than folklore ensembles. 

A RESILIENT PEOPLE 

In Perspectives on American Indian Culture Change (1961), Edward Spicer summarized 

the results of a summer-long seminar in 1956 funded by the Social Science Research 
Council. The seminar reemphasized some conclusions of earlier work (Linton 1943) 

that change processes and their results were heavily dependent on whether the contact 
situation was nondirected or coercive. Spicer's own conclusion distinguished several 

types of culture change processes, distinctions which remain pertinent today even 

in describing the kinds of changes among the Eastern Khanty. Spicer anticipated 
today's concerns about hegemony, in his distinction between directed (coerced) and 
nondirected change, and marked how social networks become vectors of change. 

Spicer also took an ethnohistoric as opposed to a synchronic descriptive perspec
tive, and called attention to cross-scale changes by linking larger change dynamics 

to more local changes. 
Of course, Spicer's models of culture change suffer from the same impediments 

that very quickly came to be perceived as having compromised the effective deploy
ment of the term "culture" itself (Ortner 1984). Spicer's early and valuable assessment 

also does not share the contemporary focus on the very local or on the relationship 
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between interests and agency or between practice and system. Nor could Spicer and 
his colleagues anticipate the ways in which the development of electronic mass media 
has magnified immensely the range of discourses to which native people are exposed 
and the degree of saturation they experience in a complex society. Spicer did recognize, 
however, the ways in which the seminar's charge had limited the scope of his inquiry 
and minimized the discussion of strategies for resistance and cultural persistence, an 

imbalance which he almost immediately set out to redress in subsequent publications 
(Spicer 1971, 1980). 

Resilience seems a more productive framework than acculturation for under
standing change, resistance, and persistence as local dynamics of a larger integrated 

set or system of processes. The term resilience is familiar enough in indigenous stud
ies, though it is often employed there less as a model for describing specific kinds of 
changes and more as a valorizing descriptor (Kicza 2002). Its principal currency, since 

its introduction more than thirty years ago (Holling 1973), has been in the ecological 
modeling of complex social-environmental systems (SES). Ecological studies of SESs 
tend to emphasize the ways in which human systems interact with the biosphere in 
quantifiably measurable ways. Resilience, although variously defined, is commonly 

taken as the measure of the capacity of a system to absorb stress and reorganize itself 
while undergoing change so as to retain essentially the same function, structure, and 
identity (cf. Walker et al. 2004). The model of the adaptive cycle figures prominently 
in resilience studies as "useful metaphor," that is, one "productive of ideas" and "not 

as a testable hypothesis" (Carpenter et al. 2001:766).1he adaptive cycle describes the 
movement of a system through four phases: 

a period of rapid growth and exploitation (r); leading into a long phase 
of accumulation, monopolization, and conservation of structure, 

duringwhich resilience tends to decline (K); a very rapid breakdown 
or release phase (creative destruction (D)); and, finally, a relatively 

short phase of renewal and reorganization (a). If, in this phase, 
the system still retains sufficient of its previous components it can 
reorganize to remain within the same configuration as before. But it 
is also a time when novelty can enter-new species, new institutions, 
ideas, policies, and industries-and the "new," emerging system, 

whether it is in the same or a different configuration, gains resilience. 
(Walker et al. 2002:6) 

This model of adaptation is very suggestive, implying that systems have an adaptive 
capacity to absorb stress and integrate change, but that achieving a certain threshold
another key concept in resilience studies, along with feedback-the balance can tip 
quite suddenly to initiate a restructuring of the system. 

By contrast, cultural anthropology, land use studies, and ethos studies have also 

focused on culture as a means by which local populations appropriate the physical 
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environment not in quantitatively measurable but in qualitatively describable ways. 
The principal emphasis here has been on the cognized biosphere (for example, Brody 
1989;Jordan 2003; Krupnik et al. 2004; Nelson 1986; Tanner 1979; Vitebsky 2005). 
Anthropology and ecology each come at the biosphere from different, but comple
mentary perspectives that emphasize their peculiar interests and methodologies. In 
the end the two modes of inquiry, however complementary, may be too different to 

absolutely harmonize. This is especially true when discussing cultural change. 
Nevertheless, there is some utility in using the SES .model as a heuristic to open 

up lines of inquiry about cultural persistence and change in ways that might make 
clear more systemic linkages among complexes of factors, especially for "traditional" 

peoples whose sense of cultural identity is not yet entirely a matter of disarticulated 
symbols but remains, at least in part, a function of behaviors connected to particular 
landscapes. This is true even of rapid-change scenarios (Kofinas et al. 2005). Using the 
SES model as a heuristic for understanding changes in behavior can overcome the 

recognized problems posed by a holistic model of culture. It can explain why some frac
tions of a population might persist in a behavior other fractions might alter while both 

recognize each other as members of the same tradition. It also rejects binary models 
of cultural change, such as the notion that change simply names the failure of culture 
reproduction, and offers the possibility that change is a systemically advantageous 

strategy. And by proposing a systems approach to cultural change in communities, 
it may be able to effectively link changes in the objective conditions to behavioral 
changes in different fractions of the community more thoroughly and effectively. 

Ecological modeling of resilience is based on a number of key concepts useful for 
thinking about cultural change. Walker et al. argue that one of three defining charac

teristics of resilience is "the amount of change a system can undergo (and, therefore, 
the amount of stress it can sustain) and still retain the same controls on function 
and structure" (2002:5-6). A good example of this is the continued improvement 

in hunting and fishing technologies culminating in today's snowmobiles, outboard 
motors, and carbines. Although such technologies extend already existing capabilities 

and may provoke an ecological response-game animals move farther away and so 
hunting patterns begin to change-the existing hunting ethos and praxis may require 

a good deal of such input before any significant change in values, beliefs, or practices 
can be perceived. This certainly is the case among the Khanty. How the threshold 
of change is established then becomes the question. 1he resilience of a system is 

also marked by the degree to which the system expresses capacity for learning and 
adaptation (Walker et al. 2002:5-6). One can readily view in such terms the incor

poration of the Orthodox God as a variant ofTorum or, if one accepts Karjalainen's 
argument, the adoption of reindeer sacrifice as a form of domestic animal sacrifice 

that at an even earlier period had been restricted to horses and" farm" animals. Yet a 
third measure of a system's resilience is the degree to which the system is capable of 

self-organization (Gunderson 2000:430; Walker et al. 2002:5-6). Spicer saw that as 
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coercion was exercised through various channels, different types of culture change 
became manifest. This led him to the provocative, tentative conclusion, which may 
even be taken as a hypothesis, that "a pattern of response [to acculturative pressures] 
once worked out seemed to persist under conditions not obviously favorable" (Spicer 
1961:538). Here Spicer sounds as if he is clearly describing a system whose resilience 
is constrained by limits on its ability to learn and self-organize. 

If we contextualize our discussion of Khanty resilience in terms of twentieth
century developments, we can mark two periods of tremendous transformation as a 
result of external pressures: collectivization in the 1930s and intensive industrializa

tion of the 1980s and 1990s. Both traumas correspond to the final phase of the adaptive 
cycle, a period of rapid change or destruction following the period of accumulation, 
consolidation, and declining resilience. Yet even after traumatic events associated with 
collectivization such as the Kazym Rebellion, Northern and Eastern Khanty were 

able to adapt reindeer herding practices to collectivization, this in spite of the fact 
that shamans were vigorously persecuted. Khanty culture proved resilient because it 
did not require direction and guidance from cultural specialists for reproducing cul
tural forms of belief and practice, much of which remained in the sphere of ordinary 

competence. New individuals could emerge to fulfill specialist roles as the occasion 
required. In this way, the system adapted to the external pressures, reorganizing itself 
to maintain much of its traditional forms through different channels. 

However, an examination of the second, most recent period of traumatic change 
in the twentieth century reveals how this resilience has been eroded. The pressures in 

the intensive industrialization period, while less direct and coercive, came at the end 
of a long, debilitating phase of conservation of structure and declining resilience. This 

phase was defined, on the one hand, by a succession of postwar efforts by the Soviet 
state through the 1960s to integrate Khanty reindeer herding, fishing, and hunting 

for furs into the national economy, and, on the other hand, the failure of adequate 
state response when those economic structures began to collapse by the late 1970s. 

Thus communities, which had become dependent through their integration but were 
more or less protected by the system's success in meeting their needs, became exposed 

and vulnerable when the system upon which they had become dependent collapsed. 
Eastern Khanty culture has in fact made efforts to reorganize itself in response to 

this economic pressure by returning to a subsistence economy less dependent on state 
organizational structures, a kind of pre-Soviet model, and by efforts at social and po

litical organization. These efforts have been compromised, however, by the increasing 
failure of the national and international markets to support the taiga products that 

Khanty traditionally exchanged for cash, by the industrial destruction of the taiga 
itself which has yielded them products for subsistence and barter, by proliferating 

infrastructure that enables more frequent and more intense intrusion of dominant 
culture into the most remote taiga settlements, and by national and okrug policies 
on land use, political administration, and native organization. 
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For Eastern Khanty the change dynamic is not a positive one, and prospects 
are not good. As development increasingly encroaches upon and then destroys the 
physical environment upon which Eastern Khanty culture depends, communities will 
become more enclaved until resettlement and relocation programs sever connections 
to the taiga. Cut off from the land, Khanty culture will become reduced to a set of 
isolated and isolatable identity symbols, as it is now for some Khanty intelligentsia. 
These symbols, becoming more and more abstracted over time from any original 
context of use, will lose their original functionality and have their principal meaning 

as markers of ethnicity. 
That the two current Eastern Khanty cultural formations-reindeer herders and 

hunters-are in the midst of dramatic change is incontrovertible. While it is common 
to hear policy makers, especially the native intelligentsia, speak about "preserving" 
Khanty culture, it is clear that culture, understood as a complex configuration of 

practices, beliefs, and values rooted in a particular community's historical adapta
tion to its environment, cannot be preserved. Moreover, considering that most such 

efforts in this regard are undertaken by marginals or outsiders and that such efforts 
at once both decontextualize and fossilize otherwise dynamic traditions, the whole 
well-intentioned project of"preservation" raises genuine ethical questions. Neverthe
less, having arrogated to themselves the responsibility for shaping the future of the 

Eastern Khanty, federal and regional policy makers bear a heavy responsibility for 
not imposing a future but ensuring the conditions that preserve options and enable 
choices. Ecologists might reframe this argument as debate over the relative merits of 

focusing on sustainability or on resilience. Focusing on resilience would mean foster
ing "adaptations that redefine the system to avoid exceeding resilience boundaries" 

(Walker et al. 2002). 
One way this could be done is by defining in a few places reserved territories of 

sufficient size to preserve sustainable populations of the environmental resources 
upon which traditional economies depend. These reserved lands could sustain small 

resident Khanty populations who choose to maintain the traditional patterns of 
land use that undergird the current cultural formation, while serving as enclaves to 

which Khanty who have relocated to villages or even cities could return temporar
ily for long or short periods of time. Another is to identify local leaders through 

whom existing Khanty communities can be mobilized and provide them with the 
means and authority for fostering public discussion abut their common future. 

Both strategies have the advantage of building upon existing Khanty resources: the 
reserve strategy builds upon the practice of village Khanty to return to the forest 
and their iurtas to hunt and fish, and community organization builds upon the 

Khanty obshchina movement. The emergence of these phenomena in post-Soviet 
space is a sign of their promise and a measure of resilience. At the same time, any 

positive impact that can be attributed to these strategies has been small compared 
to the impact of industrial development in the region which continues to dominate 
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an increasingly centralized petrostate in which other voices are silenced and avenues 

for effective participation foreclosed. 

But setting aside reserved lands, empowering local native leadership, and devel

oping real self-governance challenge the most deeply embedded authoritarian and 

paternalistic traditions of governance in Russia, traditions which the global markets 

and international partnerships of the post-Soviet petrostate have not ameliorated. If 

one of the tests of a just society is how well its institutional practices provide for its 

weakest populations, real questions must be raised about the Russian government's 

commitment to substantially improving the fate of the Khanty and other native 

minorities of the Russian North. 
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